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A scooter stands on one of
Rome’s ochre tinted streets

the Vespa has been a feature
of talian l fe since 1946

SUBSCRI BER COVER

O Subscribe! See p14

O Follow us on Twitter 

@LPmagUK and

Instagram

@lonelyplanetmags

O Join our Lonely
Planetmagazine
insiders panel at
immediateinsiders.com

Three out of five British employees experience some form of mental health
issue as a result of their work, according to a recent study for the charity
Business in the Community. Help comes from recognising the struggle to

disconnect from our thoughts about work pressures and to connect with our
emotions, also in staying active, eating well and resting well. To all this,

naturally enough, I’ll add the intertwined benefits of travelling well.
If you were to ask me where or how on a personal level I’ve travelled best,
my first instinct would be to rattle off a list of places and experiences: South
Australia, Kenya and Ecuador; and exploring, coming closer to nature and
understanding a different culture. Yet the true mental refreshment from those
trips came from the feelings I experienced while on them and since: awe,

surprise, exhilaration, happiness and peacefulness included. Such emotions
that underlie travelling well are discussed later in this issue. Dotted between

our run of large-scale features (from p35), we’ve published a series of four
articles under the title The Place to Be, recommending many places and

experiences to broaden your emotional horizons. We carry you between
destinations as diverse as New Orleans and Papua New Guinea, feeling a
deep sense of joy, a spirit of adventure, passion and solitude along the way.

editor’s note

Award-winning
Lonely Planet

magazine
Consumer Publication of the Year

Consumer Writer of the Year  
Oliver Smith

Photography Award
Jonathan Gregson

Travel Media Awards 2017

Favourite UK Consumer
Travel Magazine

Cheapflights Awards 2017

YoungTravel Writer of the Year 
Sophie McGrath
AITO Awards 2017

Our PlaceTo Be feature covers the feelings
of adventure, as found in Norway’s Lofoten
Islands (pictured here); solitude, in Oman’s 
Empty Quarter (inset, left); passion,  
in Sicily (inset, middle); and joy,  
in Havana (inset, right)
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In this issue...
Win!

Turn to p129

ATRIPTO
SWITZERLAND

All prices correct at time of going to press. Prices for hotel rooms
are for double, en suite rooms with breakfast in low season, unless
otherwise stated. Flight prices are for the cheapest return fares,
including one piece of hold baggage, unless otherwise stated.

Look for these symbols to quickly identify listings

Sights

Beaches

Activities

Tours

Festivals

Sleeping

Drinking

Entertainment

Courses

Shopping

Eating Information
& Transport

Get 25% off your subscription to
Lonely Planet magazine and receive
a copy of our book, The Place to Be.
Plus, as a subscriber, you’ll save 35%
on the price of our guidebooks.

SUBSCRIBE P14

P O S T C A R D S
Your travel photos and stories
8 Adventures in the Arctic Circle and more

of your images from around the world

G LO B E T RO T T E R
The latest travel news and discoveries
16 How to cure jetlag, where to join the

biggest Holi celebrations, and more

E A S Y T R I P S
The latest travel news and discoveries
24 Take an out-of-season break to Dorset’s

Jurassic Coast
26 Fancy skiing on a volcano? Here’s how!
27 Where to uncover romance in Paris
28 Seasonal food in a nook of Scotland
29 Head to Florida for sunshine and fiestas
30 Review of the Month: Brody

Apartments in Budapest, Hungary
31 A walking holiday with a difference 

around Essaouira, Morocco

F E AT U R E S
More ideas for your bucketlist
35 Dip into the best of modern Sydney 

then trundle down the coast for
beaches, kangaroos and oysters

56 Discover the Rome only the locals know 
72 Head to Nevada, where traditional

cowboy culture is alive and kicking

T H E P L A C E TO B E
Travel not to see a particular sight but  
to experience a particular feeling
50 Where to feel joy
68 Where to find a spirit of adventure
84 Where to find passion
96 Where to enjoy solitude

P HOTOG R A P H E R ’ S
S TO RY
88 Monochrome views of the otherworldly 

landscapes and wildlife of Iceland 

TO P P I C K S
Themed guides to take with you
117 Explore the historic city of Oxford
119 First-timer or old-hand? Get the most

from your Amsterdam weekend
123 Two days inAmman, the capital of Jordan
125 Take a road trip through wild Alaska

Celebrating Holi  
in India p16

Is this the world’s most
exciting city pool? p35

Husky-
sledding in
Sweden p8
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Antarctica
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Canada

Banff National
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Cuba
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WhatTeam Lonely Planet has been up to this month

Just back from...Jordan

BEHIND THE SCENES

Setting out into the remote

canyons of Wadi Feid.

Squint and you’ll see a figure

balanced atop Petra’s Monastery.

Good at selfies, not so good

at tying a keffiyeh.

Senior features writer Oliver Smith recently returned from hiking the JordanTrail – a new

long-distance footpath leading to the city of Petra ( @OliSmithTravel  @olismithtravel).

Rome is 2,771 years

young, if the traditional 

date for its founding  

is to be believed. Shown 

on our newsstand cover, 

the Colosseum has been 

part of the city’s life for 

most of that time. On 

our subscriber cover 

meanwhile, you’ll find  

a Vespa – another iconic 

feature of the Roman 

streetscape, though 

admittedly one of 

younger vintage.
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THIS 
MONTH’S 
COVER

LETTER  
FROM THE 
SOUTH POLE 
This month saw the LP  

digital team interview four 

Antarctic base workers  

about their life on a frozen 

island the size of a football

have no fewer than 2,000 gentoo penguins for neighbours. The team is 

on a mission to keep Antarctic history alive: they look after six historical 

The LP publishing team

have cooked up a new

book all about solo 

travel. It’s packed 

with tips and advice for

before, during and after your trip. 

Writer Sarah Reid says: 

‘I still get butterflies before 

every solo trip, but it has become 

one of my favourite ways  

to travel. I love the  

way it forces you to open  

your eyes, ears and  

heart to the world in  

a new way. With a little 

forward planning, it can  

be the most rewarding  

way to see the world.’



Postcards
W H E R E  Y O U ’ V E  B E E N  A N D  W H A T  Y O U ’ V E  S E E N



P O S T C A R D S
Why not get involved? We’d love to include your best new travel photos. Send us your highest resolution 

JPEG images (not exceeding 15MB) along with a pic of yourself to postcards@lonelyplanet.com
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Komodo is part of the Lesser 
Sunda Islands in Indonesia and 
is particularly famous as being 
home to the Komodo dragon, 

the world’s largest lizard 

Suwandi Chandra lives in North 

Sumatra and travelled solo to Komodo 

I rented a local fishing boat 
with its crew and island-
hopped around Komodo 
National Park. Besides 
meeting the Komodo 
dragons, one of the 
highlights here is to hike  
on Padar Island. When I 
arrived, hardly anyone was 
there, since it was still early 
in the travel season. It felt 
like I had the whole island 
to myself. The first thing  
I did was to hike to the top 
of this hill. It was tiring, but 
the view was amazing: I 
could see most of the island 
and its three coves, and the 
setting sun added a lovely 
light to the scene. I felt  
very lucky to get this shot, 
especially as the crew told 
me there had been a storm 
the day before I arrived.

KOMODO ISLAND, 
INDONESIA

Here be 
dragons 



The monastery at Taung Kalat is built on a volcanic plug on the slopes of Mount Popa and remains an active place of worship

Two Alaskan huskies enjoy a break from pulling a sled; the flat, wooded terrain around Jukkasjärvi is perfect for dog sledding

PeterWatson, from France, hopes to sail

the Clipper Round the World Yacht Race

I was on a group cycling
tour of Myanmar and, after
a 52-mile uphill ride, we
arrived at Mount Popa.
We headed to our hotel
exhausted, but had this
view of the Buddhist Taung
Kalat Temple waiting for us.
Bathed in the afternoon
sunlight, it appeared both
wondrous and absurd: the
golden stupas surrounded
by sheer craggy rock evoked
fairytales and fortresses.
For me it was the perfect
symbol of Myanmar –
spiritual, remote, dramatic
and unknown.

MOUNTPOPA,
MYANMAR

Gilded age

Adam Foster spent a week travelling 

north from Luleå to Abisko

While staying at the
Icehotel, 90 miles north of
the Arctic Circle, my wife
Eleanor and I were lucky
enough to experience a
husky sled across the frozen
Torne River. After pausing
for traditional fika (coffee
and a cinnamon bun)
along the way, we met and
bonded with the dogs. The
two pictured are sisters and
are apparently inseparable.
They were so content in
each other’s company,
I couldn’t resist capturing
them cuddling in the
bitterly cold sunshine.

JUKKASJÄRVI,
SWEDEN

Lucky dogs

March  201810



POSTCARDS
Send your best new travel photos to postcards@lonelyplanet.com
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Abigail King took her daughter to

NYC when she was four months old

I grew up with one parent
living in the Big Apple,
so when it came to my
daughter’s first trip abroad,
it seemed fitting that her
first passport stamp should
be from New York City.
I took this photo as we
approached that most
poignant place of change:
Ground Zero. We’d passed
the day before and had
paid our respects at the
museum. I felt a chill to
approach again, but this
time I looked up to see
the blaze of sunset on the
wings of Oculus, phoenix-
like beside the new One
World Trade Center.
I stopped mid-crossing to
get this shot: the perfect
image of the city’s defiance, 
self-belief and hope.

NEWYORK,USA

Wings of  
a dove

Santiago Calatrava’s Oculus is the centrepiece of the World Trade Center Transportation Hub in Lower Manhattan



Nextmonth:Back to nature

On a street in the beautiful city of Cuzco, a Peruvian
lady sits with her pet alpaca (@travelbugamania)

A fisherman leaves East Sands beach at dawn in
St Andrews, Scotland (@nickthetravellingbear)

Strolling around the fascinating Alfama, the oldest 
district in Lisbon (@aleshh23)

Hanoi workers protect themselves from the sun 
using bamboo hats (@ethereal_travels)

The Valley of Colours is the largest community
artwork in the Philippines (@babaengbundok)

Downtown Manhattan at night – I could have stared 
at this view for hours (@southseastudio) 

This ingenious Indian barber runs his business from 
a box in Udaipur (@palm.trees.and.portraits) 

‘Hangry’ birds at Santa Cruz fish market in the 
Galápagos Islands (@adamswanderlust)  

Libreria Acqua Alta is an enchanting, ramshackle
bookshop in the heart of Venice (@giuliafederigi)

The neighbourhood

INSTAGRAM
Each month, we ask our Instagram followers to share their best shots on a travel theme;

we print our favourites here. Want to get involved? Follow us at @lonelyplanetmags

March  201812



2018 Asia Group Tours 

www.regentholidays.co.uk

Talk to an Asia Travel Specialist on

Glacier-fed rivers, jaw-dropping mountain
passes and Buddhist temples festoon this
Himalayan paradise, sandwiched between
the Tibetan plateau and India. This tour
takes in two of Bhutan’s most colourful
festivals at Thimphu and Bumthang. Sample
Bhutanese cuisine in Paro before following
the iconic route to Tiger’s Nest Monastery, 
JXLGHG E\ ƃXWWHULQJ SUD\HU�ƃ�DJV�

Explore the ancient cities and remote
desert towns of two of the most prominent
countries along the Silk Road, following in
the footsteps of the empires that built - and
detsroyed - the civilisations of the region.
From the madrassahs of old town Tashkent
DQG WKH PLQDUHWV RI %XNKDUD WR WKH ƃDPLQJ�
Darvaza Crater and the marble city of
Ashgabat, this tour unearths Uzbekistan and 
Turkmenistan.

Bhutan in Depth 

Uzbekistan & Turkmenistan

13 days from £4495pp
Departs 18th Sep 2018 |

15 days from £2770pp
Departs 7th Sep 2018 |

#myregentmoment

SAVE £100pp



Every issue is full of beautiful photography, 
matched to original ideas for quick trips and 
great adventures to add to your wish-list
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Globetrotter
A  W O R L D  O F  T R A V E L  N E W S  A N D  D I S C O V E R I E S

Spring celebrations don’t come any more 

colourful than Holi – the Hindu festival that 

heralds the end of the winter and sees young 

and old doused with technicolour water and 

gulal (powder). Though it’s celebrated 

across India (more intensively in the north), 

few places put up a more spirited display 

than Vrindavan – the historic hometown of 

Hindu deity Krishna. Here, Holi festivities 

continue long after the rest of India has 

scrubbed its clothes clean, running for over  

a week against a backdrop of towering 

temples. Look out for the Phoolon Wali 

celebrations at the Banke Bihari temple – 

here, flowers are thrown instead of powder.
O�Holi begins 1 March; for more see

lonelyplanet.com/india 

Colour clash
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Though South Korea

may not spring

immediately to mind

as a winter sports

destination, its

well-developed resorts

and abundance of snow

make it one of Asia’s

foremost skiing and

snowboarding spots.

Plus, it’s also one of the

few places in the world

where you can hit the

slopes by day and

descend to a big city

(Seoul) for some

slightly less wholesome

entertainment by night.

Before any competitors

strap on their skis, we

took some time to pick

our favouriteWinter

Olympics emblems

from the archives –

symbols that have been

as divisive and as

unifying as the games 

themselves.

DIY KOREAN OLYMPICS
Don’t worry if you didn’t qualify to represent your country in the bobsleigh

event – Korea’s winter sports are accessible to all (providing there isn’t, say,

some major sporting event taking place). On the whole, Korean resorts are

very modern, and many also offer night skiing on lit slopes.The 2018Winter

Olympics are hosted in Pyeongchang county, mainly at Alpensia and nearby

Yongpyong.Yongpyong is South Korea’s largest ski resort, and tends to be

the most crowded, although skiers have 15 lifts and 31 pistes to spread out

across (day passes from £55; yongpyong.co.kr). Alpensia is a tiny resort with

a purpose-built village, though the snow on its smaller hills isn’t as good

(day passes from £50; alpensiaresort.co.kr). Meanwhile, Phoenix Snow Park

(pictured), 20 miles west from Alpensia, will be hosting the freestyle skiing 

and snowboard events (day passes from £52; phoenixhnr.co.kr).

This logo features

the Japanese rising sun,  

a snowflake and

the Olympic rings.

The central design

reflects a traditional

embroidery pattern  

of Sarajevo. 

These figures come from

the first consonants of each

syllable in ‘Pyeongchang’ 

written in Hangul,

the Korean alphabet. 

These triangles

symbolise a star

and a snowflake. 

The games are back
Connected lines

form a Greek column

on the left and

a mountain range  

on the right.

As the 2018WinterOlympics get underway

in South Korea, we run through medal-worthy 

logos from games past



GLOBETROTTER
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The Museum of Failure,

a temporary exhibition of

innovative disasters, has

proven such an unlikely

success, it is soon to have

a permanent home in

Helsingborg, Sweden

(guided tours from £22;

museumoffailure.se).

Here are some items you 

can find on show...

A few months after devastating wildfires swept

through the vineyards of Napa Valley, the area

is slowly recovering: houses and wineries are

steadily being rebuilt, and tourists are starting

to return. One fine excuse to pay a visit to this

region, two hours’ drive north of San Francisco,

is the opening of the Calistoga Motor Lodge and

Spa – a characterful motel that pays homage to

the glory days of the great American road trip.

Inside, you’ll find an abundance of mid-century

furniture and carpet patterns that recall the

California of Hitchcock movies. Staying guests

can while away an afternoon soaking in the

geothermally heated pool, lazing in a hammock

or else borrowing a retro bike to pedal the country

lanes and vineyard trails nearby.
O from £135; calistogamotorlodgeandspa.com

Comedy of errors

COKE THE
SEQUEL

Introduced in the ’80s,

withdrawn in 2002.

WHAT’S THE
BEEF?

A frozen dinner eaten

through gritted teeth.

WRITING’S ON
THE WALL

Bic’s ‘feminine’ pens provoked

an uproar in 2012.

ROTTEN APPLE
Apple’s 1990s ‘Newton

Message Pad’ crashed like

fruit from the famous tree.

NEW HOTEL

CALIFORNIA
DREAMING



G L O B E T R O T T E R

Found your own way around jetlag? We asked our

community on Facebook for their personal cures

Stick to sleeping/eating at local times

of the destination, and you will be

right as rain. Years of experience and 

got it down to a T now.

                               Lorilee Kirkpatrick

A BLOODY MARY! 

                 Ann Davies Krasny

Drinking lots of water during and post

the flight for a day or two works for me. 

                      Vinita Choudhary

LAGNOMORE
The age-old concern of how best to conquer jetlag

is one that preoccupies the frequent flier’s mind only

slightly less than ‘how do I get an upgrade?’

Swiss-made Phizz efferverscent tablets have been

put forward as a cure. Acting features editor Jess Cole

tested them out on her recent trip to Australia.

‘With a 24-hour flight looming, I was dreading the jetlag

and keen to try anything that promised to minimise it.

Phizz tablets contain a slew of vitamins to offset fatigue

and boost the immune system, combined with a

rehydration formula to combat a plane cabin’s desert-like

dryness. The result? While long-haul journeys are always 

wearying, after this one I felt well-hydrated and

impressively free from jetlagged befuddlement.’

Go straight to
a water park! 

DONOT hang out in your hotel room, 

go explore! 

No naps!

                           Rachel Birt 

Chloe CloStar
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The British ruined some of the world’s best booze (but I like it anyway)

I have spent the past four years travelling around the world
researching a book about booze. I know, tough gig. My theory
was that most of the world’s great wines owed a massive debt

to the British Empire. The British not only influenced the drinks themselves
(for example, they invented the technology for making sparkling wine; and
Bordeaux as a major wine region was founded under English rule), but also took
a local product, exploited it and sold it globally, creating a slew of classic drinks 
loved to this day the world over.

The problem was that many people I met disagreed with me, often quite
forcefully. Take, for example, Giacomo Ansaldi, the owner of a converted winery
I stayed in near the port of Marsala in western Sicily. He kept a cellar filled with
huge barrels containing a traditional local style of wine known as vino perpetuo
– everlasting wine. He let me try a little of one of the younger ones, a wine from
1957. As the whole room filled with the heady smell of nuts, orange peel and
flowers, he explained that far from creating marsala wine as the traditional story
has it, British merchants who arrived in the late 18th century ruined wines
such as the one I’d just tried by sweetening it and adding brandy. What a crime,  
I thought, to adulterate something so haunting.

It was a similar story in Jerez in the south of Spain. Antonio Flores, the
winemaker at Gonzalez Byass, showed me a letter from a British merchant
complaining about the delicate white wine he’d been sent and asking for more
of the sort of sticky sherry that your granny would enjoy.

Today, the trend is for lighter, fresher wines, and I do love it that in Britain
people are drinking good dry fino sherry with their jamón and that in Portugal
they make fragrant table wines from grapes that would have gone into head-
busting port. But on a long, cold, winter night, I want something that
warms me from my stomach to the tips of my fingers and I’m thankful 
for those old crude British tastes. Sorry, Giacomo!

HENRY JEFFREYS is the author of
Empireof Booze: BritishHistory
Through theBottomof aGlass 
(£9.99; amazon.com)

SOMETHING TO DECLARE
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The Svalbard archipelago was entirely unknown to the outside 
world before 1596. Now, more than four centuries after Dutch 
explorers first made landfall here, cruise operator Hurtigruten  

is to offer new sailings from Amsterdam to this far northern 
outpost of Norway. Its ships will once again connect the capital 

of Europe’s most densely populated major state to the windswept 
glaciers of one of its most sparsely inhabited corners.
O Hurtigruten Sportsman’s Route, 13 days from £3,254 per person, booking now for summer 2019; hurtigruten.co.uk

NEW CRUISE



F
or many people, the United Arab Emirates
is Dubai. The high-rise city is the public face
of the UAE, a glittering playground of

skyscrapers, shopping and spas, which seems
to have been purpose-built for decadence and
indulgence. Many visitors don’t leave the city,
but if you take a car and head just an hour
north, you’ll be rewarded with an Emirate that
delights the senses in a wholly different way.

In Ras Al Khaimah (RAK to the locals), the
focus is on the epic scope of its many natural
landscapes, from idyllic beaches on the cusp
of the Arabian Gulf to the towering Hajar
Mountains, which marks the border with
Oman. It doesn’t stop there: with natural 

mangroves, terracotta desert dunes and hidden 
oases, every turn seems to showcase
a new environment to explore.

Until fairly recently, the secrets of the
northernmost Emirate remained largely
unknown to all but the best informed travellers
– and the Emiratis themselves, of course. But
in the last few years, RAK has pivoted towards
tourism, drawing in visitors with a smattering
of inviting beachfront hotels in the south, as 
well as shops, bars and other attractions
designed to appeal to western tastes.

For all that development, however, it’s
Mother Nature who offers some of RAK’s best 
attractions. Get started with these ideas. 

Leave behind the glamour of Dubai and head north to Ras
Al Khaimah for an entirely different Emirates experience



A D V E R T I S E M E N T  F E AT U R E

For reservations, visit  
ba.com/rak or call 
0344 493 0123

Summit Jebel Jais
Drive the winding 20-mile long road to the UAE’s
highest peak, Jebel Jais, for dramatic views of the
valley below and sea beyond. Alternatively, spend
the day mountain biking, or take part in
a guided hike featuring three ziplines and a
via ferrata climbing route. Jebel Jais will also
soon be home to the world’s longest zipline
– set to be equivalent in length to 28 football
pitches. Be among the first to experience this 
exhilarating ride.

Take a desert safari
Strap yourself in while a driver takes you on a
4WD safari through the sand, sliding sideways
down giant dunes, before racing to the peaks to
take in the pastel shades of another flawless
desert sunset. Tie it in with an overnight stay
at the Bedouin Oasis Camp, where guests are
treated to mezze beneath the stars, before
spending the night in a traditional tent.

Unwind in Khatt’s hot springs
Thermal springs and the warmth of the desert
might seem an unlikely pairing, but the mineral
waters of Khatt have long been lauded for their
reputed therapeutic properties. Sample them
at the castle-like Golden Tulip Khatt Springs 
Resort & Spa.

Step back in time at 
Jazirat Al Hamra
The past century has been a period of
relentless change in the UAE, and nowhere
is this more obvious than at Jazirat Al Hamra.
This once-thriving village on the Arabian Gulf
was home to a community of fishermen and
pearl divers from at least the 16th century
right up to the 1960s. Its crumbling houses,
mosques and shops – made from coral and
shells – stand testament to a way of life that 
has all but disappeared here. 

British Airways Holidays offers three nights at the 4.5-star 
Doubletree by Hilton Resort & Spa Marjan Island from 
£489 per person*.

Getting there

CLOCKWISE FROMTOP LEFTCamels at the

Bedouin Oasis Camp; climbers and hikers

on Jebel Jais; kayakers in the mangroves.

OPPOSITE The alluring sands of Ras Al Khaimah

*Travelling on selected dates in September. Includes World Traveller
return flights from London Heathrow and accommodation with breakfast. 
Book by 31 March. 
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Easy Trips
THIS MONTH... see coastal Dorset out of season, go skiing in Sicily, 

find romance in Paris, hit the beach in Florida  
and feel right at home in Budapest

OUR OFFERS
Look out for special Easy  
Trips offers. We do not  
arrange these offers in  
exchange for positive  

coverage.
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M A K E I T H A P P E N

Lulworth Cove and its neighbour Durdle Door are the
scenic highlights of the Jurassic Coast – and in summer

months are among the most visited sites along this
95-mile stretch of Dorset. Out of season, though, you can

enjoy this unique landscape without the crowds. The
area is managed by the Lulworth Estate, whose rangers
organise guided walks along the coastal trails. Other
activities here include mountain biking, coasteering,

bushcraft and archery in the fitting surrounds of
400-year-old Lulworth Castle. After a day outside, Cove

Cottage makes an ideal retreat in Lulworth village, a short
walk from the beach. The thatched cottage is picture-
worthy in itself, with original Orné-style windows,

stripped floorboards and flagstone floors, and has been
stylishly renovated; the nautical pattern wallpapers are
a nice touch. A breakfast hamper and selection of locally
reared meats provided by the estate (vegetarian option

by request) will set you up nicely for your stay.

D O R S E T , E N G L A N D

Jurassic spark
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A three-night stay at the three-bedroom Cove Cottage costs

£178pp based on six people staying (lulworth.com).

For more on Lulworth Estate, other accommodation and activities,

visit lulworth.com.There is an informative visitor centre in the village

and the Boat Shed Café serves delicious crab sandwiches.

The nearest station is Wool, west of Bournemouth (southwestern 

railway.com); it’s 15 minutes by taxi to Lulworth (around £15).

SAVE 10% 
Quote ‘Lonely Planet’ when 

booking a stay at Cove 
Cottage for a 10% discount. 

Valid for bookings made  
by 30 April 2018.
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S I C I L Y , I T A L Y

Snow cone
Sicilian ski enthusiasts face two challenges. First, Mediterranean

warmth, which means winter snow is rare apart from atop the
island’s highest peak. And second, the fact that the summit in

question – Mount Etna – likes to spew out lava every few years.
Assuming all is quiet though, skiing on snow-clad volcanic slopes
makes a novel change for people used to the Alps, with the added
draw of an après-ski drink in a sea-view bar just a few miles away.

M A K E I T H A P P E N

Etna has two small ski resorts, one reached from Nicolosi in the south, the other from Linguaglossa in the

north (lift pass £27 per day, ski rental from £22 per day; etnasci.it).The website is in Italian only, but it has

details of equipment rental plus a snow report. Check there is good snow cover before you book your trip.

Shalai is a small hotel in Linguaglossa with 12 rooms, some with frescoed ceilings, plus a good restaurant

and a candle-lit spa to visit after your skiing exertions (from £135; shalai.it).

Catania Airport is 20 miles south of Mount Etna, with winter flights from Gatwick, Luton and Manchester 

on easyJet (from £130; easyjet.com).
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snack
Having entranced Paris with his

Madagascar vanilla millefeuille,

young pastry chefYann Couvreur

now runs shops east of the Canal

St-Martin in the Marais. Many of

his creations, such as the baba

mirabelle-noisette (plum and

hazelnut, pictured), areonly made 

in limited quantities (pastries

from £1; yanncouvreur.com).

sleep
On a cobbled backstreet between Place d’Italie and the highly

strollable Rue Mouffetard, Hôtel Henriette has 32 rooms with

individual furniture and decorative pieces sourced from Parisian flea

markets. Details might include mid-century armchairs, sunburst

mirrors or palm-frond wallpaper, while the plant-filled courtyard has

the archetypal wrought-iron tables and chairs of French pavement 

cafés (from £100; hotelhenriette.com).

DRINK
Currently at number 11 on theWorld’s 50 Best

Bars List, Little Red Door dreams up cocktails

such as the Con-Tiki: El Dorado eight-year-old

rum, charred pineapple syrup, verjus, Pernod

absinthe andTaras Boulba beer.The door itself

is set back off the street to the north of the

Marais. It leads to a cosy space with a handful

of sofas and bar stools that feel closer to

armchairs (cocktails from £11; lrdparis.com).

dine
‘Ma puce’ (literally, ‘my flea’) is an oddly

French term of endearment. Fittingly

small-scale, Puce is a restaurant south

of Place Pigalle and the Moulin Rouge

with a short menu and a longer wine list.

Plates are meant to be shared and often

look beyond the borders of France for

inspiration, with Spanish bellota ham

and nasi goreng rice among the offerings 

(dishes from £6; ilovepuce.com).

shop
Get a glimpse of the next

generation of local design

talent at Sept Cinq – a six-

year-old concept store in

Pigalle with a newer branch

in the Forum des Halles.

Featured designers include

Balzac Paris, makers of bow

ties and this wryT-shirt

(accessories from £14;

sept-cinq.com).

E A S Y  T R I P S

P ris=

DO
There’s no better way

to fit a lot of Paris into a

short time than to hop on a

scooter for two. Left Bank

Scooters rents out 50cc

and 125cc models, but also

runs guided tours taking in

highlights such as Notre

Dame or less visited

corners. If you can’t drive a

scooter, try a two-

passenger sidecar tour

instead (rental from £60

per day, tours from £180;

leftbankscooters.com).

What makes this city our choice
for a romantic Valentine’s day

break? Here are six little reasons…

.

FREEBREAKFAST
Quote ‘Lonely Planet’

when booking a room at
Hôtel Henriette before
31 Mayto receive afree 

breakfast.
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Outside St Monans (pictured), one of a string of 
charming old fishing villages in the East Neuk 
of Fife, Bowhouse adds to the gastronomic heft 
of the region. This stone barn on the Balcaskie 

Estate serves as a space for local food producers 
to bring out their best for the public in a series 
of Food Weekends that begin this March. Stop 
by its stalls, take in the food demonstrations 

and sit at communal tables for shellfish, artisan 
bread, cheeses and even bottles of chilli sauce.

F I F E ,  S C O T L A N D

Taste of the coast

M A K E I T H A P P E N

The first Bowhouse Food Weekend this spring takes places on 10–11 March. Further 

weekends are scheduled around the second Sunday of every month this year except

for June.The events are free to attend (balcaskie.co.uk/about-bowhouse).

St Monans is a half-hour drive from StAndrews or 1½ hours from Edinburgh.

In nearby Anstruther, the Spindrift is a B&B offering warm hospitality and  

elegant rooms in an old sea captain’s house (from £60; thespindrift.co.uk).

The Flamingo room at Inn On The 
Avenue. ABOVE The hotel’s clapboard 
exterior. TOP An old pick-up truck 
looks at home on Flagler Avenue
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For more info on New Smyrna Beach

and its anniversary, see visitnsbfl.com.

Rooms at Inn OnThe Avenue start at

around £100 (innontheave.com).

Paddleboard New Smyrna offers rental

and lessons (from £25/hour; nsbsup.com).

The Salty Mermaid Hotel rents fat bikes

(£18 per day; saltymermaidnsb.com).

Third Wave serves breakfast, lunch and

dinner (mains from £9; thirdwavensb.com).

Outriggers is by the marina (mains from

£8; newsmyrnamarina.com/outriggers).

Fly to Orlando with airlines including BA,

Norwegian andVirgin Atlantic (from £445;

virginatlantic.com).

Fat-biking on New Smyrna’s beach.
RIGHT A refreshing Key lime colada
cocktail from Outriggers

M A K E I T H A P P E N

N E W  S M Y R NA  B E AC H ,  USA

Fiesta in 
Florida

Florida has few secrets, having long 
drawn visitors to its white-sand 
beaches, diverse wildlife and the 
kitsch world of Disney, but one place 
that has stealthily slipped under the 
radar is New Smyrna Beach, halfway 
up the state’s east coast. However, the 
laid-back surf town is about to make  
a little noise for itself in 2018, as it 
celebrates the 250th anniversary of  
its founding by Scotsman Andrew 
Turnbull. A season of events is 
planned to mark this milestone, 
culminating in a grand fiesta in June. 
Put yourself in the heart of the action 
with a room at Inn On The Avenue, a 
charming clapboard B&B on palm-
tree-lined Flagler Avenue, just a hop 
from the sea. Affable host Tami whips 
up stomach-expanding breakfasts, 
such as biscuits and gravy with bacon 
(a Southern US staple), and guests are 
free to flip their own pancakes on the 
in-table griddles. At 5pm, sangria is 
served on the veranda. Long sunny 
days are well spent cruising the  
beach on bikes, keeping watch for  
sea turtles, or paddleboarding on  
the Intracoastal Waterway, joined by 
dolphins. Be sure to head to Third 
Wave, a restaurant serving seafood so 
fresh it seems it’s jumped from the sea 
onto your plate, and Outriggers for 
cocktails and mac ’n’ cheese.
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A lifeguard’s beach 
outpost at sunrise.  
LEFT The sign over 
historic Flagler Avenue

FREE BOTTLE  
OF WINE

Quote ‘Lonely Planet’ when 
booking a room at Inn On 

The Avenue to receive a free 
bottle of wine on arrival  

for stays until 31 July  
2018.
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R E V I E W O F T H E M O N T H

B U D A P E S T ,  H U N G A R Y

Brody Apartments

Whatshould Iexpect?
BrodyApartments is the latest feather in the cap
of BrodyLand, which runs a B&B, arts club and
various event spaces across Budapest.The 15
self-catering apartments, spread over four floors
of a building at the edge of Erzsébetváros and the
Jewish Quarter, sleep from two to eight.

What’smyapartment like?
All the apartments are different, but share a
bohemian design aesthetic that highlights the fine
bones of the building, with its tall ceilings, stone
staircase and doors opening on to an atmospheric
internal courtyard. Expect plenty of upcycled
furniture, wooden flooring, local artwork on the
walls, and a sense of fun and informality
throughout.There are some ingenious uses of
space, too. In apartment 13 (our favourite), for
example, the bed is built into a mezzanine loft
space accessed by a staircase on either side.

WhatamIeating?
There’s no restaurant here, but the flats come
with a kitchen that’s more than sufficient to whip
up a decent meal. Bottles of wine are sold at
reception and staff can organise a breakfast
basket of bread, jam, juice and eggs (£10 for two).
Guests are welcome to a buffet breakfast at sister
property Brody House (£6), though note this is a
15-minute walk away. Eating out in Budapest is
generally cheap and there are plenty of good
options in the neighbourhood: tryVakVarjú for
Eastern European specialities, like pork knuckle
and perch fillet (vakvarju.com); Konyha for
modern European (search on Facebook), and
MazelTov for Middle Eastern (mazeltov.hu).

What’s inthe
neighbourhood?
BrodyApartments are on the Pest side of the city,
east of the Danube, in a neighbourhood known for

its varied and often raucous nightlife. Despite this,
it’s nice and quiet inside. It’s a good place to base
yourself if you fancy trying out a few of Budapest’s
infamous ruin pubs.To discover a few of the
less-known ones and understand the history of
the quarter, book a three-hour walking tour with
budapestflow.com (£30).

Goodtoknow
The reception is manned from 8am to 8pm;
guests arriving outside of these times are emailed
instructions on how to access the building and
their apartment independently. BrodyLand can
organise taxi pick-up from the airport – this will
cost around £25.

What’sthedamage?
Prices range from £70 for a one-bedroom
apartment to £100 for a two-bedroom
apartment sleeping up to eight (brody.land).

CLOCKWISE Brody Apartments;
the living room of apartment #5;
courtyard-facing apartment #4;
the kitchen at apartment #22

STEVE FALLON   
Author, Pocket Budapest 

Erzsébetváros on a Friday night can 

feel swamped with tourists and stag 

parties. The locals haven’t deserted 

the area though – you just need to 

know where to find them.

1. CRAFT BEER
‘Tiny Csak a jó sör closes 

early (at 9pm), so is a good 

place to start your evening. 

True to the name, which 

translates as “only good 

beer”, the shelves of the 

shop are stacked high with 

brown bottles containing an 

extensive collection of craft 

beer; another half-dozen 

are usually on draught.’

csakajosor.hu

2. PáLINKA
‘With your appetite 

sufficiently whetted, it's 

just a short hop to local bar 

Kisüzem, where relaxed 

drinkers hang out on the 

bar’s little outside benches. 

Head inside for another 

beer or, better still, a  

pálinka (fruit brandy) and  

to check out what live  

music is on the agenda.’

facebook.com/Kisuzem

3. LOCAL WINE
‘On busy Király utca, 

Kadarka offers a huge  

list of Hungarian wine in  

a modern, sociable bar.  

Take a table on the street 

for a spot of people-

watching or settle on a  

tall bar stool and ask for 

some advice from the 

ever-helpful servers.’ 

facebook.com/ 

kadarkabar

4. LIVE MUSIC
‘Telep, on Madách Imre  

út, is a bar, exhibition  

space and small art gallery, 

wallpapered with stickers 

and hosting nightly live 

music or DJs. Come 

summer and warm 

weather, the street outside 

will be filled with people 

hanging out with a beer.’ 

facebook.com/

TelepGaleria

L I K E  A  L O C A L

FREE BOTTLE  
OF WINE

Quote ‘Lonely Planet’ when 
booking a stay at Brody 

Apartments before  
31 May 2018 to receive  

a free bottle of wine. 
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The eight-day Morocco CoastalTrek runs 31 March–7 April, with five other dates  

lined up for later this year (from £545pp, single supplement £120; onthegotours.com). 

The price includes two nights’ hotel accommodation and five nights’ camping, most

meals, transport between Marrakesh and the trekking route, and the services of guides.

 The trip starts and finishes in Marrakesh, which is served by direct flights from 

Birmingham, Gatwick, Liverpool, Luton, Manchester and Stansted on airlines including 

Air Arabia, BA, easyJet, Ryanair and TUI Airways (from £110; ryanair.com).

On Morocco’s west coast, Atlantic waves break on
deserted beaches and red-rock cliffs, with just a few 
Berber villages between them. On The Go Tours’ 
walking holiday begins in the very different setting 
of Marrakesh’s medina, but then picks up the  
path along the 40-mile coastal stretch south of 
Essaouira. There’s a traditional approach to baggage 
forwarding: a camel caravan accompanies walkers 
among the dunes, wadis and argan trees, carrying 
everything needed to set up camp each night.

W E S T  C O A S T ,  M O R O C C O

The original caravan 

E A S Y  T R I P S

M A K E  I T  H A P P E N







To begin your search, pick up a guidebook or visit  

lonelyplanet.com/hotels

We like to sleep 
on the job

Since 1973, Lonely Planet has discovered, reviewed 

and recommended over 100,000 hotels, hostels,

guesthouses and apartments around the world.
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GREAT E SCAPE

WORDS JESSICA COLE @coleywole PHOTOGRAPHS JONATHAN STOKES @jonstokes1

It’s late summer onAustralia’s Pacific Coast – the perfect time to take a road trip.
Using this updated design for our Great Escape section, find the sights and experiences
that will bring this captivating region alive for you, starting in the increasingly creative 

suburbs of Sydney before you head south for good food and outdoors adventure.

New South Wales



THE LIGHT IS BRONZE, SHADOWS LONG, 
and beside Sydney’s most famous building a 
throng of people is drinking at the Opera Bar. 

From here, they are close enough to see that the Opera 
House’s sails are tiled in a zigzag pattern like the 
fletchings on an arrow. To its western flank, the iron 
girders of Sydney Harbour Bridge loom, solid. 
Beyond, the glowing sun sinks towards the horizon. 

These may be the city’s most recognisable icons, but 
here is not the place to take Sydney’s pulse. For that, 
inner-city neighbourhoods beckon. In Surry Hills, 
grand Victorian terraced houses with wrought-iron 
detailing stand beside converted warehouses on 
narrow streets, and rainbow flags dangle from 
balconies. On Reservoir Street, the windows in coffee 
shop Single O open up to the pavement. Every seat  
is taken, and a queue snakes out the door. A young 
woman in running clothes, phone to her ear, perches 
on a stool, iced coffee in hand; on the street, a man 
awaits his morning flat white, his dry-cleaning folded 
over his arm. The staff exchange friendly greetings 
with him; this, evidently, is his morning ritual. 

And ritual is the word: this is a city that treats 
lifestyle as a religion. Collectively, Sydney’s once-
rough neighbourhoods are now home to popular

One of the world’s most 
distinctive buildings, 
Sydney Opera House, 
glows in the early morning 
light. INSET Shelby’s 
Sidecar Tours offers a novel 
way to see the city

Explore the local 
neighbourhoods  
of Sydney and 
the city’s appetite 
for the good life

Vintage taxidermy on 
display at Seasonal 
Concepts in Redfern. 
RIGHT A tea towel at 
Chee Soon & Fitzgerald.  
FAR RIGHT The perfect 
flat white at Single O
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‘Rivalry is fierce among bikers – Harley 

riders and Triumph riders don’t like each 

other, for example. But that’s what’s 

great about our sidecars: we’re like 

Switzerland. Everyone waves at us.’

Marc Jaackson, founder of Shelby’s Sidecar Tours, whose trips can be tailored to 

include city highlights or beach picnics (from £100, shelbyssidecartours.com).;

G R E AT  E S C A P E 
N E W  S O U T H  W A L E S
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STREET EATS
Feast on wontons, coconut

curries and chilli mussels at

Spice Alley, an Asian hawker

market in Chippendale. It’s

cashless and doesn’t sell

alcohol, so bring your own

bottle (spice-alley.com.au).

restaurants, markets and bakeries. To Surry Hill’s
southwest, the Redfern area is also punching through 
its scrappy reputation. ‘People used to shoot up
outside the shop when we first moved here,’ says
Brian Fitzgerald of CheeSoon&Fitzgerald, an arts
and textiles shop that sells bold fabrics – prints from
Finland, geometric patterns from east Africa, elegant
Japanese blossom designs. It’s a different story around 
here now: shops like this one and nearby Seasonal

Concepts, an Aladdin’s cave of vintage ephemera
– among them a pot of silky feathers and a full-sized
stuffed zebra – attract a new wave of locals.

‘There’s an energy to these streets,’ says Sophia de
Mestre, a curator and visual artist who leads walking
tours here with local company CultureScouts. ‘They 
feel like my spiritual home.’

They’re also the spiritual home of Sydney’s
indigenous community. Much of the street art that
Sophie points out as we wander Redfern’s jasmine-
perfumed side roads speaks to the Aboriginal
presence here, especially the ubiquitous colours of
the Aboriginal flag: red for the earth; black for the
skin; yellow for the sun. Nearby, an installation by
indigenous artist Daniel Boyd features thousands
of mirror circles on a black wall, distorting the world
back on itself. ‘To me it’s about our capacity for self-
reflection,’ says Sophia, gazing on it appreciatively.

Self-reflection, albeit of a different kind, is alive and 
well to Sydney’s eastern fringes, which back up
against the giant Pacific Ocean. On the weekend
Bondi Beach teems with buff city boys, paddlers and
lifeguards, children playing tug-of-war. Surfers loll in
the water, waiting for a breaker. Giggling girls splash
in the shallows, arm-in-arm. To every aspect there is
a tangible, studied sense of the carefree.

And with good reason. After all, this is Sydney: the 
sky is blue, the surf is up and the coffee is good.

Once a down-at-heel pub and brewery, the Old Clare Hotel is a 62-room boutique hotel in the

heart of Sydney’s Chippendale district. Its décor reflects the industrial, workaday heritage of

the neighbourhood, from dentists’ chairs in the lobby to vintage band poster wallpaper in the old bar.

The rooms are exceedingly comfortable, each featuring upcycled vintage furniture, and many with

freestanding bathtubs.There’s an enticing rooftop pool, a bar and two excellent restaurants – one is

helmed by Michelin-starred British chef Jason Atherton (doubles from £200; theoldclarehotel.com.au).

STAY

�Chee Soon & Fitzgerald �K][PQWV[ NZWU ���# KPMM[WWVÅ\bOMZITL�KWU��Seasonal Concepts �[MI[WVITKWVKMX\[�KWU�I]�  

�Culture Scouts �\W]Z[�NZWU�����XMZ�XMZ[WV#�K]T\]ZM[KW]\[�KWU�I]�

Studio door of
artist Blak Douglas
in the colours of
the Aboriginal flag.
RIGHT One Central
Park in Chippendale

Culture Scouts
walking tour guide
Sophia de Mestre.
LEFT A coffee shop
in the suburb of 
Eveleigh



The saltwater Bondi 
Baths are carved out 
of the cliffs and have 

been a landmark of 
Bondi Beach for more 

than 100 years
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FROM SOMEWHERE DEEP WITHIN THE
trees, a bird trills like a high-pitched violin.
Mossy trunks lurk damply around, and the

minty essence of eucalyptus fills the forest. A sharp
whistle, like that of a farmer summoning his
sheepdog, slices through the air. A third birdcall
joins the cacophony, this one sounding something
like a comic-book shoot-out: pew-pew-pew.

Around a corner, the source of this din presents
itself: a male lyrebird, his brown tail plumage trailing
behind him as he scratches in the earth for worms,
cocking his head from side to side. These creatures
are known for their mimicking of other birds’ songs,
as well as other forest noises and artificial sounds.

Here in MortonNational Park he has plenty of places
to draw inspiration. Kookaburras, with their riotous
laughter, and yellow-tailed black cockatoos are among
the many bird species to live here; wombats snuffle
about, and platypuses plop into the water. For all that,
though, the park is remarkably quiet. On the forest
floor the odd tenacious flower blooms among scrubby
grasses. A black and orange butterfly bobs around like
the tip of a conductor’s baton. The walking trail leads
out to a viewing platform, where the forest drops away
to a deep and rugged gorge of blue-tinged greenery,
stretching out to the horizon like a lost world.

Drive south from Sydney along the 
sweeping coastal route, before cutting 
inland to the waterfalls and forests of 
the Southern Highlands

STAY
The Southern Highlands may not be Australia’s best- 

known wine region, but that hasn’t deterred Raj and 

Sophie Ray at Silos Estate, who run a vineyard and 

acclaimed carbon-neutral winery outside the town of 

Berry. Their estate includes four self-contained suites, 

each with a sunny veranda overlooking rows of 

grapevines (suites from £125; silosestate.com).

Fitzroy Falls plunges 
80 metres to the 

valley floor.  
RIGHT James Viles in 

the herb garden at his 
restaurant Biota.

FAR RIGHT The treetop 
walk at Illawarra Fly
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Into the canyon topples Fitzroy Falls, though  
today, after a season of little rainfall, it emerges from 
foliage shyly, and drops in a steady flow rather than  
a thundering cascade.

In the Southern Highlands, trees are a compelling 
visitor attraction. At nearby Illawarra Fly, the forest 
canopy is revealed on a 1,500-metre-long treetop walk 
along cantilever walkways that squeak and sway with 
each step. From the central viewing point, Knights 
Tower, the panoramic view of pastureland looks for 
all the world like a corner of English countryside. 

This cloak of rich rainforest exists just 70 miles 
south of Sydney. The drive between them gives no 
hint of the landscape to come, although the coastal 
road throws up its own spectacular views down 
Australia’s eastern seaboard on the Grand Pacific 
Drive, including Sea Cliff Bridge, a stretch of road 
which clings to the coastline in an elegant S-shape.

For James Viles, chef and owner of restaurant
Biota, keeping urban life at arm’s length is essential.
‘It’s not possible to achieve our kind of modern rustic
approach in a city,’ he says as he wanders through the
kitchen gardens, looking for ingredients for tonight’s
menu. ‘We strive for localism. We strip things back.’
He plucks yarrow from its bed, and tugs a butter
lettuce free. ‘This’ll do nicely,’ he murmurs to himself.

Back in the kitchen, he wilts the lettuce over coals,
and in a matter of moments has served it up on fish
roe, topped with gathered leaves. The fish roe cuts
beautifully through the earthiness of the leaves.

At Biota, 80 per cent of the ingredients – including
the fish roe – is wild. ‘We spend a lot of time in the
forest, hunting animals, fishing, foraging. Half our
time is spent outdoors. That’s how we like it.’

The treetop walkway at 
Illawarra is suspended 30 
metres above the ground 

Sea Cliff Bridge links  
the coastal villages of  
Coalcliff and Clifton 



The crystal-clear 
waters of Jervis Bay 
are one of the best 
places in Australia  
to see dolphins

Every dolphin uses a 
unique signature whistle 
to communicate with the 

rest of their pod
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‘WEATHER’S NOT GREAT TODAY,’ SAYS
Sam Cardow, appraising the skies. He’s
standing outside Pelican Rocks, his fish

and chip café in the fishing village of Greenwell Point.
Apart from a few wispy clouds, there is a dome of
unbroken cerulean blue above us, and the sun beams
down. Here on New South Wales’ Shoalhaven coast,
it seems expectations run a little higher than average.

The region’s glitzy drawcard is Jervis Bay, 20 miles
to the south. With some of the finest, whitest sands
of anywhere in the world, its beaches throng with
sunbathers and campers during the summer. A shady
trail leads between the beaches, making it easy to find
a quiet spot of sand. To its southern end is Greenfield
Beach, screened by gum trees from everything but
its ocean stage. There’s barely a breath of wind, and
the floury sand squeaks with every footstep across
it. A family of three stands in the surf, gazing out
to the cobalt expanse in front of them; searching, 
perhaps, for a telltale friendly fin.

FromGreenwell Point to Mollymook,
explore the beaches of Jervis Bay,
quiet waterways and abundant sealife

WORTH A DETOUR

Cupitt is a farm, restaurant, winery, brewery and fromagerie (cupitt.com.au) – yet

still at heart a family business, spearheaded by matriarch Rosie Cupitt. ‘She’s a bit

of a dynamo, my mother,’ admitsWally Cupitt, vineyard manager and brewer.The

winery was her idea; the signature sauvignon here is deliciously citrusy, with a hint

of lemongrass. Cupitt’s restaurant serves outstanding local food, but it is the cellar

door tours that draw visitors here time and again. English pointer Louis greets them

on arrival. ‘He chases the birds from the vines,’ saysWally, tussling the dog’s head

affectionately. ‘He’s our best employee. Without him there wouldn’t be any wine.’

Around 100 bottlenose dolphins live in Jervis Bay.
Pods can often be seen from the shoreline, but for a
closer encounter, boat company Jervis BayWild leads
wildlife-spotting tours on the water, from where
it’s easier to admire the hugeness of these skies, the
changing textures of the seas, and between the blues,
the faultless white and green keyline of beach and
trees. As the boat sets off and the water deepens from
bright aqua to sapphire, all eyes scan the sea, necks
craning hopefully. Between late May and November,
30,000 whales migrate along these shores, but today
the resident dolphins are centre-stage. When the first
fin is glimpsed alongside, a cry goes up, and the boat’s
engine is reduced to a hum. ‘There’s a baby,’ points
out the captain, ‘do you see? And that’s its mother.’
A group of them seem to race one another to the boat’s
bow before breaking the surface in a joyful splosh.
Below the water, one dolphin rotates its body, its eye
peering up at the sky and the faces smiling down from 
the boat. It looks like it’s enjoying all the attention.

STAY
If Mollymook’s wide

beaches and surf waves

aren’t temptation

enough, Rick Stein’s

world-class seafood

restaurant might just

swing things. It resides

at boutique hotel

BannistersBy theSea,

where guests – either

here or at Bannisters

Pavilion down the road

– can enjoy an elegant,

beach-themed stay,

complete with white

wicker chairs, clapboard

walls and a poolside bar

(doubles from £200;

bannisters.com.au).
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Jervis Bay wears its natural beauty like a badge of 
honour, but the region’s waterbourne bounties extend 
beyond white-sand razzle-dazzle. Back at Greenwell 
Point, one of the leading seafood ports in the county, 
Sam’s unassuming café has been voted New South 
Wales’ best fish and chip shop, much to his delight. 
‘We just keep things simple,’ he says, a little bemused.

Further down the coast at Mollymook are yet  
more beaches, but also pretty, unspoilt rivers and 
waterways. On the quiet Narrawallee inlet, local 
watersports expert Walking on Water leads kayaking 
trips on which, with no ocean currents to battle 
against, the water is still enough to coax out its shyer 
residents. A baby ray drifts past as we swash along, 
and in the shallows, sheltered by mangrove trees, the 
almost-camouflaged blob of an octopus is betrayed by 
its shiny round eyes. Slowly, it unfurls one tentacle 
and reaches for a nearby shell. We watch it for a few 
minutes, then paddle the return journey with the sun 
on our backs.

�Pelican Rocks �Å[P�IVL�KPQX[�NZWU���#��
����/ZMMV_MTT�8WQV\�:L#�[MM�.IKMJWWS�XIOM�

�Jervis Bay Wild �JWI\�\ZQX[�NZWU����#�
RMZ^Q[JIa_QTL�KWU�I]�

�Walking on Water �SIaIS�PQZM�NZWU�����
NWZ�\_W�PW]Z[#�_W_̆_I\MZ[XWZ\[�KWU�I]�

Greenfield Beach in Jervis 
National Park is backed  
by a forest of gum trees.
INSET A kangaroo has a good 
scratch at Pebbly Beach; 
kangaroos often come  
down to the sea for a dip  
on a hot summer’s day
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WORTH 
A DETOUR

At Pebbly Beach, 50 minutes’  
drive south of Mollymook, resident 

kangaroos can often be spotted 
grazing by the sand. It’s strangely 

addictive viewing: big ears twitching, 
sudden, meerkat-like sentinel poses, 

and, with a little luck, the bumpy 
rummaging of a pouch – a sure sign 

that a joey’s head is about to  
pop out to take a look  

at the world.

White Sands Walk weaves 
between these trees, 

offering tantalising glimpses 
of the beaches below
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JESSICACOLE is our acting features editor. She had no
idea what the fuss was about oysters until she tasted  
them fresh from the waters of New South Wales.

�Captain Sponge’s
Magical Oyster Tours
(from £30; magical

oystertours.com.au) 

�Longstocking
Brewery (3546

Princes Highway,

Pambula; also see 

Facebook)

�Long Time No Sea
(mains from £10;

longtimenosea.com)

IN THE MIDDLE OF PAMBULA RIVER, A MAN
called Sponge is standing in waist-deep water,
inspecting a netting bag filled with gnarly

oysters. His name, in fact, is Brett Weingarth, but his
nickname has stuck – even the boat trips he runs are
called CaptainSponge’sMagicalOysterTours.

Along this stretch of coastline, some of the world’s
best oysters are farmed in estuaries and river inlets.
Kings of them all are the Sydney rock oysters, which
have been feasted on here for tens of thousands of
years; Sponge points out ancient Aboriginal shell
middens (rubbish heaps) on the banks as we motor
upriver in a punt, touring his oyster farm. He’s been a
farmer, of sorts, all his life. ‘I used to be a sheep farmer. 
But oyster farming suits the way I want to live: no
fertilisers, no sprays, and the oysters won’t kick a
trough to bits and ruin your neighbour’s paddocks.’

He shucks open an oyster pulled just moments ago
from the water, deftly freeing it from its shell with a
flick of his knife. ‘Taste it: you won’t find fresher!’ The
salt hits the palate first, followed by rich butteryness.
The texture is meaty, like fillet steak. It’s delicious.

Oysters are a big part of life here, and not just for
farmers. ‘We pair our beers here with oysters,’ says
Rob Barber of Longstocking Brewery, down the road in
Pambula. He brews on a tiny site where, alongside
sharp ginger beer, he tries out batch brews and
barrel-aged beers, to match the local oyster flavours.
Simplicity is key. ‘We do everything ourselves. We fill 

and cap every bottle; we even stick on the labels.’
Six hours’ drive from Sydney is distance enough to

keep most things small-scale, but the city creeps ever
closer. Fifty miles from Pambula, the harbour town
of Bermagui may be a sign of things to come further
south. ‘There’s definitely change in the air,’ says
Sophie Rogers, manager and co-owner of restaurant
LongTimeNoSeawith her partner, chef Will Wade.
‘There’s an amazing coffee shop and bakery in town
now. The good thing is that Bermie is surrounded by
national parks, so we can’t grow bigger – only better.’

Sophie and Will have been here just two years.
Despite that, they have been overwhelmed by the
warm Bermagui welcome. ‘Our neighbours pop by to
bring us homegrown herbs, rhubarb, lemon myrtle –
anything surplus from their own gardens.’

Today, Will is serving kingfish in a seafood broth.
‘I have to use what’s available – if it’s too windy, the
clam guy can’t go out, so I have to think: what else
can I use? It keeps me on my toes.’

Outside the restaurant’s great folding windows,
it’s a warm, blustery sort of a day, and the pastoral
view stretches out from edge to edge. The view is,
in fact, a strong ambassador for the diverse and often
epic homelands of New South Wales’ South Coast:
fecund hillocks, artichoke-green woodlands, pretty
coastal townships and, behind it all, the sweeping
sugar-dusted fringes of the ocean, its powerful mass 
reaching back to the horizon and beyond.

STAY
A close-to-nature stay doesn’t come

much more comfortable than atTanja

LagoonCamp, where four safari tents

perch on the edge of a coastal lagoon

fringed by eucalyptus forest.The camp

is a haven for wildlife, including a mob

of nonchalant kangaroos. Each tent

comes with a double bed, writing

desk and sofa; on the timber decks  

are full kitchen and bathroom

facilities. A fire drum provides

the evening glow (from £215;

tanjalagooncamp.com.au).

Drive New South
Wales’ Oyster 
Trail route,
stoppingfor beers,
fine dining – and the 
famous oysters

SEAL TOUR
Six miles offshore from Narooma,

Montague IslandNatureReserve is

home to hundreds ofAustralian fur

seals, who laze on the island’s rocky

foreshore, plop into the water and

float about with a flipper held aloft to

catch the sun’s rays. For an up-close

encounter with the playful creatures,

Montague Island DiscoveryTours –

run by skipperWazza – takes small

groups out to snorkel among them.

The seals often approach inquisitively

before darting away to show off their

virtuoso swimming skills (from £40; 

montagueislandtours.com.au).
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‘He shucks open an

oyster pulled just

moments ago from the

water, deftly freeing it

from its shell with a knife’ 

Sophie Rogers and Will
Wade, owners of the
restaurant LongTime
No Sea. ABOVE FROM
LEFT Oyster farmer Brett
Weingarth inspects his
trays; oysters ready to be
eaten. RIGHT Kingfish with
peas, cod roe and herbs at 
Long Time No Sea

A SCHOONER OF
LONGSTOCKING'S

FATTY ARBUCKLE STOUT,
PLUS A DOZEN LOCAL

OYSTERS £13
Longstocking Brewery, Pambula

(facebook.com/

longstockingbrewery)

DRINK UP
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HOWDO IGET
THERE?

All flights to
Sydney from

the UK require
at least one stop,

and the quickest take
around 22 hours to get

there, including stopover
time. Multiple carriers serve this
route viaAsian or Middle Eastern
hub cities. Qantas flies via Dubai 
(from £725; qantas.com.au).

WHAT’S MY ROUTE?
Car hire from Sydney’s Kingsford
SmithAirport starts at around
£20 per day (eastcoastcarrentals.
com.au). Most of your route
south from Sydney will be on
or close to Highway 1, which is
signposted M1 orA1 depending
on whether a given section is
motorway-grade or not.Though
the highway serves all of coastal
New South Wales (and, in fact,
the whole circumference of
Australia), there are sections
where it runs inland, and a more
scenic coastal alternative exists. 

The route that’s covered in this
feature involves around 350
miles of road from Sydney to its
southernmost point at Pambula,
including detours – more than
nine hours of driving in all.The
quickest route from Sydney to
Pambula, sticking to the M1/A1,
takes around six hours.

When you’re ready to move on
south from Sydney, take the M1
at first, until you reach Royal
National Park, where there’s the
option of leaving the main road
for the Grand Pacific Drive, which
runs closer to the ocean and
includes the Sea Cliff Bridge. It’s
around two hours from Sydney to
Wollongong if you use this road.
Duck inland south
of Wollongong
to explore the
Southern
Highlands.
When you
reach the end
of the Grand
Pacific Drive at Nowra, pick up
theA1 again, from which you can
detour eastwards to visit Jervis 

Bay and, further south, Pebbly
Beach.This road will take you all 
the way to Pambula – and
beyond, so you can either
continue your road trip into
Victoria towards Melbourne
(seven hours or more), or return
to Sydney (six hours direct).
Alternatively, flights depart for
Sydney daily from Merimbula
Airport, two miles from Pambula.

WHEN IS BEST
TOGO?
Spring and autumn (September
to November, and March to May)
are often a good time to visit as
temperatures are warm, and
visitor numbers are lower than
in the peak summer months of
December to February. Whales

migrate along the coast
betweenApril and 
November.

WHAT SHOULD
I BUDGET?
The cost of living inAustralia is
high, and one can expect to pay
roughly the same, if not a little 

more, than in the UK. Main
courses in a mid-range restaurant
are typically £12–£18, while a
schooner of local beer (slightly
smaller than a pint) will set you
back around £4. Fuel is cheaper
(about 75–80 pence per litre).

WHERECAN IGET
MORE INFORMATION?
Lonely Planet’s EastCoast
Australia guidebook (£15.99)
covers this route, as well as other
parts of New South Wales, plus
coastalVictoria and Queensland. 
You can download individual

chapters at
lonelyplanet.
com for £2.99
each. Read more
about New
South Wales at
destinationnsw.
com.au.

PLAN YOUR TRIP

WHAT WE LEARNED
ALONG THE WAY

�InAustralia, ahotel isn’t necessarily
somewhere to rest your head.The
word is more commonly used to 

simply mean a bar or pub.

�‘Smashedavoontoast’ – this
dish is an Aussie favourite, and a
sure-fire feature on any brunch

menu worth its salt. Our favourites
included feta and sprinkled dukkah 

for extra crunch.

�Drivers beware: acrossAustralia it’s
illegal to parallel-park your car facing
in theoppositedirection to moving
traffic.Always park with the left-hand

side of the car closest to the kerb.

Beyond the Opera House,
the tiny silhouettes of

climbers can be spotted on
Sydney Harbour Bridge



A full travel health consultation with your pharmacist is required.

*For maximum protection against malaria, take steps to avoid being
bitten by mosquitoes as well as taking your antimalarial medicine.

0DOR���3URWHFW�LV�IRU�DGXOWV�DJHG����\HDUV�DQG�RYHU�RQO\�

Always read the label

0DOR� 3URWHFW Ȃ DQWLPDODULDO SURWHFWLRQ�
QRZ�DYDLODEOH�ZLWKRXW�D�SUHVFULSWLRQ�

+HOS�WDNH�PDODULD�R�� �WKH�LWLQHUDU\

<RX�FDQ�JR�ZLWK�FRQ��GHQFH�WR�VXQQ\�VKRUHV

ZZZ�PDOR��SURWHFW�FR�XN

If you’re about to embark on a sunny break in a region 

with a risk of malaria, don’t take chances.

It’s important to ensure you get some level of protection.

Getting protection has never been easier.

While you may have needed a prescription in the past, now you

FDQ VLPSO\ JR RQOLQH RU DVN \RXU SKDUPDFLVW DERXW 0DOR� 3URWHFW�

:KDWȇV PRUH� ZLWK 0DOR���3URWHFW�\RX�FDQ�VWDUW�\RXU�FRXUVH��Ȃ��GD\V�

before you travel.

7DNH�R���ZLWK�0DOR���3URWHFW�

Simply go online or visit your pharmacist and ask 

DERXW�0DOR�� �3URWHFW�WRGD\�
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Whether we go for a weekend or a year, most of us 
travel to see unforgettable sights and enjoy new 

experiences. But, ultimately, we travel in search of  
a feeling. That feeling might be a sense of surprise 
that we don’t receive in our daily routines, or we 

might want to find the mental space for thoughtful 
reflection. Read on to discover the very best places 
to feel the emotions of joy (p52), adventure (p68), 
passion (p84) and solitude (p96) most strongly. 

The

beto
place
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For Monet, it was all about colour. For Da Vinci, it lay in

understanding the ways of the universe. To Emily Dickinson, it was in

‘the mere sense of living’. We’re talking about joy, that most sought-

after of feelings. It’s sometimes used as a synonym for happiness, and

it can be that. But it can also be more, a deeper, more profound sense

of physical, emotional or spiritual wellbeing. Research has shown

that while achieving something – winning an award, finishing a

marathon, buying a fancy car – brings a fleeting happiness, it’s the

journey to get there that brings the joy. Shakespeare wrote, ‘Things

won are done, joy’s soul lies in the doing.’ We’ve collected a list of 

‘doings’ that will help you find your own joy. 

As Louis Armstrong sang, it’s a wonderful world,
and there’s no better way to feel that joy in your
bones than by immersing yourself in the jazz
vibes of Satchmo’s birth city. Because really,
is there any place with more joie de vivre than
New Orleans? The Big Easy has had it anything 
but easy, from yellow fever epidemics to
Hurricane Katrina to federal neglect.

But despite – or perhaps because of – these
hardships, the city has a culture of exuberance,
of celebrating life out loud.This is a city where,
on any day of the week, a parade might materialise
seemingly out of nowhere, with hundreds of
revellers in sherbet-coloured suits and feathered
headdresses rolling down the streets to the
clanging of a brass band.Anyone can join in these
so-called ‘second lines’, strutting through the
streets just to feel the ecstasy of being alive. 

Catch world-class jazz at places such as
the venerable Preservation Hall, a weather-
beaten 18th-century building where the
house band cuts loose every evening to
uproarious applause. Or shake it at any one
of dozens of clubs in the French Quarter,
where trumpets and trombones wail late into
the night, and fans sip chilled drinks. In spring,
the city explodes with jazz, zydeco, gospel,
blues and more at Jazz Fest, attracting some
half a million gleeful music fans.

Then, of course, there’s Mardi Gras, that
immense outpouring of joy and music (and
alcohol) that marks the beginning of Lent each
year. Just try not to be happy with a po’ boy
sandwich in your hand, a string of cheap purple
beads around your neck and an entire marching 
band in full feather parading past.

MAKE IT HAPPEN
You can fly direct from London to New
Orleans’ Louis Armstrong International.
Though there’s no bad time to visit, summer
can be oppressively hot. If you want to get
there for Jazz Fest, it’s in late April to early
May. If you want to hit (or miss) Mardi Gras,
it can fall any Tuesday between 3 February
and 9 March, depending on the year, though
celebrations start in January. Preservation
Hall has concerts nightly at 8pm, 9pm and 
10pm (preservationhall.com).

feel  

New Orleans 

The place to be…

joy
to



Saxophone player
Daniel Farrow at the
Preservation Hall, 
New Orleans
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A dancer in Callejón 
de Hamel, a centre for 
Havana’s Afro-Cuban 
community
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Across the Gulf of Mexico you’ll find a similar 
full-throated exuberance on the streets of old 
Havana. There’s nothing quite as life-affirming as 
watching Cuban dance, whether it’s traditional 
danzón, hip-circling casino (Cuban-style salsa),  
or – as is most common among young Cubans 
– gyrations to the rhythms of reggaeton. Cubans 
have a reputation as some of the world’s best 
dancers, for good reason. Here, children learn to 
dance on the feet of their parents before they’ve 
even learned to walk, and dance is part of the 
national elementary school curriculum. 

You can see the cream of the crop in action at 
professional venues such as the Centro Cultural 
El Gran Palenque, where you’ll be hypnotised by 
hours of energetic Afro-Cuban dancing. Or go 
ahead and dig the kitschy vibes of old-school 
cabarets like the Tropicana, where feather 

headdress-wearing señoritas kick up their legs 
beneath the stage lights. Or just wander the 
streets of Habana Vieja on a steamy Saturday 
night and listen for music. This is a city where 
any front stoop gathering or park BBQ can  
easily turn into an impromptu dance party  
of the highest order. 

MAKE IT HAPPEN
You can fly direct to José Martí International 
Airport in Havana from London Gatwick. 
December to May is the best time to visit, 
weather-wise, while it’s hurricane season 
from summer up until October. Watch 
Afro-Cuban dancing and drumming  
at the Centro Cultural El Gran Palenque,  
or catch its folk festival in January or July 
with a cohort of fans.

Havana



Skaters enjoy the 
frozen Prinsengracht 
canal in Amsterdam
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T H E  P L A C E  T O  B E

Swap the sultryCubanweather for the face-
chappingcoldof aDutchwinter toexperience
a joyful rush unique to acold climate: outdoor ice
skating.Once the temperaturedrops below4°C
for four nights in a row,Amsterdamofficials block
off boat trafficon someof thecity’s famedcanals.
Theneveryone –youngcouples, parentswith
parka-cladchildren, grandmothers in hand-
knitted scarves – prepare to strapon their skates.
As snow sifts like icing sugar fromthewhitewinter

sky,fly past 17th-century houses andmodern
shop façades, stoppingonly to tightenyour laces
or fuel upwith adeepmugof hot chocolate.
Canal skates are always spontaneous – no-one

knowsmuch ahead of timewhen or if the
weather will cooperate. Sometimes the city
goes years between freezes cold enough for
canal skating. Sowhen it does happen, it’s all
themoremagical and spontaneous. Sometimes
an unexpected joy is the best kind of all.

Amsterdam
MAKE IT HAPPEN
Fly to Amsterdam’s Schiphol airport from 
various UK airports, or catch the Eurostar 
from London via Brussels (eurostar.com). 
Canal skating only happens when there’s an 
extended cold spell, which is unpredictable. 
January and February are generally the 
coldest months. Check the local weather;  
it will report canal freezings. If you don’t get 
lucky, there are outdoor ice rinks open all 
winter. The Jaap Eden rink and entertainment 
complex is open from October to March,  
with disco skating on Saturday nights.
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Discover four up-and-coming local
neighbourhoods far from the  
well-trodden tourist trail 
WORDS LISA ABEND @LisaAbend
PHOTOS RIVER THOMPSON @riverthompson

WHEN IN ROME
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Courgettes on display
at Eataly in Ostiense.

LEFT A mustard-
yellow Fiat 500 looks
at home in the Piazza

degli Zingari, Monti

Two dogs street-watch
in the Pigneto district

of Rome. RIGHT Graffiti
beside the tracks of

Roma Ostiense station.
OPPOSITE A mosaic in

progress at Studio
Cassio in Monti
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Rome may be the
Eternal City, but like

any urban centre, it’s
a place in constant

flux. Younger
generations move

into areas that were
once undesirable

and bring new life,
with all the coffee

shops, art galleries
and farm-to-table

restaurants that
entails. In Rome, a

few neighbourhoods
once considered

peripheral are now
taking centre stage.

Monti 
Best for: modern 
craftsmanship and design

As she delicately arranges tiny bits of gold until they 
form a pair of wings, Uliana Medikova looks just  
as angelic as the seraph she’s fashioning. An hour 
before, her workshop was full of visitors trying 

their own hand at mosaics, but now, as the late afternoon 
sun streams through the window and illuminates her long 
hair, she looks like she could have stepped from one of 
those Renaissance paintings meant to illustrate solitude. 
She is far too focused on her work – a commission from  
an Orthodox church – to indulge in such romanticism. 
‘This,’ Uliana says of the mosaics that she and her 
colleagues at Studio Cassio (studiocassio.com) take months  
to make and restore, ‘is a real Italian art.’ 

Monti bursts with real Italian arts. A quick sprint 
downhill from the chaos of Termini station, the 
neighbourhood is geographically quite central, but feels  
like a refuge both from Rome’s rough and tumble, and from  
a modern world that promotes the fast and the cheap. Here, 
in a district long the preserve of artisans, the notion of craft 
still matters. That doesn’t necessarily mean old-fashioned; 
though Monti’s ochre buildings and hidden courtyards are 
still home to silversmiths, glassblowers and watchmakers 
with workshops that wouldn’t have looked out of place in 
the 19th century, it also welcomes artisans with a decidedly 
more modern outlook. At Crilla (cri-lla.it), a tiny shop that 
specialises in home décor, architect Cristina Ventura and  
her partner have updated the colourful encaustic flooring 
tiles so beloved in the Art Nouveau-y fin-de-siècle with  
a sophisticated palette and sleeker designs. 

Not far away, Eugenia Barbati designs colourful, boxy 
dresses from wool and neoprene at her shop, Le NoU 
(facebook.com/lenoudue). Pausing in her inspection of a 
few bolts of plaid that have just arrived, she explains the 
source of her ideas. ‘I get inspired by everything – by travels, 
by something I see in the newspaper,’ she says, ‘but also by 
this neighbourhood. There’s always been creativity here.’ 

That history is why, when it came time for Francesco 
and Edoardo Giusti to open their shop, Monti was the only 
real choice. At Rigodritto (rigodritto.it), they make and sell 
furniture, Zen-inspired lamps with hand-turned wooden 
bases, and screens pressed with leaves and flowers. The 
two brothers divide tasks – Eduardo designs, Francesco 
executes – but the end goal, Francesco says, is ‘to express  
a harmony between nature and design.’ Francesco worries 
that the neighbourhood is shifting away from its old 
identity towards something more generic. ‘It used to be 
just artisans here,’ he says. ‘Now, there are cocktail bars 
and organic cafés on every corner.’ 

Others, however, see those new additions as bringing  
a welcome vibrancy. At the newfangled gelateria
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Uliana Medikova 
 in the mosaic workshop  

at Studio Cassio in Monti. 
RIGHT FROM TOP Uliana 

breaks pieces of stone and 
tiles for her commissioned 
mosaic; encaustic cement 
tiles and the moulds used 

to make them, at Crilla
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Fatamorgana (gelateriafatamorgana.com), for example,
Maria Agnese has won praise for the ice cream she makes in
unorthodox flavours, like wild fennel or Kentucky tobacco.

Vintage clothes shops, likeMoll Flanders (facebook/
mollflandersroma) and Pifebo (pifebo.com) – as well as a
weekend flea market – draw young fashionistas. People like 
Adriano Adrienti, the co-owner of AiTreScaliniwine bar
(facebook.com/aitrescalini), think there is room for
everyone. ‘Maybe Monti used to be a little more “Roman”,’
he says, laughing. ‘Once it was known for its artisans and its
whores, but there are so many people who actually live and
work here. They feel attached.’

Adrienti should know. Not only did his own parents
meet in the neighbourhood, but Ai Tre Scalini is a
veritable institution in Monti, marked outside by a canopy
of trailing ivy and inside by a vibe that thrums somewhere
between intimate, candlelit neighbourhood bistro and
joyful university pub. He and his partner bought the place
in 2004, but it had been a tavern long before that. Long
enough, in fact, that one night he was surprised to see an
elderly woman walk in and promptly burst into tears.
‘During the war, when she was a young woman, she used
to come here to meet her German lover,’ he recalls with
a twinkle. ‘They had to keep it secret, of course, but this 
place brought back all the memories.’ 

CLOCKWISE FROM
FAR LEFT Craftsman
and shop owner
Edoardo Giusti in his
workshop; a novel
lamp at Edoardo’s
shop, Rigodritto, in
Monti; a motorbike
is part of the décor at
vintage shop Pifebo;
the ivy-clad wine bar 
Ai Tre Scalini

R O M E  B Y  L O C A L S
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South of Testaccio, Ostiense was once Rome’s port. Many of
the old shipping businesses are long departed, and the area
was drab before world-class street artists began injecting
some unexpected hits of whimsy into the place. There are
now more than 30 large-scale works of art in the district.

On Via del Porto Fluviale, a former military warehouse
has had its entire façade adorned with fantastical faces in
rainbow hues, incorporating the structure’s original doors
and windows as mouths and eyes. Bluhas a reputation for
being one of the best street artists in the world and painted
the work as a hopeful guarantee. ‘There were about 100
families squatting in this building and they were about to be
evicted so it could be razed and expensive condominiums
built in its place,’ says RobertaPapaleo, who leads engaging
walking tours for Rovescio (rovescio.org), an association that
promotes street art. ‘When Blu heard about it, he decided to
make the building too beautiful for them to tear down.’

There’s no shortage of street art in Rome, but Ostiense’s
industrial heritage makes an especially poignant backdrop.
On Via dei Magazzini Generali, for example, the skeletal
remains of now-defunct gasometers loom behind two facing
murals: one JB Rock’s alphabetically arranged series of
portraits of the mostly famous individuals who influenced
him; the other Sten&Lex’s stencilled portraits of ordinary
people from the neighbourhood. ‘There’s a conversation
going on between the two of them,’ Papaleo says. ‘And they 
show how creativity can change a neighbourhood.’

Elsewhere in this area, that combination of art and
industry is highlighted at the CentraleMontemartini
(centralemontemartini.org), where its collection of graceful
sculptures and friezes stand among hulking 19th-century 
machinery in what was once a power plant.

TOP Walking guide
Roberta Papaleoon
Ostiense’sVia delle
Conce with work by
Herbert Baglione.
ABOVEThe former
AirTerminal in
Ostiense is now
the Eataly gourmet
food market.
LEFT A headless
statue at Centrale
Montemartini
museum, housed in
Rome’s first public
electricity plant

Ostiense
Best for: street art and 
industrial heritage
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Emerging from the kitchen at Linari (pasticcerialinari.com),
Emiliano Martorelli trails a cloud of powdered sugar. As he
strides through the busy pastry shop that has been in his
family for three generations, regulars greet him warmly.
‘I went to school with these guys,’ he says, pausing to
embrace a group of men downing espressos. ‘And that
lady,’ – he points to an elderly matron who waves at him
from across her cream-stuffed sfogliatelle (shell-shaped
pastries) – ‘she’s known me since I was a baby.’ Depending
on the time of day, the place is filled with locals coming
for their morning cornetto (croissant) and espresso, a mid-
morning sandwich, lunchtime pasta or evening aperitivo.

Food and community are virtually indistinguishable on
Testaccio’s broad, sunny streets. Until recently, the quarter
was home to Rome’s slaughterhouses and signs of the area’s
past are still evident in the butcher shops dotted around
the square, where older men gather to play bocce (Italian
bowls), or at Linari itself, which has acted for decades as
an unofficial community centre. There are signs of change,
though, from the recently relocated TestaccioMarket (Via
Beniamino Franklin), where greengrocers lure housewives
with perfect bouquets of artichokes, to Fu(r)ture (Via Giovanni
Battista Bodoni 4), a vegan fashion and accessories shop,
where Carlotta Filippini sells rugged jackets made from
recycled plastic and sleek boots of synthetic leather.

The strains of a rumba from a dance class spill out onto
the cobblestones of the old slaughterhouses and between
the massive iron hooks once used for hoisting carcasses, 
an eclectic mix of cultural institutions, including an 

CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP LEFT Wallets

and purses for sale
at Fu(r)ture; shop

owner Carlotta
Filippini; legs of ham

hang at Volpetti;
a Roman breakfast

– an espresso and
cornetto – served at

Pasticceria Linari

Testaccio
Best for: food revolutions
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architecture school, a museum of contemporary art and a
Michelin-starred restaurant, are now housed. On Sundays,
one vast corner is taken over by the organic farmers market,
Città dell’Altra Economia (cittadellaltraeconomia.org).

Testaccio is also home to a culinary innovation that is
either revolutionary or heretical, depending on your
perspective. Stefano Callegari, a baker by trade, invented
the trappizzino one day when it occurred to him that white
pizza – the sauceless dough brushed only with olive oil and
salt – could be used for more than just a simple meat or
cheese sandwich. ‘I thought, OK, I like pizza bianca, but I
also like old-fashioned Roman dishes, like parmigiana and
oxtail. I can’t put those into a regular pizza bianca because
they’ll fall out, but I can cut it in a way to make a pocket and
then I can have both.’ Nowadays, Callegari makes hundreds
of pockets a day at his shop Trapizzino (trapizzino.it) and a
steady stream of people file in for fillings that range from
veal tongue in tart green sauce to a chicken cacciatore
redolent with rosemary. ‘Testaccio is where Roman cuisine
was born,’ Callegari says, ‘and it’s still a very Roman place.’
SalumeriaVolpetti (volpetti.com), a legendary delicatessen 

and Testaccio landmark for more than a century, is also
a very Roman place – old enough that, as its new owner
Matteo Tomljanovich likes to joke, ‘If you scratch the walls,
fat oozes out.’ He and a partner bought the place a little over
a year ago,and since then have been on a mission to revive
the neighbourhood’s culinary heritage. Stacks of sausages
from all over Italy and 150 varieties of cheese fill the display
cases, and Tomljanovich is on a mission to educate his
customers in why the artisanal ones are better than those
they can buy at Carrefour. He gestures to a wheel of
Parmesan large enough to double as furniture. ‘You can
buy industrial Parmesan for cheap or you can come here,
and choose from Parmesan made from the milk of red cows,
brown cows or white cows. We know not just who made
the cheese, but who raised the animals too. That’s what  
we want to do: teach people why all that matters.’

ABOVELEFTTomato
andmeatballs and
braisedoxtail and
pestotrappizzini.
ABOVERIGHTHouses
ontheViaRubbitino
inTestaccio.
LEFTA poster of
Pope John Paul II
adorns awall of the
former abbatoir,
nowhometo a
museumand
restaurant
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When a couple wanders in to the wine bar IlTiaso
(iltiaso.com) and takes a seat on one of its zebra skin
cushions, the first thing they get is a conversation.
Co-owner and sommelier Andrea Franciotti doesn’t
believe in menus; he prefers to talk to patrons to
determine their preferences, then select a bottle that suits
– most of them from producers he knows personally –
from his wine bar’s antique wooden shelves. ‘People
don’t come here to get drunk,’ Franciotti says, as he
pours a glass for a casually stylish woman. ‘They come
because it’s authentic. You can feel there’s a real history
here, not just an interior décor.’

Pigneto has plenty of history, not all of it edifying.
Until recently, the area, about two miles southeast of
Termini station, was a haven for drugs, gangs and
prostitution, and it still bears gritty traces of that past in
its rundown buildings and noticeable police presence.

Massimo Innocenti took over Necci dal 1924 (necci1924.
com), a restaurant made famous by its appearance in
a 1961 film by Pier Paolo Pasolini. Under Innocenti’s
guidance, Necci became the focal point of Pigneto’s
quieter half, a mash-up of low-slung store fronts and
architecturally eclectic villas that sits to the east of the
train tracks. Open from breakfast until late at night,
it draws to its bright rooms and leafy garden an ever-
changing cast of characters, from elderly men taking their
morning espresso and cigarette with the daily paper, and
art students huddled over their books and sandwiches,
to couples on dinner dates tucking into hunks of literal
black bread (the baker adds charcoal for impact) and
plates of gnocchetti sauced with a turnip-top pesto.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP
Bottoncino buns at Necci dal
1924; the outside of Il Tiaso
wine bar,complete with bill
posters; the bar’s cosy
interior; outdoor tables
at Tuba café in Pignetto

Pignetto
Best for: wines and cocktails
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Pier Luigi de Angelis
crafts a cocktail at
bar Viveri in Pigneto

‘I came here in 2000,’ says Innocenti, because
I was bored by the neighbourhood where I lived – it
was all banks, ladies in fur and stupid dogs. Pigneto
looked like the real frontier. I felt like a pioneer.’

Meanwhile, on the other side of the tracks,
the other Pigneto revolves around Via de Pigneto,
a boisterous pedestrian walkway lined with bars
and restaurants and a feminist bookstore, Tuba
(cybertuba.org), that doubles as a sex-toy shop.
Together, they’ve helped build this ethnically
diverse neighbourhood’s reputation for happening
nightlife, while managing to keep it from feeling
completely gentrified. In between helping the
late-night DJ set up in the corner and adding
a final dash of Tabasco to a sugar-rimmed gin
cocktail, Pier Luigi de Angelis, bartender at Viveri
(Via Pigneto 91), pauses to reflect on his surroundings.
‘Like every place in Rome, Pigneto is changing,’
he says. ‘But luckily, it’s still a real neighbourhood.’
It might not be eternal, but for now at least, Pigneto 
has struck the right balance.

LISAABEND is based in Copenhagen.
She is a book author and often writes for  
The New York Times and TIME.
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ESSENTIALS

GETTING THERE
Airlines including Alitalia,
BA, easyJet, Ryanair and
Vueling fly to Rome from
UK airports (from £70;
ryanair.com). Flight time
from London is around
2½ hours. The main
international airport
is Leonardo da Vinci
(Fiumicino), 20 miles
from the centre. Note
that Ryanair flies into the
smaller and more crowded
Ciampino, nine miles from 
the centre.

GETTING AROUND
The public transport
network includes bus,
tram and metro lines,
and tickets are valid across
all of them. A good option
for a weekend stay is the
Roma 48h or 72h pass
(£25/£34), both of which
include discounts to
various sites and can be
bought from vending
machines at transport
hubs and in newsagents.

FURTHER READING
Pick up ourPocketRome
guide (£7.99), the more
comprehensiveRome
city guide (£14.99) or get
our free-to-download

Guides app.
The official
tourist board
website is
turismoroma.it.

ROME

B&BINA
The three colourful rooms
of this inexpensive B&B are
simple, but comfortable.
They are all on the ground
floor of an apartment block
located in Garbatella, the
neighbourhood next to
Ostiense. Breakfast consists
largely of packaged cereals
and breads, but the welcome 
here couldn’t be warmer
(from £65; bnbina.it).

CROSSING CONDOTTI
An elegant townhouse just
a block behind the Piazza
di Spagna, this small hotel
makes a refined retreat.
Rooms maintain their 18th-
century architectural detail,
and are kitted out with
antiques, oil paintings, and
plush linens. An exceedingly
helpful and kind staff ensure
a relaxed ambience (from
£215; crossingcondotti.com).

HOTEL DUCA D’ALBA
Right in the centre of the
Monti neighbourhood,
this four-star hotel has 27
small but charming rooms
with fabric-decorated
walls and travertine stone
bathrooms. The best of the
rooms have balconies with
rooftop views. Breakfast
is served beneath brick
vaults (from £160;
hotelducadalba.com).

M A K E  I T  H A P P E N

MAP KEY
Ai Tre Scalini

Centrale Montemartini

Colosseum

Il Tiaso

Necci dal 1924

Pasticceria Linari

Rigodritto

Salumeria Volpetti

Studio Cassio

Trapizzino

Via dei Magazzini Generali

Viveri
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A POTTED HISTORY
The 50,000-seat arena was 
Rome’s first and greatest 
permanent amphitheatre, 
commissioned in 72 AD and 
completed in 80 AD. For almost 
five centuries it was used to 
stage lavish, crowd-pleasing 
spectacles to mark important 
anniversaries or military 
victories. Gladiatorial combat 
was eventually outlawed in the 
5th century, but wild animal 
shows continued until the 
mid-6th century. 

Following the fall of  
the Roman Empire, the 
Colosseum was largely 
abandoned. It was used as  
a fortress by the powerful 
Frangipani family in the  
12th century and later 
plundered of its precious 
building materials. Travertine 
and marble stripped from  
the Colosseum were used  
to decorate a number of 
Rome’s notable buildings, 
including Palazzo Venezia, 
Palazzo Barberini and  
Palazzo Cancelleria. 

More recently, pollution 
and vibrations caused by 
traffic and the metro have 
taken a toll. To help counter 
this, it was recently given  
a major clean-up, the first  
in its 2,000-year history,  
as part of a £22 million 
restoration project.

BEAT THE QUEUES

Long waits are the norm at the 
Colosseum. You have to queue 
for security checks and again 
to buy a ticket. Since one ticket 
allows entry to the Colosseum, 
Forum and Palatine Hill, you 
can save time by getting your 
ticket at the Palatine entrance 
or book online at coopculture.
it (£10). Alternatively, sign up 
for a guided tour (see below). 
To avoid the worst of the 
crowds, try to visit in early 
morning or in late afternoon, 
when it’s cooler and the light is 
much better for taking photos. 

GO ON A TOUR
The backstage area known as 
the hypogeum, where stage 
sets were prepared and the 
combatants gathered, can be 
visited on a guided tour. This 
must be booked in advance 
and costs £8 on top of the 
normal Colosseum ticket 
(coopculture.it). To hoist 
people, animals and scenery  
up to the arena, the hypogeum 
had a network of 80 winch-
operated lifts, all controlled  
by a single pulley system. 

DID YOU KNOW
The arena was originally known 
as the Flavian Amphitheatre,  
in honour of the family of 
Emperor Vespasian who 
commissioned it.

BLUFFER’S GUIDE TO THE COLOSSEUM

Although it was Rome’s most 
fearsome arena, it wasn’t the 
biggest – the Circus Maximus 
could hold up to 250,000 
people. The name Colosseum, 
when introduced in the Middle 
Ages, wasn’t a reference to its 
size but to the Colosso di 
Nerone, a giant statue of 
Nero that stood nearby. 

Games staged at  
the Colosseum 
usually involved 
gladiators 
fighting wild 
animals or  
each other,  
but contrary  
to Hollywood 
folklore, bouts 
rarely ended  
in death as the 
games’ sponsor 
was required to 
pay compensation 
to a gladiator’s 
owner if the 
gladiator died
in action. 

However much you might seek out Rome’s lesser-known neighbourhoods, there is one famous 
sight you can hardly escape. The awesome, spine-tingling Colosseum is the most thrilling of 
Rome’s ancient monuments. It was here that gladiators met in mortal combat and condemned 
prisoners fought off wild beasts in front of baying, bloodthirsty crowds. Almost 2,000 years on, 
and it’s one of Italy’s top tourist attractions, drawing more than four million visitors a year. 
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to find your  
spirit of 

When Gabriel Langlands felt that life in England
was growing a little stale he set off on his
motorbike for the Lofoten Islands of northern 
Norway above the Arctic Circle. He made it as 
far as the tip of the archipelago, the island of 
Røst. Each winter, Arctic cod (skrei) arrive to 
spawn in the surrounding seas, luring hundreds 
of fishing boats. It’s a tradition that goes back 
5,000 years, the difference being that in 3000 BC 
the people would row over from the mainland  
to fish in the deadly winter seas. 

The catch is hung on wooden frames to dry 
outside in the salty wind. By summer, says 
Langlands: ‘It is as hard as a board and a quarter 
of its original weight; light and durable for 
transport and trade, and almost entirely 
protein.’ Langlands got a job hanging the cod  
in snow-laden gales, bloody icicles hanging  

off his elbows, working without sleep until  
he hallucinated the fish bursting into flames  
in his hands: ‘I would wake in the night and 
observe resignedly that my bedclothes were 
made of cod.’ 

But you don’t have to go to the same extremes 
to seek adventure in the Lofoten Islands. The 
cod quotas are filled in April and by late spring 
Lofoten is a much more comfortable place to 
be. The islands arc out from the mainland, 
becoming less inhabited the further you travel 
along them. You can get around by car but it’s 
even better to tour by bicycle or sea kayak.  
In the summer, when the sun doesn’t fully set, 
the still waters look like liquid gold. Coldwater 
surf breaks, perhaps the world’s most northerly, 
attract adventurous surfers, and walkers can 
explore these mountainous islands on day hikes. 

MAKE IT HAPPEN 
The main islands –Austvågøy, Vestvågøy, 
Flakstadøy, Moskenesøy – are linked by 
bridges or tunnels. There are also bus 
services and cycling routes. But you’ll need 
to take a four-to-five-hour ferry trip from 
Bodø on the mainland if you want to go all 
the way to Røst. Leknes is Lofoten’s local 
airport, receiving direct flights from Tromsø 
and the Norwegian capital Oslo. There’s  
a wide range of accommodation on the 
Lofoten Islands, from camping, cabins and 
hostels to hotels and self-catering; options 
on Røst are very limited. The weather 
warms up from May until September.

Lofoten Islands

The place to be… 
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‘Adventure,’ says Ed Stafford, the first person to walk the length of the Amazon, ‘is honest, 

humbling, tough, frustrating and unbelievably addictive.’ Adventure comes in many forms 

but when it strikes it’s hard to resist. In the early 20th century, Gertrude Bell mapped  

the Middle East after she had previously climbed Mont Blanc. More recently, Canadian 

author Will Ferguson hitch-hiked Japan following the cherry blossom sakura for his book 

Hokkaido Highway Blues. However you are calibrated for adventure, stepping even  

a little outside your comfort zone is enough to gain confidence in your capabilities.
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The huge island of New Guinea, north of
Australia, is one of the world’s last frontiers
of adventure. It wasn’t until the 1930s that
European explorers ventured into the Highlands 
of central Papua New Guinea, encountering
large tribal villages, fascinating creatures
such as birds of paradise and a very challenging
landscape. Tribal life is central to everyday
existence in this part of Papua New Guinea,
governing, for example, the origin of porters or
guides you’ll need for such adventures as hiking
the Kokoda Track or climbing Mt Wilhelm. The
most visible facet of tribal life is at the annual
Highland shows near towns such as Mt Hagen
in the Southern Highlands and Goroka in the 

Eastern Highlands, which is perhaps the most 
accessible place to meet local tribes, who
perform traditional dances.

However, for a taste of true Papuan adventure
you’ll need to lace up some walking boots to
hike the Kokoda Track across the Owen Stanley
Range in the east of the island, which is a rite of
passage for many Australians due to the battles
with the Japanese here in WWII. Or, to go a lot
further off the grid, paddle a dugout along the
Sepik River in the remote northwest, where
you’ll pass stilt villages, cinematic jungle
scenery and crocodile-headed canoes. You’ll
need a guide; the river becomes less frequented 
the further upstream you go. 

MAKE IT HAPPEN
The town of Goroka is the gateway to the
Eastern Highlands province and hosts one
of Papua New Guinea’s most colourful tribal
shows over the Independence Day weekend
in September. Book accommodation in
advance. You can take a flight to Goroka from
the capital Port Moresby. From Goroka, roads
lead to Mt Hagen and the north coast towns
of Lae and Madang. As you continue west
towards the Sepik River the level of
adventure increases and the majority of
travellers will require the services of a guide
– see Lonely Planet’s Papua New Guinea &
Solomon Islands book for the latest tips. 

Papua New Guinea 

Women wearing
ceremonial costumes made

of shells, leaves and
feathers, near Mt Hagen,

Papua New Guinea
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Banff National Park is Canada’s oldest, and it
now has a new and active herd of plains bison.
The 16 wild bison (including 10 pregnant
females) were reintroduced in February 2017
and the first calves were born a couple of
months later. Their new home will be this
spectacular park in the Rocky Mountains,
with glacial blue lakes, canyons, forests,
mountains and meadows. Banff, together
with near-neighbour Jasper National Park,
is a Unesco World Heritage site.

Both parks support mountain towns (Banff
and Jasper) that have become much-visited
adventure hubs, yet as the vast Rocky wilderness
is on their doorsteps it’s not hard to escape the 

crowds by lacing up some hiking boots or setting
out into the backcountry by paddling, mountain
biking or skiing. Paddlers should try Banff Canoe
Club for advice and rental canoes; bikers should
check Parks Canada’s cycling guide, and hikers
can pick up maps and the latest trail news from 
the park visitor centre. One of the classic
multiday hikes in the park is the 46-mile
Sawbuck Trail to Lake Louise. But if you’re
heading into the wild country between Banff
and Jasper beware of a hairy companion:
in 1811 surveyor David Thompson noticed
monstrous tracks that measured 36cm x 20cm. 
Local people knew what had made them: 
sasquatch, or bigfoot.

MAKE IT HAPPEN
The nearest international airport is at
Calgary, from where there are frequent
shuttle buses to Banff. There’s also a
slightly cheaper and slower Greyhound
service between Banff and Calgary. Access
passes (daily or annual) to Banff National
Park can be obtained from Parks Canada
(pc.gc.ca). There are 13 campsites in the
park (July and August are the busiest
months when reservations will be required). 
Fees are variable. Some campgrounds
may also provide camping equipment,
including tents. Banff town has lots of
accommodation and eating options.

The Rocky Mountains 

The glacial waters of
Peyto Lake in Banff

National Park



The artistry of theAmericanWest has been
celebrated around theworld, and though
plentyof souvenir-shop cowboy hats are
mass-produced, the craftsmanship of the
region is alive if you knowwhere to look
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Hat-maker Brook Briddle
shows how to steam one of

his artisan creations.
OPPOSITE Tools and

materials used for all kinds
of Western gear at

J M Capriola Co in Elko 



LKO IS A HARDSCRABBLE HIGH-DESERT
town in northeastern Nevada; it was born out
of its proximity to the building of the First
Transcontinental Railroad in the second half
of the 19th century and sustained by its land’s
mineral wealth. Gold has been pulled up from
beneath this town in boom and bust cycles for
more than a century now. Elko is the capital of 
Nevada’s goldbelt, and the state is the fifth-
largest producer of gold in the world.

The main drag of this city is dotted with
casinos and motels, punctuated by neon signs 
and the bright, ever-present lights of gas
stations. The garish colours of Elko lie in
stark contrast to the muted tones covering
the mountains and valleys that spread out
on either side of Interstate 80 as it passes by
the city. The geometrical spine of the Ruby
Mountains runs along its southeastern side,

providing a fierce demarcation of land and sky across the vast,
empty plains. The miles of open, wild landscape and lack of urban
sprawl offer their own rewards, inspiring creativity that can be
seen in the ingenuity of the people and the artisanship on display.

The traditional craftsmanship of the West remains strong in this
region, with trades and crafts being passed down over generations. 
Here we meet some of the modern West’s artisans at work.

THE SADDLE MAKERS
J M Capriola Co is a testament to the call of heritage
that can be found throughout the West. For almost
a century, this store has been Elko’s one-stop shop
for working ranchers and those who want to festoon
themselves with the trappings of cowboy life, but
without the hard work. The store has passed hands
from the Capriola family to other local ranchers
through the years, but the dedication to quality,
handmade gear has never wavered.

Armando Delgado has been working at Capriola’s
for the last 40 years, and making saddles for the past
quarter-century. He spends about 160 hours making
each saddle, cutting leather, fashioning it together
and hand-tooling designs. Most saddles go on to
dusty, sweat-stained lives atop horses at nearby
ranches, but some of Armando’s most elaborate
and time-intensive works never get near a horse:
instead, they spend their days mounted in shadow
boxes, on display in the art galleries of Japanese
bankers as artefacts of the American West.

On the other side of the workshop is Jonas
Bushong, a 19-year-old shop apprentice and
nephew of Capriola’s current owner. Jonas spent
his high school years on the other side of the
country, in Pennsylvania, after his parents moved
away from the area, but as soon as he graduated
he hightailed it back to Elko to live out his dual
dreams of working at Capriola’s and riding on the
professional rodeo tour.

‘I always knew I wanted to work here, since I was
a little kid. And I tried skateboarding for a while out
in Pennsylvania, but it’s just not as fun as rodeo,’
Jonas says as he picks up strips of leather, one after
the other, and runs a tool along the length of them  
to smooth the edges.

Hand-tooled leather
at JMCapriolaCo.
ABOVE LEFT Elko’s

casinos shine bright.
OPPOSITE Shop

apprentice Jonas
Bushong
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‘I always knew I wanted to work 
here, since I was a little kid’
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NEVADA: 
THE LONG AND THE SHORT OF IT
One way to distinguish 
Nevadans and pretty 
much everyone else is  
to listen out for which 
vowel sound they use  
for the first A in Nevada. 
Locals go for a short A, as 
in cat, and any politician 
trying to curry favour in 
this swing state should 
know better than to use  

a long A, as in father.  
The local tourist board 
once went so far as to 
style the name Nevăda, 
to nudge people into 
using the short A. The 
Silver State takes its 
name from the Sierra 
Nevada mountain range 
that runs along the 
border with California, 

which must have 
reminded Spanish 
colonisers of their own 
Sierra Nevada back 
home. In the flatter lands 
to the east though, you’ll 
find a Nevada, Missouri, 
and a Nevada, Iowa. Just 
to complicate matters, 
both are pronounced 
‘Ne-VAY-duh’.

The Ruby Mountains, 
20 miles southeast 
of Elko, rise as high 
as 3,471 metres
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THE HAT-MAKER
A cowboy hat can tell you a lot about a person if  
you know what you are looking at. Historically,  
the shape of a hat could tell you where the cowboy 
spent his days, with Nevada cowboys often keeping 
the crown low and flat, with a wide brim, to deal 
with the hot, unflinching summer sun they endured 
on long days working cattle. This is often called  
the telescope style. 

A low crown is cooler than a high crown, which 
captures more warm air, to keep the head warm on 
cold nights. The material can tell you if the wearer  
is flush with cash or busted, and the creasing in the 
crown is often a matter of personal taste. John 
Wayne favoured the diamond-style crease, which 
has a pinch in both the front and back of the crown. 

Hat-maker Brook Briddle has been fascinated with 
hats his whole life; he has spent the past 27 years 
crafting the perfect hat for each customer he meets. 
‘My job is to make a hat that suits that person 
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J M Capriola Co
has been running
in Elko since 1929. 
RIGHT Winter 
pastures

Ranching began in Elko
in the late 1860s.

RIGHT ‘Fort Worth Rose’
is one of the leather

patterns used at
J M Capriola Co
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THE COOKS
Elko has been home to Basque restaurants for
decades. Many shepherds came from the Basque
country until the mid-20th century, leaving behind
political and economic strife to pursue prosperity in
America. As is often the case, some of the strongest
ties to their native land were expressed through
food: sharing the same meals created a bond across
the miles and the years. Originally part of boarding
houses set up for shepherds whose flocks wintered
in the desert, restaurants such as the Star Hotel have
become part of Nevada’s culinary landscape.

The standard Basque meal is served family style
and starts with soup, usually chicken stock with meat
and vegetables. The main course is hearty to say the
least: perhaps pork chops with roasted peppers and
handfuls of garlic, plus beans, spaghetti and French
fries. This is Basque food done American-style, with
beef, lamb and pork taking prominence over the fish
and seafood dishes more readily available in the old
country. Cultural traditions are still upheld at the
Elko Basque Club. It puts on the National Basque
Festival each summer, featuring dances, rural sports
such as wood-chopping and weightlifting, cooking
and a parade. Club members range from shepherds
who arrived in the 1960s, and tell stories of summers
spent moving sheep with only a rifle and the company
of two dogs for weeks on end, to third-generation
Nevadans taking Basque dance and language classes.

Zach Arbillaga is the club’s vice president. Basque
hospitality is on full display as he insists on cooking
his family’s version of bacalao (salted cod), complete
with a robust tomato sauce made by his grandmother.
‘Food is a big part of our culture,’ he says as he pats
dry cod fillets with paper towels. ‘With the fact that
there are no new Basque coming over, cooking is
an important part of keeping the tradition alive.  
It’s how everyone knows us here.’

KNOW
YOUR
COWBOY 
HATS

A Basque meal at
the Star Hotel.
ABOVE Cowboys
survey the boots
at J M Capriola Co

specifically. I only ever have one customer on my
mind at a time,’ he says.

A high-quality custom hat, while expensive, can
last a lifetime with proper care and maintenance.
The best quality felt hats are made of beaver fur,
which is felted and then trimmed and shaped to
create the desired look. Depending on how much
work they see, the hat will need to brought in to
Brook, or another skilled cowboy hatter, once a
year or so to be reshaped and steamed to retain its
appearance and integrity. If a hatter can’t be found
nearby, city-slickers can always try a little DIY hat
steaming using a kettle and its steam – the way 
cowboys used to do it on the range.

Open Crown
Often dubbed ‘Boss of the

Plains’, this was the first
Stetson hat style, in 1865

Cattleman
A later look, with a crease
running down the centre
and parallel side creases

Telescope
Also known as the ‘Gambler’,
this hat’s low, flat crown is
suited to hotter climates

Montana Crease
The ‘lemon squeezer’, worn
by Canadian Mounties, has
four symmetrical creases
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‘Many black soldiers headed west  
to get jobs as cowboys’

Dom Flemons, left,
and Brian Farrow are
masters of traditional 
American music 
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THE COWBOY POET
Dom Flemons is a man with a mission. A Grammy-
winning musician, singer-songwriter, poet and
self-described American songster, he tours
relentlessly around the world, sharing traditional
forms of folk music with people who otherwise may
never get a chance to experience these cornerstones
of American musical heritage at all, let alone to hear
them live. He’s also a multi-instrumentalist, playing
everything from the bones to the banjo to the fife.
Raised in Arizona, he started his musical career
playing percussion in the high school band and
quickly added the guitar and harmonica to his
repertoire. His current project, an album chronicling
black cowboy music, will be out this year.

The history of black cowboys is an interesting and
integral part of the settling of the American West that
doesn’t often get mentioned in the retelling of the
era’s history. After the Civil War ended, many black
soldiers headed west to get jobs as cowboys, driving
cattle across the plains. Just as sailors and farmers
had done for centuries, cowboys sang to themselves
and each other to pass the time.

Dom has been collecting those songs for his new
project. Speaking about one of the tracks off the
forthcoming album, the cowboy tune Goodbye
Old Paint, Dom says: ‘It’s such an emotional song.
It unfolds in such a nonlinear way; the verses don’t
necessarily relate to one another, but it’s like the
blues, where you take all these small emotions and
you put them all together, and it becomes a very big
feeling throughout the song.’

The same can be said for the tradition of cowboy
poetry itself. The art form is based on the smallest
reflections of life on the range, but when told over
and over again by countless cowboys living out
different versions of the same life across the West,
the expansiveness and intimacy of that experience
comes to bear. It builds a community of experience, 
and its own genre of American literature.

THE WEAVER
Hailing from generations of weavers in Mexico’s
Oaxaca region, Antonio Mendoza was born with a
love for the art, which demonstrates at the Western
Mercantile show that forms part of Elko’s National
Cowboy Poetry Gathering.

Antonio has spent most of his life weaving textiles
in the Zapotec tradition, using wool dyed with
natural substances found around his family farm.
He brought these methods with him when he moved
to Orange County, California, where he continues to
collect cochineal beetles from cactus to dry in the
sun. These he grinds into paste with lime juice and
salt to create the brilliant reds found in his work.
He collects pomegranate skins to make yellows,
and indigo plants for blues and greens.

Antonio makes each design up as he goes, holding
all the patterns and colourways in his mind as he
works. This method also ensures that no two pieces
are ever the same, each one a product of the moment
and Antonio’s creative whim. He still works on the
same wooden loom his great-grandfather used, its
wobbly wooden pieces showing the generations of
use in its scores of dents and nicks. The steadiness
of Antonio’s hands as he passes the shuttle back and 
forth through the loom embodies the piece with
beauty and character, proving that once again, 
function prevails over form.

Antonio Mendoza uses yarn
he dyed using traditional
methods to weave a rug

SILVER STATE PLAYLIST
Top tracks and albums from Nevadans 

and honorary Nevadans

3Elvis Presley Viva LasVegas
3Toni Basil Mickey

3Ne-Yo So Sick (album: In My OwnWords)
3The Killers Human (album: Day & Age)
3 Imagine Dragons On Top of theWorld 

(album: Night Visions)
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REBECCA WARREN
is the former
managing editor  

of our US edition.
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MAPKEY
Great Basin National Park

Elko

Las Vegas

Nevada Northern Railway

Pyramid Lake

Red Rock Canyon

 Valley of Fire State Park
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GETTINGTHERE
Elko is in the northeast corner of Nevada,

seven hours’ drive from the state’s biggest city,

LasVegas, or 3½ hours by car from Salt Lake

City in neighbouring Utah. Elko also has a small

regional airport with twice-daily flights to Salt

Lake City (from £135; delta.com).You can fly

direct to LasVegas from London, Manchester

and Glasgow on airlines including BA,Thomas

Cook andVirginAtlantic (from £630; ba.com),

and there are also limited direct flights with

Delta to Salt Lake City from Heathrow. British

passport holders should apply for an ESTA visa 

waiver at esta.cbp.dhs.gov.

STAYING INELKO
Stop at J M Capriola Co to peruse an impressive

assortment of Western wear and horse gear,

and glimpse artisans at work on the second

floor (capriolas.com).Across the street is the

Western Folklife Center, which has a small but

interesting exhibition gallery, a historic saloon

and a gift shop featuring items made in the

region (westernfolklife.org).

Two doors along from the centre is Cowboy

Joe, a charming little coffee shop that is the

best place to get your caffeine fix in Elko

(cowboyjoecoffee.com).

A few streets away is the Star Hotel, the

place to go for a traditional Basque meal (lunch

from £9; elkostarhotel.com). Do note that this

is just up the street from the town’s area of

legal brothels. Find out more about the area’s

Basque heritage at elkobasqueclub.com.

Amid a general run of motels and modest

chain hotels, Red Lion Hotel & Casino has the

town’s plushest accommodation and a popular 

casino (from £85; redlionhotelelko.com).

FURTHER INFORMATION
Our new SouthwestUSA guidebook  

(£15.99), out in March,

has a chapter on LasVegas

& Nevada that you can also

download as a separate PDF

(£2.99; lonelyplanet.com).

Find out more about the Silver

State at travelnevada.com. 

THECOWBOYLIFE
One of the simplest and

most accessible ways to

get a taste of Western life

in Nevada is to join a tour

run by Cowboy Trail Rides, 

who are based near

Red Rock Canyon just

a half-hour west from

the centre of Las Vegas

(cowboytrailrides.com).

Once saddled up on your

horse or mule, you can

head out on an hour-long

Coyote Canyon Ride (£50)

through a landscape of

Joshua trees and other

desert plants, while

longer excursions include

a Sunset Trail Ride that

ends with a starlit

barbecue of steak by the

campfire, a marshmallow

roast and a bit of Western 

storytelling (£125). 

ESSENTIALS
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PYRAMID LAKE

If you can’t make it

to the Black Rock

Desert for the legendary

Burning Manfestival,

this piercingly blue

lake at its edge makes

for a dramatic sight.

The namesakeAnaho

Island is a sanctuary

forAmerican white 

pelicans.

NEVADA NORTHERN RAILWAY

Century-old steam engines run on

90-minute rides through the historic

mining country of the northeast.

VALLEY OF FIRE STATE PARK

Stripe-patterned red rocks,

stone arches and ancient Native

American petroglyphs are among

the masterpieces in this slice

of the desert 40 miles  northeast  

of Las Vegas.

LAS VEGAS

At first sight, Nevada’s sparse

landscapes would seem to have

little in common with SinCity’s

neon-lit Strip, lined with kitschy

replicas of world landmarks and

promising every imaginable form

of entertainment. But the same

feeling of frontier possibilities

drove cattle ranchers and

casino developers alike. 

GREAT BASIN NATIONAL PARK

The only national park in Nevada

(strangely enough), this uncrowded

mountain landscape is fairly out of the

way, but has a twisting scenic drive

open only in summer, glacial lakes

and groves of bristlecone pines –

the longest-living life forms on Earth.

HIGHLIGHTS AROUND NEVADA



TheTajMahal at sunset,
as seen fromthe banks
of theYamunaRiver
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Passion, the poster-child of 21st-century emotions, has travelled

far from its origins. From the Latin ‘pati’ – to suffer – passion once

described the suffering and death of Christ; transformed, it’s now

a millennial must-have, a necessity for a successful life.

Through history, passion’s dark side – its uncontrollable nature,

its tinge of madness – has been respectfully, even fearfully,

acknowledged. In classical times, it was regarded with dubiousness.

‘Subdue your passion or it will subdue you,’ warned Roman poet

Horace. By Benjamin Franklin’s time (‘if passion drives you, let

reason hold the reins’), it was still being handled with care.

What happened to passion? Its edges rounded off, its wildness curbed,

passion has been tamed for corporate seminars and self-help books.

But as we travel the world we can see its mad traces – the romantic

excesses, obsessive projects, wild desires, zealous pursuits. Although

‘finding your passion’ has become a cliché, when we travel it’s easier

to find ourselves in passion’s path.

Commissioned in 1632 by Mughal emperor
Shah Jahan as a mausoleum for his beloved wife, 
Mumtaz Mahal, the Taj Mahal – the world’s 
best-known monument to romantic love – took 
more than 20 years, 20,000 workers and 1,000 
elephants to build. (Although some of the facts 
of the story are less than romantic. Mumtaz was 
one of three wives of the emperor – though she 
was his first and favourite – and she died giving 
birth to their 14th child, at the age of 39.) 

Famed for its harmony, its scale, its symmetry 
and its craftsmanship, the Taj is often cited as 

one of the world’s most magnificent buildings.
Its interior, carved with Qur’anic verses, is inlaid 
with 28 types of precious and semi-precious 
stones – turquoise from Tibet, lapis lazuli  
from Afghanistan, sapphire from Sri Lanka.  
The exterior is made from marble mined in 
Rajasthan, some 150 miles away. It’s this that 
gives the Taj its romantic glow, as the gleaming 
ivory-white marble changes colour throughout 
the day – dusky rose in the morning, milky  
white in the evening and glowing golden  
when the moon shines.

MAKE IT HAPPEN
The Taj is in Agra, Uttar Pradesh, about 125 
miles from Delhi. The fast train from Delhi 
takes three hours; many companies offer day 
trips but the journey is longer by road. The 
complex is on the right bank of the Yamuna 
River. It’s open sunrise to sunset, every day 
except Friday. There are 12,000 visitors a day; 
to beat the queues, get there 30 minutes 
before opening. To avoid afternoon crowds 
and for sunset photos, take a rickshaw across 
the river to Mehtab Bagh gardens opposite.

discoverpassion
The place to be…

Taj Mahal

to



Taormina, sitting on the eastern coast of
far-flung Sicily, in a landscape of long beaches,
rocky coves and tiny islands with spectacular
Mt Etna as its backdrop, has held a dramatic
allure for artists from Cervantes to Oscar Wilde. 
Perhaps its most famous conquest was the
author DH Lawrence, who lived in a house
(which is now a B&B) above the town during his
voluntary exile from Britain after WWI.

It’s believed that here he found the inspiration
for his most notorious novel, LadyChatterley’s
Lover, basing the title character on a local
woman who scandalised the town by frolicking

naked in olive groves with her lover. Another
theory claims that the frolicker was actually
his wife, Frieda, having taken up with a local
mule-driver who became the model for Mellors
the gamekeeper in Lawrence’s racy book.

Infamous for his writing about sex, shockingly
explicit for the time, Lawrence called himself
a ‘priest of love’. In Taormina, with its ancient
Greek and Roman ruins, medieval winding
streets and wild ocean views, the distant smoke
from Mt Etna a constant reminder of the restless 
Earth, it’s easy to understand how he found  
a temporary parish here.

MAKE IT HAPPEN
The nearest airport is at Catania, an hour’s
drive to the south, with frequent bus services
toTaormina’s centre. If you’re travelling from
mainland Italy, the train is shunted onto the
ferry to cross from Calabria to Messina, one of
the few train ferries left in southern Europe.
The train from Messina toTaormina takes
about an hour.Taormina is at its best out
of season, especially in early spring (which
starts in February) or late autumn, for
magnificent views of snow-capped Mt Etna
framed by hibiscus, narcissi and orange
blossom, and to avoid the summer crowds.

Sicily
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The ruins of the ancient Greek
theatre of Taormina, with Mount 
Etna seen in the background
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If you set your mind to finding a landscape
the direct opposite of southern Sicily, it’s not
unthinkable that you’d settle on the desolate,
windswept moors of Yorkshire. The literary
contrast is striking too – while the exploits of
Lawrence’s characters got his novels banned for
obscenity, the tale of Emily Brontë’sWuthering
Heights, set on these stormy hills, is one of
unconsummated passion. Despite its Gothic
darkness and tragic turns, it’s one of English 
literature’s most loved romances.

Literary pilgrims come from around the world
to hike their way across this stark landscape,
where the Brontë sisters lived and wrote in the
early- to mid-1800s. InWutheringHeights,
the moors’ whirling wind and slashing hail
symbolise the characters’ uncontrollable
passion for each other and the madness of
their love. Cathy and Heathcliff’s undying love
is a touchstone for romantic devotion, and
the dramatic Yorkshire moors are its perfect, 
immortal backdrop. 

MAKE IT HAPPEN
WutheringHeights-related sights include
buildings thought to have inspired those
that feature in the novel, such as Top
Withens near Haworth and Stanbury’s
Ponden Hall (now a B&B where you can stay
in the room where Cathy’s ghost knocked on
the window). The Brontës’ former home, the
Parsonage in Haworth, is a museum to the
lives and work of the sisters (bronte.org.uk).
The nearest airports are at Manchester or
Leeds, both about an hour from Haworth by
car. Keighley is the nearest mainline train
station, from there you can catch a steam
train to Haworth, operating on weekends,
holidays and during the summer months.

Yorkshire

The ruined farmhouse
of Top Withens on
the Pennine Way
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The Photographer’s Story
B ENJ A MIN  H A R D M A N

Because I live and breathe the cold northern air of the
sub-Arctic, it may come as a surprise to hear that I was
born in Western Australia. After years of travelling the
southwest coast of Australia, I picked up a camera with
the intention of capturing its landscapes. This experience
established my interest in photography, although my
subjects have definitely dropped by a few degrees Celsius
since then! I first visited Iceland five years ago and
immediately started to develop a deep connection with 
the landscape. This affinity strengthened with each

subsequent trip I made. The sheer intensity of the weather
here makes me feel alive. I eventually decided to pack up
and move to Iceland to further explore my connection
with this part of the world. Now, documenting seasonal
shifts, my aim is to portray the rapid natural change that
occurs in this environment. My work here tends to be
characterised by mixing darker tones with the dynamic
and strangely abstract state of the Icelandic landscape.
I hope to explore more of the Arctic this year, and to spend 
more time in Greenland.

BENJAMIN HARDMAN is a landscape photographer living in Iceland. See more of his work at benjaminhardman or benjaminhardman.com

‘This structure may
resemble a walker’s cabin,
but it is actually a mountain
bathroom, of all things!
I came across it up in
Kerlingarfjöll, in Iceland’s 
Central Highlands.’ 



‘This Arctic fox is one
of many that call the

valley of Þórsmörk
home. Þórsmörk is
an oasis in Iceland’s

southern highlands –
a place of forests and

verdant plantlife
surrounded by three
glaciers.The dark fur

you see here is the
fox’s summer coat; as

winter approaches
there’s a dramatic

change as the fox’s fur 
turns to white.’
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‘This is me at
Kvernufoss
in southern Iceland.
Waterfalls are
always a challenge
for the photographer,
usually because of
the mist that
instantly covers the
camera. I find it is
trial and error that
leads to the best
shots in these
environments.’ 

T H E  P H O T O G R A P H E R ’ S  S T O R Y



‘After unexpected
rains, the top layer

of snow was washed
away to reveal the

ice-filled textures of
this river bed.

Experimenting with
abstract angles is
important to me

while I’m out
shooting. It is a

great way to draw
interest to specific

elements of the 
landscape.’



‘Here is the Arctic
fox with most of its
white winter coat.
It’s currently
between seasons,
turning brown ever 
so gradually to
maintain its
camouflage as spring
approaches and the 
snow melts.’ 
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T H E  P H O T O G R A P H E R ’ S  S T O R Y

‘For me, this scene 
defines winter in the 
Icelandic mountains. 

It’s shot as the last 
light bounces off the 
peak. Winter here is 

governed by low 
rising mist, fresh 

snowfall and freezing 
cold days.’
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MAKE ITHAPPEN
BA,easyJet, Icelandair andWOWAir haveflights fromtheUKto
Reykjavík (from£150; icelandair.co.uk). Renting acarwill offer you
unparalleledflexibilitywhen it comes toexploring this relatively small
country; it’s alsocost-effective incomparison to booking busesor
internalflights.Car hire is available at Keflavik airport and inReykjavík
itself (from£30perday; kayak.co.uk). In thewintermonths (October
toApril), domake sureyouopt for a larger, sturdier car, preferably
with4WD.Be sure tocarry a jack, spare tyre and jump leads just in
caseyouget stranded.

T H E  P H O T O G R A P H E R ’ S  S T O R Y

WHAT’STHE MOST INTERESTING 
THING YOU LEARNED UPON
MOVING TO ICELAND?
That there are similarities no matter where
you live in the world.There’s no doubt that
we’ve globalised the heck out of Earth.

ANY DIFFICULTIESYOU’VE FACED?
The Icelandic language is beautiful but
extremely hard to learn – though it’s very
rewarding when you do. Being so far away
from my family is an unavoidable obstacle

in a move like this; however, thanks to the
internet we stay very much connected.

BIGGEST SURPRISE OF YOUR
ICELAND EXPERIENCE SO FAR?
That sheep heads are eaten here!

WHATADVICE DOYOU HAVE FOR
TAKING BLACKANDWHITE PHOTOS?
Occasionally, you can come close to
finding a completely natural black and
white landscape, though you’ll need snow.

WHICH LOCATION HAS INSPIRED
YOU THE MOST?
Iceland’s Fjallabak region has a mystic,
otherworldly aura that captures the
imagination. It’s a floodplain of black sand,
with coloured volcanic craters rising up.   

BEST TRAVEL MEMORY?
I was stranded in Greenland for a week due
to winter storms.There was nothing I could
do except head out into the cold and find 
some interesting angles on the ice!

We ask Benjamin about how he captures unusual landscapes and the obstacles he has faced living on the fringes of the Arctic Circle
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NewYork
Find new ways to discover the

Big Apple – from top to bottom

Santiago
The South American  

city on the up
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Plus
The best alternative  

city breaks

Thailand
Off the beaten path,
from jungle treks to
deserted beaches
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The place to be…

‘I find it wholesome to be alone the greater part of the time. To be in company, even with
the best, is soon wearisome and dissipating. I love to be alone. I never found the companion

that was so companionable as solitude.’

So wrote Henry David Thoreau in 1854 in his classic tome on backwoods living, Walden;
Or, Life in the Woods. It’s a book that elevates the experience of being alone to a semi-

existential state, and a century and a half later, in a world of social media and information

overload, it’s a book that seems more prescient than ever. In it, Thoreau abandons his

comfortable city life for a rustic cabin in the Massachusetts woods, and in so doing, learns

the benefits of self-sufficiency and self-reliance: the simple pleasures of chopping

firewood, foraging for food and sitting in silent, solitary contemplation of nature.

There might be more than seven billion of us on
the planet, but pockets of wilderness remain if  
you know where to look. Take the Empty Quarter, 
for example. Covering 251,000 sq miles, an area 
roughly the size of France, and spanning the 
borders of four countries – Oman, the UAE, Yemen 
and Saudi Arabia – the Empty Quarter (or Rub’  
al Khali, as it’s properly known) encompasses the 
largest swathe of sand dunes anywhere on Earth. 

On a map, it’s a big, blank splash of yellow that 
takes up most of the Arabian peninsula, unmarked 
by any defining features. But it’s only when you  
set foot on the dunes that you realise how 

profoundly empty this place is. Apart from a
handful of Bedouin tribesmen who have clung  
on to their nomadic lifestyle, no-one lives in the 
Empty Quarter these days – so when you set  
up camp, you can be pretty certain that you’re  
the only human soul in several hundred square 
miles. The explorer Wilfred Thesiger had a 
lifelong fascination for the place, and with its 
palette of fiery colours and blazing night skies,  
it’s not hard to understand why. ‘No-one can live  
this life and emerge unchanged…’ Thesiger wrote. 
‘For this cruel land can cast a spell which no 
temperate clime can match.’ 

MAKE IT HAPPEN
Most visitors to the Empty Quarter fly to  
the Omani town of Salalah, and then travel 
onwards into the desert by 4WD. It’s 
important to travel with an experienced 
guide, as it’s extremely easy to get lost. 
Most operators, such as Arabian Sand Tours 
(arabiansandtoursservices.com), carry all 
the equipment you’ll need, including tents, 
sleeping bags and food. Evening meals are 
cooked for you over the campfire.

enjoy 

The Empty Quarter

solitude
to 
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The red sands of the 
Empty Quarter, Oman



Dressed up for the
cold, a woman makes
her way through snow 
in Tynda, Siberia
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Siberia is another classic destination for
solitude seekers: covered by tracts of dense
forest, it’s one of Russia’s least-populated areas,
and that’s really saying something for a country
that already has one of the lowest population
densities on Earth. Home to lots of rare wildlife
including theAmur leopard, Siberian brown bear
and Siberian tiger – yet precious few people – it’s
a favourite of wildlife documentary makers, as
well as adventurous travellers who are searching 
for a glimpse of unspoilt Russian nature. 

Unfortunately, since winter temperatures
regularly plummet to -40°C, you’ll need to be
tougher than musk leather to survive here –
there’s a good reason Stalin chose Siberia as
the location for his gulags, after all. Even old
Thoreau might have questioned his ethics if
he found himself stuck out in the Siberian
wastelands mid-winter. But come in summer,
and you’ll discover a wild side of Russia that 
few people ever get to see.

MAKE IT HAPPEN
Winter in Siberia is brutal, so visiting
during the summer months from May
to September is the most practical
option. Eastern Siberia is the most
remote region, where huge tracts of
forest and wilderness surround the focal
points of Lake Baikal and the city of
Irkutsk. This is real backcountry Russia,
so it’s quite a challenging place to travel:
accommodation is generally basic, and
it’s tough to get by without speaking
a little Russian, so an organised tour is a
good option. Another option is to book
a ticket on the Trans-Siberian Railway.

Siberia



A man walks through 
a pristine lagoon on 
the island of Aitutaki 
in the southern group 
of the Cook Islands
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A far-flung archipelago that represents the stuff
of desert-island dreams is the Cook Islands,
a 15-strong chain of islands spread out over 
695,000 sq miles of the Pacific Ocean. They’re 
divided into two groups: the southern group 
includes the popular islands of Rarotonga and 
Aitutaki, as well as lesser-visited Atiu, Mauke 
and Mangaia. If even these are too busy, then 
head for the northern group – specifically, the 
islands of Pukapuka and Manihiki, where the 
only human inhabitants are black-pearl 
fishermen farming natural pearls on the seabed. 

Flights to these distant specks of land are 
erratic, so most people arrive aboard their own 
yacht – following in the footsteps of the 
American writer Robert Dean Frisbie, who 
settled on Pukapuka in 1924 in search of an 
island that represented ‘the faintest echo from 
the noisy clamour of the civilised world’. 

MAKE IT HAPPEN
Despite their isolated location, the Cook 
Islands can be reached by air: several airlines 
including Air New Zealand and Virgin 
Atlantic offer flights from the UK with  
a stop off in Los Angeles, Singapore or 
Auckland. Air Rarotonga (airraro.com) lands 
on most of the islands, although schedules 
to outlying islands (especially the northern 
group) can be infrequent and erratic. Travel 
agents on Rarotonga can arrange travel 
packages and accommodation. Check out 
cookislands.travel for more information.

Cook Islands

introduction to almost 250 places around 

the world based on how they make you 

feel. Each chapter, beginning with Awe 

and ending with Reflection, visits 20 

places and explains how they might make 

you feel. To claim your exclusive 35% 

reader discount on the book, use the code 

LP35 on lonelyplanet.com (offer not  

to be combined with other 

discounts; available until 

1 March 2018).



su and discover a
a where rich history  

and captivating geography converge 

SO NG

water

aking into consideration China’s
sheer vastness, Northern Jiangsu
is, relatively speaking, only a short
distance from Shanghai – but much

of it couldn’t be more different from that
shimmering, global metropolis. Worlds away
from the style and speed of China’s financial
capital, you’ll find this enchanting region of
fertile plains, irrigated and informed by
its waterways.

To the east, winds from the Yellow Sea whistle
through the islets of Lianyungang, passing
between traditional wooden fishing boats
docked in the harbour, and beyond through the
wetlands of Yancheng, where Père David’s deer

and red-crowned cranes make their home.
Further inland, the great freshwater lakes of
Hongze and Luoma sandwich the city of Suqian,
whose skyscrapers emerge from a watery
horizon for miles around.

But the crowning glory of Northern Jiangsu’s
natural delights is the Grand Canal, the world’s
longest artificial river, which is thought to date
back as far as 486 BC. Urban Huai’an stands
where the Grand Canal merges with the Huai
River, and references to the rich history of both
the city and the canal are rife here.

Another of the region’s historical highlights is
the city of Xuzhou, whose position on the canal
and at the crossroads of four provinces 

(Jiangsu, Shandong, Henan and Anhui) has
made it a strategic stronghold since ancient
times, and where visitors can explore the
haunting 2,000-year-old Han dynasty tombs.
Further to the south, Jiangsu’s capital Nanjing
also offers myriad historical and archaeological
features, as well as striking views across the
Yangzi River Delta.

Northern Jiangsu’s soil isn’t the only source
of riches in the province; the area is also fertile
ground for the arts – including opera and folk
music – and offers visitors an abundance of
unique gastronomic options to discover, too.
This is a part of China resplendent with natural
and cultural delights begging to be explored.



MAKING
HISTORY
There are few better places in Northern Jiangsu
to gain insight into the complex and
compelling history of China’s warring
dynasties than Xuzhou. Here, the theatre of
the Han and Chu kingdoms played out more
than a thousand years ago – and the relics of
those times pepper this modern, high-rise city.

Hidden beneath Guishan (‘Turtle Hill’) and
Shizishan (‘Lion Hill’) lie the ancient tombs  
of the rulers of the Chu kingdom, vast
mausoleums whose scale is impressive
almost to the point of being unbelievable.

Visitors here might wonder how the ancients
of Northern Jiangsu carved these huge, ornate
vaults with primitive tools – and indeed how
the tomb-raiders who followed managed to
remove stone blocks (each weighing six or
seven tonnes) from the entrances in order to
steal the bodies within.

Large armies of armour-clad terracotta
warriors remain on guard outside the tombs,
while many archaeological findings from
within the sites, which include intricate burial
suits and a striking jade coffin, can be viewed in
the Xuzhou Museum.

To gain a deeper understanding of life during
the Han Dynasty, pay a visit to the Han Stone
Carving Museum, where hundreds of carvings
depict stories and everyday activities from the
era. The museum is located on Yunlong Hill,
overlooking the tranquil and picturesque
Yunlong Lake, which is worth a gentle stroll
around. Looking out to the east of the hill offers 
an altogether more sobering view of a
memorial to those who fell in the Huaihai
Campaign of the late 1940s – the most recent
conflict in this historically turbulent city.

A short walk from both Xuzhou Museum and
Yunlong Hill is Hubu Hill and the Xima Terrace, 
from which you can view a cascade of
traditional mansions – complete with black
walls and red gates – on the slope. Some were
built as far back as the Ming dynasty, and many
remain inhabited by local families today.

This is indeed a city where past and present
co-exist harmoniously. Head north from Hubu
Hill along Jiefang Road to find a dilapidated
section of the original city wall just outside
Kuaizaiting Park and the nearby Church of
the Holy Heart (Ye Su Sheng Xin Tang)
dating from 1910. Overlooking the entire
area is the sleek Suning Plaza, a high-end
commercial complex completed in 2016
that represents bold Chinese modernity in  
this history-soaked city. 

CLOCKWISE FROM OPPOSITE Lianyungang

harbour at sunset; terracotta dancers in Han

dress; example of a Han stone carving; a jade

burial suit displayed in the Xuzhou Museum 

A D V E R T I S E M E N T  F E AT U R E

DON’T MISS
Local performance arts,
including Jiangsu bangzi

(regional opera) and Xuzhou
qinshu (a storytelling

art accompanied by the
Chinese zither). 



but guides are on-hand to explain its
exhibitions, and you can also sample regional
dishes here. For something more substantial,
head into a local restaurant – the nearby streets 
are lined with options.

Many of the ingredients you’ll find in
Huai’an’s dishes come from nearby Hongze
Lake. The fourth-largest freshwater lake in
China, Hongze’s waters feed the Grand Canal,
and the lake’s bounty is ready for visitors and
locals to enjoy once again following a five-
month fishing ban to replenish stocks in 2017.

In recent decades, crayfish has become a
national favourite in China – and Hongze is a
major source. The lakeside town of Xuyi, just
southwest from Huai’an, even hosts its own
crayfish festival, attracting tens of thousands 
of visitors each spring.

Hongze’s surrounds are charming and
offer yet more clues to the area’s history;
flagstone paving plots a quiet path through
overgrown grass and weeds, which cover
ancient dams and causeways in places. The
rustic beauty of the lake’s shores is reflected
on the water itself, where the traditional
wooden boathouses and paddles belonging to
local fishermen have become a floating staple 
of this picturesque landscape.

A rich
legacy

A wealth of cultural and historical rewards
awaits visitors to the city of Huai’an, where
archaeologists have found evidence of human
activity dating back as far as 4000 BC. The
city came into its own when its portion of the 
Grand Canal (the first, incidentally) was
constructed around 500 BC, and nods to
Huai’an’s prosperity during China’s Canal
Age remain even now.

Take a night cruise along the Huai River
and admire sights such as the majestic
Qingjiang Canal Lock, built during the Ming
dynasty, and the stone Guoshan Stele pavilion, 
originally built to control traffic on the
waterway. As you enjoy the view of these
monuments and a traditional pagoda reflected
in the moonlight on the water’s surface, you
might also be lucky enough to catch fragments 
of local Huai opera and not-so-local jazz
performances from the river’s banks.

Once the sun is up and hunger calls, the
Huaiyang Culture Cuisine Museum is a useful
starting point if you want to get to know local
specialities. Huaiyang cuisine is one of four
main traditions found within Chinese cooking,
alongside Cantonese, Shandong and Sichuan
– and Huai’an is one of its key centres. The
museum’s displays are mostly in Chinese,  

DON’T MISS
As well as tucking into some
local crayfish delicacies, seek
out Hongze Lake fishball soup,
Huai’an Pingqiao tofu soup and 
xiehuangtangbao, a hearty
crab roe soup dumpling.
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CLOCKWISE FROM OPPOSITE A Hongze

Lake causeway from above; the view from

Haishang Yuntaishan; fish being air-cured

at Lianyungang Harbour; water birds

catching fish on Hongze LakeNature’s
treasure 
trove
Lianyungang, embraced by mountains on one
side and ocean on the other, is a city whose
natural charms are too often overlooked by
those travelling through Jiangsu. Nearby
Mount Huaguo, made famous by the Ming
dynasty-era novel Journey to the West, is a draw
for many, but there is much more to discover
here for visitors prepared to spend a little time 
getting under the area’s skin.

Part of Lianyungang’s Yuntai Mountain
range, Haishang Yuntaishan was an island until
the 18th century, when receding seawater
meant it became part of the mainland.
Today, it’s a scenic spot enjoyed by locals
as a year-round retreat from city life, favoured
for its abundant greenery, clear waters and
impressive view over the whole city harbour. 

Out at sea, the islands that make up Qiansan
Dao form an idyllic offshore escape where you
can fish or simply relax in the warmer months.
Nearer to the coast, Qinshan Dao remains in a
near-pristine state, and features the Shen Lu
(‘Divine Path’), a unique natural walkway
chiseled by waves, which emerges out of
the sea at low tide.

Back on the mainland, the city’s Lianyun
District provides easy access via a causeway
to the twin islands of Dongxi Liandao, whose
powdery sands attract locals for a beach break
or to pose for wedding photos. Visit the islands’
authentic fishing villages to catch a glimpse
of locals digging for clams and stay for the
sunset, which bathes Lianyungang and its 
harbour in a pleasing golden light. 

DON’T MISS
Local delicacies include

air-cured goose from
Mount Huaguo and Guanyun
doudan, stir-fried caterpillar

from nearby Guanyun.



Wild, wild 
wetland
YANCHENG
You won’t find a typical seaside scene along the
370-mile-long coastline of Yancheng. The Yellow
Sea doesn’t yield blue water gently ebbing and
flowing beneath sun-drenched skies, nor huge
waves crashing into rocky shores. What you will
find, however, is a seemingly endless, ever-
expanding stretch of fertile wetland, on average
around five metres below sea level. The wetland
covers an area of around 1,750 square miles, and
has become a vital migration ground for many
types of birds, to the extent that it now
incorporates the Yancheng Rare Birds National 
Nature Reserve.

From November to March, more than a
thousand red-crowned cranes flock to the reserve
away from wintry weather. These graceful birds,
with snowy white plumages cloaking elegant
their frames, topped with scarlet crowns, are a
striking sight. Plenty of other protected species,
such as the hooded crane, snow crane, white
stork and black stork migrate here, forever 

swooping between the reeds and small lakes and 
catching fish, making for an arresting
ornithological spectacle.

Chinese mythology asserts that the divine
crane and divine deer come as a pair, and this is
certainly true in the Yancheng Wetland. Milu
(Père David’s deer) have been endemic to the
region since time immemorial, but dwindled
during the 19th century so much that they were
extinct in the area by 1900. Thankfully, since a
reintroduction programme in 1985, plenty can
now be seen frolicking in Dafeng Milu Nature
Reserve. In summer, you can witness the bucks
rutting for the all-important mating rights.

This wetland isn’t entirely naturally occurring,
though. The story goes that educated youngsters,
or ‘zhiqing’, came from Shanghai to what had
become a bare saltpan in the 1960s and ’70s,
armed with tools and a vision to restore the
wetland to its former glory. The legacy of their
toil made flesh is the Yellow Sea National Forest
Park, with the saplings they nurtured having
since grown into the largest planted forest in
eastern China. Take a morning stroll through the
fog-veiled park along paths lined with artistically
trimmed trees – some forming a grand archway.
The frostbitten red leaves that adorn them in the
autumn make for a bewitching woodland stroll. 

DON’T MISS
Local culinary specialities, namely
Yancheng badawan (Yancheng’s
traditional eight-course meal),
as well as local performance art, 
the Yancheng Dragon Dance.



A D V E R T I S E M E N T  F E AT U R E

A YOUNG
CITY BY
AN OLD 
LAKE
SUQIAN
It’s best to have your first date with
Suqian in the afternoon – the ideal
time to wile away the hours under
the warming sunlight, watching
cargo ships drift along the
shimmering Grand Canal, while
more traditional crescent-shaped
wooden boats busily shuttle to and
fro. Rent a small boat on Lake
Luoma and float under the sunset,
as the light casts a silhouette of the
Ferris wheel on shore. This is truly
a place to feel young and carefree,
whatever your age.

Only just into its third decade,
Suqian continues to dive head-first
into the future. On the southern
shore of Lake Luoma, ambitious
high-rises tower above grand public

squares and wide roads. This is not
to say there aren’t still some natural
experiences to enjoy here.
Santaishan Forest Park is a pleasant
surprise. This planted woodland
embraces seasonal change
wholeheartedly, resulting in
a pleasingly eclectic palette
throughout the year: rainbow-like
in spring with all the blooming
peach, plum and sophora flowers,
a symphony of green in the summer,
a vision of floating rusty leaves in
the autumn and enchantingly
snow-bound in winter. The ornately 
arranged Natian Flower Sea in
the east of the park is just as
changeable, but its finest hue of
the year is arguably deep yellow
in late autumn.

Despite Suqian’s age, the area
is the birthplace of legendary
warrior-king Xiang Yu, and has
been called Xiaxiang, Suyu and
Zhongwu in dynasties gone by.
Now, at nearby Xiangwang Guli
(‘Hometown of Xiang Yu’), you’ll
find the remains of an old water
well, a 2,000-year-old pagoda tree,
an ancient trough and various
rebuilt buildings from the period. 

DON’T MISS
Culinary highlights including

Emperor Qianlong’s shaobing
(a traditional flatbread) and

chelunbing (a wheel-shaped
cake with a sweet filling).

CLOCKWISE FROM OPPOSITE Natural colonnades

of the Yellow Sea National Park; red-crowned

cranes in flight; a view of Xiangwang Guli;

Natian Flower Sea in late autumn  



Northern
Jiangsu

highlights

CHU-HAN LEGACY
The Chu-Han Contention is one of Northern
Jiangsu’s defining historical periods – a bitter 
stalemate between Xiang Yu’s Chu State
and Liu Bang’s Han State. Its legacy is a
plethora of cultural and historical sites left
by both warring states, including
archaeological sites, mausoleums, stone
carvings and terracotta warriors, scattered 
across Fengxian, Suqian and Huai’an.

JOURNEY TO  
THE WEST
References to the celebrated 16th-century
Chinese novel Journey to the West are peppered
throughout Northern Jiangsu. The book’s
author, Wu Cheng’en, was born in the ancient
town of Hexia, Huai’an, and his home has been
turned into a museum, which is a good starting
place to learn more about his famous tale. You
can also visit coastal Lianyungang and pay
homage to the novel’s Monkey King character at
his fabled birthplace of Mount Huaguo. 

YELLOW SEA
With a coastline of more than 500 miles, the
Yellow Sea has plenty of opportunity to interact
with Jiangsu’s wild coastline. The sea’s name
derives from the hue it assumes after the Subei
Irrigation Canal and Sheyang River have
deposited their rich sands into it. That’s why
Jiangsu’s coastal farmlands are so fertile and 
plentiful, and as a result, make such 
picturesque destinations.

NATURE RESERVES
As China’s most densely populated province,
Jiangsu wouldn’t be the first place you’d expect
to have three national nature reserves.
Yancheng National Natural Reserve for Coastal
Rare Birds and Dafeng Milu National Nature
Reserve lie in close proximity to each other,
allowing you to spot Père David’s deer and
red-crowned cranes. Hongze Lake Wetland
National Nature Reserve is also home to
diverse vegetation and endangered birds,
including the graceful, white tundra swan. 



WATERWAYS
Of all China’s so-called Water
Districts, Northern Jiangsu enjoys
the highest density of waterways,
including the famous Grand Canal
and Huai River, flowing in differing
directions and linking the Hongze,
Luoma, Gaoyou and Weishan lakes.
Whichever path you choose, it’ll be
beautifully surrounded by dense 
flora and thriving fauna.

XUYI CRAYFISH
Crayfish from the town of Xuyi has
gone from being a little-known,
grassroots street-food speciality
to a national delicacy of intense
popularity. If you’re in Xuyi in May
or June, you may witness the
spectacular crayfish feast held
for tens of thousands of crayfish
pilgrims on the aptly named
Crayfish Square. After tucking in,
visit the nearby Crayfish Museum
and learn about the creatures’
biology, as well as the shisanxiang
(‘thirteen spices’) cooking method 
behind the crayfish craze.

SANZI
Sanzi (or ‘chasan’ as Huai’an locals
call it) is a crispy deep-fried noodle
dish popular across Northern
Jiangsu. Paired with flatbread and
sauces, or simply soup or tea, sanzi
can be eaten as a main meal or as a
snack – and in Xuzhou, locals wrap
the crunchy golden noodles in a
thin, chewy pancake. Find it in
restaurants across the province.

HUAIYANG CUISINE
Taking both its name and
inspiration from the area between
the Huai and Yangtze Rivers,
Huaiyang cuisine is renowned for
its elegant presentation and
delicate, sweet flavours. Common
ingredients often include
mushrooms, bamboo shoots, and
most importantly, fresh fish
sourced from Jiangsu’s lakes and
rivers. Visit the Huaiyang Culture
Cuisine Museum in Huai’an to
sample some dishes, and even learn 
some of the age-old cooking 
methods yourself.

TO FIND OUT MORE VISIT
ENGLISH.JSCHINA.COM.CN

OR FOLLOW @VISITJSCHINA ON
FACEBOOK, TWITTER AND INSTAGRAM

CLOCKWISE FROM OPPOSITE Snow-clad trees

at Haishang Yuntaishan; historical buildings in

Xuzhou; a resident of Dafeng Milu Nature Reserve;

one of Northern Jiangsu’s many canals; a crayfish 

feast in Xuyi; Guoshi Pagoda after nightfall

Translation: Li Guanting

A D V E R T I S E M E N T  F E AT U R E
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It’s the perfect time of year to broaden your horizons. Find one-of-a-kind
destinations and escapes closer to home in 2018

YOUR ADVENTURE STARTS HERE!

YUKON AND
ALASKA WALK

TraverseCanada’s untouchedYukonTerritoryonthis

dedicatedwalkingtourwhichexplores someofthe

most scenic and unspoilt natural areason planet

Earth.An areaof unceasing beautywith its pinetree

forests,wide glacialvalleys, tundra setting and

glacier-peaked mountain range, it's also hometo a

populationofwolves, grizzly bears, moose andeagles.

Grand American Adventures specialises in

small-group adventure tours to the Americas, with

unrivalled knowledge and experience. Book your

Yukon and Alaska walking tour from just £2,499pp, 

excluding fl ights.

T: 0333 003 8232grandamericanadventures.co.uk

DELVE INTO INDIA
Few countries in the world carve such a deep,

lasting impression on a traveller as India does.

Overload your senses with India’s explosion of

sounds, its vibrant colours and unique culture.

A visit will uncover endless layers of history and

cultural treasures includingTheTaj Mahal, forts

of Rajasthan and the holy Ganges. Explore all

India has to offer on a fully inclusive, private or 

tailor-made tour. 

T: 0800 988 8216wendywutours.co.uk

PERFECT HOLIDAYS
INA PERFECT PLACE

Salcombe Holiday Homes is the largest

specialist for self-catering properties in the

picturesque Devon town of Salcombe.The

majority of our gorgeous holiday homes have

views of Salcombe’s spectacular estuary and the

surrounding countryside. With a wide selection

of fabulous properties to choose from, many of

which are pet friendly, we have plenty of choice

for your holiday in this special waterside town.

T: 01548 843485salcombe.com
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WHAT’SONYOUR
BUCKET LIST FOR 2018?

Would you like to hike to Everest BaseCamp in

Nepal, climb Kilimanjaro inTanzania, or walk

along the Inca trail to Machu Picchu in Peru?

All these adventures appear on the adventure

traveller’s bucket list. KEAdventureTravel, an

expert in small group holidays, has been operating

all over the world since 1984 and has over 400

worldwide adventures to choosefrom. Make 2018 

the year you start crossing off your bucket list.

T: 01768 773 966keadventure.com

EXPLORE BEAUTIFUL 
CARDIGAN BAY

Close to the beaches and walks of the

Pembrokeshire and Ceredigion coastline,

and a stone’s throw from Bluestone Country,

Troedyrhiw is ideally situated for exploring this 

corner of Wales.

Hidden at the end of a private lane, five tastefully

renovated farm buildings are tucked into a

wooded valley on the banks of the Nant Arberth,

on a secluded smallholding. Each cottage has an

outside seating area and a cosy wood burner.

T: 01239 811 564troedyrhiw.com

CLASSIC CARTOURS
OF LONDON

SmallcarBIGCITY offers bespoke sightseeing

experiences for distinguished travellers. The

company, whose philosophy is that visitors to

London should feel like locals, has restored a

fleet of classic Mini Coopers and trained a team

of local guides to take passengers around the

capital and show them the sights through the 

eyes of a Londoner.

Experiences range from between one and eight

hours for individuals or groups of up to 30 people, 

and the cars are also available to rent.

T: 020 7839 6737smallcarBIGCITY.com

LUXURY TAILOR-MADE 
HOLIDAYS

Exceptional journeys, extraordinary places. Every

one of our tailor-made holidays includes bespoke

experiences and eye-opening activities that range

from the adventurous to the more culturally

immersive. From activity escapes in Lapland to

safaris in Africa; private access to museums and

galleries in Italy and cultural discoveries in Greece,

our talented, well-connected travel experts will

craft a personalised holiday that’s different to any 

other, designed exclusively for you.

T: 020 7563 1303exsus.com

HUT TO HUT –AUSTRIA,
DOLOMITES, PYRENEES

Walk with Collett’s Mountain Holidays on two-,

three-, four- or seven-night Self-Guided Hut to

Hut tours, or join organised walks, which take

place six days a week and are free of charge.

Arrive and depart on any day and stay as long

as you like in chalet, hotel or self-catering

accommodation. Collett’s also offers wildflower 

walks, painting and historical WWI walks.

Prices from £170pppw. Fly-drive or use our 

Airport Transfer service.

T: 01799 513 331colletts.co.uk

SRI LANKA
Our escorted Sri Lanka tour takes you from the

spectacular ancient cities of the South Central

Plains and CulturalTriangle, through Kandy,

the scenic hill country and its tea estates, to

a beautiful and undeveloped section of the

southern coast. We will encounter the

flourishing wildlife and awesome scenery ofYala

and Horton Plains National Parks. We will visit

no less than six Unesco World Heritage sites, and

still have ample time for relaxation and

opportunities to do your own thing. This tour 

provides an ideal introduction to this 

magnifi cent island.

T: 02392 258 859allpointseast.com

ATOL 5318
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Walking & Trekking Holidays  •  Trekking Peaks  •  Wildlife & Cultural Tours 

01453 844400 • www.mountainkingdoms.com

• Over 100 walking & trekking holidays worldwide

• Classic & pioneering treks

•  Exceptional wildlife encounters & cultural experiences 

Visit our website for full details or call us today
5090

Celebrating

30 Years
Walking, Trekking

& Adventure

Small Group
& Tailor Made

Adventure

EVERY

TRIP IS AN

ADVENTURE

WWW.GEYSIR.IS

HAVE THE DRIVE OF YOUR DREAMS IN ICELAND 
RENT YOUR RIDE WITH GEYSIR CAR RENTAL ON

 —  WWW.GEYSIR.IS  —
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Casa 1800 Hotels, situated in Granada and Seville, are two boutique hotels from 
XVI and XIX century which have been restored with the utmost care and detail.

www.hotelcasa1800.com
Sevilla +34 954 56 1800 Granada +34 958 21 0700
info@hotelcasa1800.com info.granada@hotelcasa1800.com

www.ffestiniogtravel.com 01766 512400

Escorted Long-haul Rail Tours

Discover Peru & Bolivia’s cultural highlights by train;
Explore California by steam and railroad;

Travel by rail into Eastern Canada’s remote wilderness;
Take a fabulous rail tour of Australia & New Zealand in early 2019!

Rail Holidays of the World

Over 40 years of Unforgettable Rail Journeys

Colombia 

Quote LP2018

Come to Atlantic Canada
on a tailor-made fly-drive
oliday and explore
icturesque fishing villages,

ncredible wildlife and rugged
coastlines. Experience rich
eritage and beautiful National

Parks along with cultural charm,
delicious local cuisine and
the warmest of welcomes.

ATLANTIC CANADA
ALL YOURS IN A FEW HOURS

020 8742 1556
windowsonthewild.com
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Tailored Family Holidays to

TEL: 01932 424252
@RevealedTravel
enquiries@revealedtravel.co.uk

BEAUTY GASTRONOMY BEACH CULTURE ICONIC SITES

South East Asia
southeastasiarevealed.co.uk

SPECIALIST TAILOR-MADE HOLIDAYS TO

MALLORCA, SPAIN, MADEIRA,
PORTUGAL, THE CANARY ISLANDS, 
CYPRUS & FRANCE

CALL US NOW ON 01737 812255 | WWW.CASTAWAYS.CO.UK

Made by Roberts & Sheppey (Melrose) Ltd. Est 1880

melroseellamay@aol.com
www.melrose-skincare.co.uk

MELROSE
SKINCARE

18G MULTI-PURPOSE
SKINCARE STICK

SOOTHES DRY SKIN, SORE LIPS
AND PAINFUL CRACKED HEELS

Enquire at your supermarket
�Af%@gmk] H`YjeY[q� gj qgmj dg[Yd [`]eaklk

h`YjeY[q \]hYjle]fl&
Gf :gglk \akh]fkYjq GL; \YlYZYk]&

E=DJGK= Y\n]jlak]\ af ;`]eakl � <jm__akl Hja[] Dakl&
�Hah�[g\]�(),.,,1�gj�^gj�99@2%�E=D�)((:

www.casamontani.com

Luxury Guesthouse in the
Heart of Rome

Tel: +39 063 2600421

WE GET YOU CLOSER

Tailor made and small group safaris to:
Botswana, Congo, Ethiopia, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi,

Mozambique, Namibia, Rwanda, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda,

Zambia, Zimbabwe, Madagascar, India, Sri Lanka and Indian Ocean.

NO SINGLE
SUPPLEMENT

SAFARIS

�WWW.TRACKSSAFARIS.CO.UK

� 013 86 830264
ATOL and TTA bonded to give you 100% fi nancial protection
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ALL-INCLUSIVE
EXPEDITION CRUISING

IN LUXURY
AFRICA & THE INDIAN OCEAN | 2018 & 2019 | SILVER CLOUD AND SILVER DISCOVERER

GET
CLOSER

EXPEDITION HIGHLIGHTS:
• Go off-roading in 4x4 vehicles

• Discover the surprising history and spices Zanzibar has to offer

• Contemplate the solemn history of slave trade sites

• Visit a stilt village, a local school, and see how cocoa transforms
into chocolate

• Swim and snorkel in the clear blue waters of the Indian Ocean

• Visit Aldabra, the “last unprofaned sanctuary on this planet”
(Jacques Cousteau)

Profound, diverse, chaotic and exotic, Africa is much more
than a sum of her parts. From the Cape of Good Hope to the
stunning shores of the Maldives, these regions deliver more
than just souks and safaris. Travel beyond the picture postcard
beaches and discover the authentic lands that time forgot.

ALL-INCLUSIVE LIFESTYLE:
• Highly qualified expedition team with experts in their field

(marine biologists, ornithologists, historians and more)

• Included excursions and activities: Zodiac® cruising, hiking
and snorkelling

• Personalised service with a butler for all suites and the highest
crew to guest ratio in the industry

• Fine dining even in the most remote places of the planet

• Comfortable amenities with the largest expedition suites at sea

• Inclusive room-service, champagne, wine and spirits throughout
the ship

• One hour free WiFi per day for all guests. Unlimited free WiFi
for guests sailing on select suite categories

• Onboard gratuities

• Exclusive partnership with The Royal Geographical Society

For more information please call 0207 340 0700,
visit Silversea.com or contact your travel agent

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

INDIAN
OCEAN

AFRICA

Tema

St Helena

Ascension
Island

Dakar

Walvis Bay

Cape Town

Lisbon

Colombo Phuket

Malé

MahéZanzibar

Durban

Namibe

Aldabra

Port Louis

#ThisIsSilversea
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0207 118 0070Explore Canada

G3655

theinternettraveller.com
*Terms and conditions apply 

Yukon & Alaska Explorer

13 NIGHTS | MAY & JUNE 2018 From £3,299pp

Canadian Rockies & Calgary Stampede

13 NIGHTS | 28 JUNE 2019 From £2,299pp

Toronto & Vancouver

08 NIGHTS | JUNE 2018 From £1,399pp

Toronto Explorer & Niagra Falls

07 NIGHTS | MAY 2018 From £1,099pp



Alaska
road trip

Two days in 
Amman

Historic
Oxford

Amsterdam:
three ways

Jump right in with one of our specially themed guides. Each features the

EHVW�ORFDO H[SHULHQFHV LQ FLWLHV RU UHJLRQV VHOHFWHGE\ RXU WUDYHO H[SHUWV ² VHW RՖ�ZLWK 

a Top Picks guide right now or collect them for your future trips.
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MAKE IT HAPPEN

CALL US ON 03330 162 125 AND QUOTE LPP2318
(lines open 8am–6pm weekdays and 9am–1pm Saturday for orders only)

ORDER ONLINE AT buysubscriptions.com/LPP2318

Save 25% and receive 
The Place To Be book

*This is a direct debit offer for UK residents only. You will pay £18.99 every 6 issues – saving 25% on the usual shop price. The Place To Be book is subject to availability and while stocks last, we reserve the right to fulfil all subsequent orders with 
a product of equal value. You may cancel your subscription at any time and receive a full refund on all un-mailed issues Full UK subscription rate for 12 issues is £50.40, Europe/Eire £65, rest of world £75. Call charges from mobile phones will cost 
between 3p and 55p per minute but are included in free call packages. Lines are open 8am–6pm weekdays and 9am–1pm Saturday for orders only. Overseas subscriptions call, 00 44 (0) 1604  973 733. Offer closes on 1 March 2018. †Guidebook 
discount available when buying online via Lonely Planet shop. Offer not available with any other offer or discount and excludes guidebook packs, digital products, travel gear and delivery charges.  

Treat yourself or a loved one 

to a Lonely Planet magazine 

subscription and pay just £18.99 

every 6 issues – a saving of 25% on 

the standard shop price*. We’ll also 

send you a copy of Lonely Planet’s 

The Place To Be book, worth £19.99.

SUBSCRIBER BENEFITS

Save 25% on the usual shop 
price with your subscription 

Money-back guarantee – cancel  
and we’ll refund your remaining issue

Save 35% on Lonely Planet 
guidebooks – exclusive to our 
subscribers†

direct to your door

Receive unique,
collectable covers, only  
seen  by our subscribers

6 ISSUES FOR

£18.99
PLUS THE PLACE  

TO BE BOOK
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The Radcliffe
Camera – known

to students
as the Rad Cam
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Oxford’s history lives not just in its stones

(some laid almost a thousand years ago) but

also in famous former residents and the

literary worlds it has inspired. Find our tips

for a short break in this highly walkable city.
For a highly entertaining,

theatrical and informative

look at Oxford’s dark

underbelly, join Victorian

undertaker Bill Spectre on

a 1¾-hour tour of the city’s

most haunted sites.

Bill Spectre’s Ghost Trails

(ghosttrail.org) depart from

Oxford Castle Unlocked; no

bookings needed. Audience 

participation likely. 

Historic
Oxford

SIGHTS
Ashmolean Museum
(ashmolean.org; Beaumont St)

Britain’s oldest public museum,

IRXQGHG LQ ����� LV D ÀQH H[DPSOH

of Neoclassical architecture. Four

ÁRRUV RI EULJKW� VSDFLRXV JDOOHULHV

GLVSOD\ WUHDVXUHV LQFOXGLQJ (J\S-

WLDQ PXPPLHV� ,QGLDQ WH[WLOHV�

Islamic art, rare porcelain, price-

less musical instruments and the

$QJOR�6D[RQ $OIUHG -HZHO�

Bodleian Library ££

(bodleian.ox.ac.uk; Catte St)

7KH %RGOHLDQ LV RQH RI WKH ZRUOG·V

oldest public libraries. Visitors

FDQ ORRN DURXQG WKH -DFREHDQ

*RWKLF 2OG 6FKRROV 4XDGUDQJOH

for free. For £1 you can visit the

H[TXLVLWH� IDQ�YDXOWHG 'LYLQLW\

6FKRRO� ZKLFK IHDWXUHG DV WKH

+RJZDUWV KRVSLWDO ZLQJ LQ WKH

Harry Potter�ÀOPV��*XLGHG�WRXUV

WDNH LQ RWKHU SDUWV RI WKH FRPSOH[�

LQFOXGLQJ WKH LQWHULRU RI WKH EHDX-

WLIXO 5DGFOLՖH &DPHUD UHDGLQJ

room. Advance tickets are availa-

EOH IRU H[WHQGHG WRXUV RQO\� RWKHUV

must be purchased on the day.

Botanic Garden £

(botanic-garden.ox.ac.uk; High St)

%\ WKH EDQNV RI WKH &KHUZHOO� WKLV

SHDFHIXO JDUGHQ ZDV IRXQGHG LQ

1621 for the study of medicinal

SODQWV� ,QVLGH� \RX·OO ÀQG D OLO\

KRXVH� D URFN JDUGHQ DQG WKH

bench that Lyra and her loverWill

YRZ WR YLVLW RQFH D \HDU LQ 3KLOOLS

3XOOPDQ·V His Dark Materials.

Christ Church ££

(chch.ox.ac.uk; St Aldate’s)

7KH ODUJHVW RI DOO 2[IRUG FROOHJHV�

DQG WKH RQH ZLWK WKH JUDQGHVW

FRXUW\DUG �7RP 4XDG�� &KULVW

&KXUFK� LV�DOVR� WKH�PRVW�SRSXODU

ZLWK YLVLWRUV� 7KH *UHDW +DOO KDV D

VSHFWDFXODU KDPPHU�EHDP URRI�

LWV JUDQG VWDLUFDVH ZDV DQRWKHU

Harry Potter ÀOPLQJ ORFDOH� )URP

7RP 4XDG� \RX DFFHVV WKH ��WK�

FHQWXU\ &KULVW &KXUFK &DWKHGUDO�

ZLWK EUDZQ\ 1RUPDQ FROXPQV

WRSSHG E\ HOHJDQW YDXOWLQJ�

Pitt Rivers Museum
(prm.ox.ac.uk; South Parks Rd)

Hidden behind a back door at the

Museum of NaturalHistory (itself

ZRUWK D YLVLW�� WKLV ZRQGHUIXOO\

FUHHS\ DQWKURSRORJLFDO PXVHXP

houses half a million objects from

DURXQG WKH ZRUOG ² ,QGRQHVLDQ

FDUYLQJV� IHDWKHUHG FORDNV� EORZ-

pipes, totem poles, even shrunken

KHDGV� 'LP OLJKWLQJ OHQGV DQ DLU

RI P\VWHU\ WR WKH JODVV FDVHV

VWXՖHG ZLWK SUL]HG ERRW\ RI 9LFWR-

ULDQ H[SORUHUV� 2EMHFWV DUH PRVWO\

divided into themes, rather than

FXOWXUHV� ZLWK VXEMHFWV VXFK DV

¶6PRNLQJ·� ¶:HDSRQV·� ¶%RG\ $UW·

RU ¶7UHDWPHQW RI 'HDG (QHPLHV· �D

SDUWLFXODUO\ JUXHVRPH�HQVHPEOH��

EATING
Chiang Mai Kitchen THAI££

(chiangmaikitchen.co.uk;  

130a High St)

Thai ornament marries surpris-

LQJO\ ZHOO ZLWK WKH ZRRG�DQG�

plaster interiors of this 1637

KRXVH RՖ D OLWWOH DOOH\� 5HDO�GHDO

Thai cuisine takes in curries,

D WHDU�MHUNLQJO\ KRW SDSD\D VDODG�

and plenty of seafood, rice and 

noodle favourites.

Rickety Press
MODERNBRITISH ££

(thericketypress.com; 

67 Cranham St)

,Q WKH EDFN VWUHHWV RI -HULFKR�

this corner pub turns out nicely

SUHVHQWHG EULRFKH�EXQ EXUJHUV�

ZRRG�ÀUHG SL]]DV� DUWLVDQ EHHUV

and snacks in casual surrounds.

Vaults & Garden CAFE£

(thevaultsandgarden.com; 

Radcliffe Sq)

,Q WKH ��WK�FHQWXU\ 2OG &RQJUH-

JDWLRQ +RXVH RI WKH 8QLYHUVLW\

&KXUFK� WKLV EX]]\ ORFDO IDYRXULWH

VHUYHV D ZKROHVRPH VHOHFWLRQ RI

soups, salads, pastas, curries,

VDQGZLFKHV DQG FDNHV� LQFOXGLQJ

SOHQW\ RI YHJHWDULDQ DQG JOXWHQ�

IUHH RSWLRQV� ,W·V RQH RI 2[IRUG·V

PRVW EHDXWLIXO OXQFK YHQXHV� ZLWK

H[WUD WDEOHV LQ D SUHWW\ JDUGHQ� 

$UULYH�HDUO\�WR�JUDE�D�VHDW�

DRINKING
Eagle & Child £

(nicholsonspubs.co.uk/theeagle 

andchildoxford; 49 St Giles)

$ՖHFWLRQDWHO\ NQRZQ DV WKH ¶%LUG

	 %DE\·� WKLV TXLUN\ SXE GDWHV

IURP ���� DQG ZDV D IDYRXULWH

KDXQW RI DXWKRUV -55 7RONLHQ DQG

&6 /HZLV� ,WV ZRRG�SDQHOOHG

rooms and selection of craft beers

DQG JLQV DWWUDFW D PHOORZ�FURZG�

Turf Tavern £

(turftavern-oxford.co.uk; Bath Pl)

6TXHH]HG GRZQ DQ DOOH\ZD\� WKLV

tiny medieval pub is one of

2[IRUG·V EHVW ORYHG� ,W·V ZKHUH

IXWXUH 86 SUHVLGHQW %LOO &OLQWRQ

¶GLG QRW LQKDOH·� RWKHU SDWURQV

LQFOXGHG 2VFDU :LOGH� 6WHSKHQ

+DZNLQJ DQG 0DUJDUHW 7KDWFKHU�

,W KDV SOHQW\ RI RXWGRRU�VHDWLQJ�

SHOPPING
Oxford Covered Market £

(oxford-coveredmarket.co.uk; 

Market St & High St)

A haven of traditional butchers,

ÀVKPRQJHUV� FREEOHUV� ÁRULVWV�

eateries and independent shops,

WKLV LV WKH SODFH WR JR IRU HYHU\-

WKLQJ IURP 6LFLOLDQ VDXVDJH WR

silly T-shirts. Be sure to join the

TXHXH DW %HQ·V &RRNLHV ² WKH�FRP-

SDQ\·V�RULJLQDO�RXWOHW�

Walking tour
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SIGHTS

Ashmolean Museum

Bodleian Library

Botanic Garden

Christ Church

Pitt Rivers Museum

ACTIVITIES

Bill Spectre’s  

Ghost Trails

EATING

Chiang Mai Kitchen

Rickety Press

Vaults & Garden 

DRINKING

Eagle & Child

Turf Tavern

SHOPPING

Oxford Covered 

Market 

SLEEPING

Central Backpackers

Galaxie Hotel

Malmaison

Old Parsonage Hotel

Oxford Coach  

& Horses

Remont
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FURTHERREADING
OurEnglandguide (£17.99) has

more on the city in its chapter

onOxford, theCotswolds &

Around (chapter download

£2.99; lonelyplanet.com).

HISTORIC OXFORD

OxfordCoach&Horses ££

Best for soothing interiors

(oxfordcoachandhorses.co.uk)

Once an 18th-century coaching

inn, this fabulous B&B hides

behind a powder-blue exterior, 

right by the Cowley Rd action.

Remont ££

Best for a contemporary look

(remont-oxford.co.uk)

All modern style, subtle lighting

and colourful furnishings, this

25-room guesthouse has good

public transport into the centre.

Malmaison £££

Best for imaginative re-use

(malmaison.com)

This converted former Victorian

prison is now a plush and thor-

oughly sophisticated hotel. Each 

room is made from three cells.

OldParsonageHotel £££

Best for country style

(oldparsonage-hotel.co.uk)

A 17th-century stone house

cloaked in wisteria, this 35-room

property perfectly blends period 

charm and modern luxury.

Central Backpackers £

Best for budget sleeps

(centralbackpackers.co.uk)

A welcoming option between the

train station and town centre,

above a bar, this small hostel has

basic, bright and cheerful dorms.

GalaxieHotel ££

Best for suburban space

(galaxie.co.uk)

Homey, boutique-y rooms spread

across interconnecting Victorian

townhouses at this smart B&B,  

1.5 miles north of the centre.
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Amsterdam:
three ways

Amsterdam Card (iamsterdam.

com) Provides admission to

more than 30 museums (though

not the Rijksmuseum), a canal

cruise, and discounts at shops,

entertainment venues and

restaurants. Also includes

a GVB transit pass. Useful for

quick visits to the city. Available

at VVV I Amsterdam Visitor

Centres and some hotels.

Museumkaart (museumkaart.

nl) Free and discounted entry to

some 400 museums all over the

country for one year. Purchase it

at participating museum ticket 

counters and

some hotels.

Holland Pass

(hollandpass.com) Similar

to the Amsterdam Card, but

without the rush for usage; you

can visit sights over a month.

Prices are based on the number

of attractions, which you pick

from tiers (the most popular/

expensive sights are gold tier).

Also includes a train ticket from

the airport to the city, and a canal

cruise. Purchase it online; pick-up 

locations include Schiphol

Airport and the city centre.

FOR FIRST-TIMERS
Anne Frank Huis ££

(annefrank.org; Prinsengracht 

263–267)

The house that concealed Anne

Frank and her family for two

years draws more than a million

visitors annually. With Anne’s

melancholy bedroom, and her

actual diary in a glass case, it’s a

powerful experience. Choose a

timeslot and prepurchase tickets

online to minimise the queues.

Dèsa INDONESIAN££

(restaurantdesa.com;

Ceintuurbaan 103)

Amsterdam is one of the best

places outside Indonesia to have a

rijsttafel (multi-dish banquet).

Dèsa’s version is wildly popular,

while à la carte options include

ayam besengek (chicken cooked

LQ�VDՖURQ�DQG�FRFRQXW�PLON��

D’Vijff Vlieghen DUTCH£££

(vijffvlieghen.nl; Spuistraat 

294–302)

6SUHDG DFURVV ÀYH ��WK�FHQWXU\

canal houses, the ‘Five Flies’ is a

jewel. Dining rooms have Delft-

blue tiles and originalRembrandt

works. Exquisite dishes range

from goose with apple, sauerkraut

and smoked butter, to candied 

haddock with liquorice sauce.

Rijksmuseum ££

(rijksmuseum.nl; Museumstraat 1)

The Rijksmuseum is among the

ZRUOG·V ÀQHVW DUW PXVHXPV� ZLWK

works by local heroesRembrandt,

Vermeer and Van Gogh. To avoid

the biggest crowds, come before

��DP RU DIWHU �SP� DQG SUH�ERRN

tickets online for fast-track entry.

6WDUW RQ WKH VHFRQG ÁRRU� ZLWK WKH

astounding Golden Age works.

Intimate paintings by Vermeer 

and de Hooch allow insight into

��WK�FHQWXU\ OLIH� ZKLOH 5HP-

brandt’s The Night Watch ������

takes pride of place. Other must-

sees are the Delftware (blue-and-

white pottery), intricate doll-

houses and the Asian Pavilion.

’t Smalle £

(t-smalle.nl; Egelantiersgracht 12)

'DWLQJ EDFN WR ���� DV D MHQHYHU

(Dutch gin) distillery, locals’

favourite ‘t Smalle is one of the

city’s most charming bruin cafés

�SXEV�� UHVWRUHG GXULQJ WKH ����V

with antique porcelain beer

pumps and lead-framed windows.

Van Gogh Museum ££

(vangoghmuseum.com;  

Museumplein 6)

It’s a moving experience to visit

this museum, which traces Van

Gogh’s life via the world’s largest

collection of his work, from tenta-

tive beginnings to giddily bright

VXQÁRZHUV� DQG RQ WR D IUHQ]\

of creative brilliance. Queues can

be huge; pre-booked e-tickets and

a Museumkaart (see box below)

help speed up the process.

Vleminckx FAST FOOD£

(vleminckxdesausmeester.nl; 

Voetboogstraat 33)

)U\LQJ XS IULWHV �IULHV� VLQFH �����

this takeaway is Amsterdam’s

best friterie. The standard order

RI FULVS\� ÁXՖ\ IULWHV LV VPRWKHUHG

LQ PD\R� WKRXJK WKH �� VDXFHV

also include apple, green pepper,

ketchup, peanut, sambal and

mustard. Queues usually stretch

down the block, but move fast.

FOR REPEAT VISITORS
Ajax Bike £

(ajaxbike.nl;Gerard Doustraat 153)

Ajax rents bargain-priced city

bikes, children’s bikes, tandems

DQG FDUJR ELNHV� ,W DOVR RՖHUV

three-hour tours taking in De 

Pijp, the city and countryside.

Café Toussaint BISTRO££

(cafe-toussaint.nl; Bosboom 

Toussaintstraat 26)

An enchantingly pretty place, this

casual neighbourhood spot feels

like it’s straight out of an Edith

Piaf song. Come to sip cappuccino

under the trees, or in the candlelit

evenings for delicious creations,

such as poussin with fries, aïoli 

and apple-apricot compote.

Greetje DUTCH£££

(restaurantgreetje.nl;

Peperstraat 23–25)

Amsterdam’s most creative Dutch

restaurant uses the best seasonal

produce to re-create traditional

Dutch recipes, like pickled beef,

braised veal with apricots and

leek stamppot (mashed potatoes

and vegetables). A typical dessert

might be lemon buttermilk pie

with crushed candy-cookie crust.

Het Grachtenhuis ££

(hetgrachtenhuis.nl;

Herengracht 386)

Learn about the remarkable feat

of engineering behind the Canal

Ring through this museum’s holo-

grams, cartoons, scale model of

Amsterdam and other innovative

exhibits.Visits are by small group, 

and online tickets are cheaper.

Local knowledge

:KHWKHU \RX·UH D ÀUVW�WLPH YLVLWRU WR WKH

'XWFK FDSLWDO ORRNLQJ WR IRFXV RQ WKH IDPRXV

VLJKWV� RU \RX·YH WUDYHOOHG KHUH RQFH RU PDQ\

WLPHV EHIRUH� ZH KDYH OLVWLQJV WR ÀW\RXU

QHHGV�SOXV�D�FDQDOVLGH�QHLJKERXUKRRG�ZDON�
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Moeders DUTCH ££

(moeders.com; Rozengracht 251)

Mum’s the word at ‘Mothers’.

When this welcoming place

opened in 1990 customers were

asked to bring their own plates

and photos of their mums as

donations and the décor remains

a delightful hotchpotch. So does

the food, from traditional pump-

kin stamppot to calf’s liver with

EDFRQ DQG RQLRQ� VWHZV DQG ÀVK

dishes. Book ahead.

Museum het
Rembrandthuis ££

(rembrandthuis.nl;

Jodenbreestraat 4)

Rembrandt’s old home is where

the master painter spent his most

successful years, painting big

commissions such as The Night

Watch. You can visit his studio,

which looks as if he’s just popped

out, and take part in etching

workshops.Queues here are not as

long as at some other attractions,

but you may book ahead online.

’t Blauwe Theehuis £

(blauwetheehuis.nl;Vondelpark 5)

No, it’s not a blue and white UFO

cake stand landed in the park,

this is the Vondelpark’s most

grown-up, fabulous and laid-back

café. In summer the terrace is

packed with seemingly everyone

LQ WRZQ HQMR\LQJ FRՖHH DQG FDNH

or cocktails and dinner.

Vondelpark
(hetvondelpark.net)

Vondelpark occupies a special

place in Amsterdam’s heart. It’s a

magical escape, but also supplies

a busy social scene, encompassing

cycleways, pristine lawns, ponds

with swans and quaint cafés. On a

sunny day, a party atmosphere

ensues when tourists, lovers,

cyclists, in-line skaters, pram-

pushing parents, cartwheeling

children, football-kicking teen-

DJHUV� VSOLՖ�VKDULQJ IULHQGV DQG

champagne-swilling picnickers

all come out to play. It’s rarely

tranquil, but always a lot of fun.

FOR OLD HANDS
 Braai BBQ Bar BARBECUE £

(braaiamsterdam.nl;  

Schinkelhavenkade 1)

Once a haringhuis (herring

stand), this tiny place is now a

street-food-style barbecue bar,

with a great canalside setting. 

Braai’s speciality is marinated, 

barbecued ribs (half or full rack) 

and roasted sausages, but there 

are veggie options too.

 Cobra Museum ££

(cobra-museum.nl; Sandbergplein)

,W·V�ZHOO�ZRUWK�PDNLQJ�WKH�HՖRUW�

to visit this out-of-the-way canal-

side museum. The building makes 

D� OLJKW�ÁRRGHG� VHWWLQJ� IRU� ZRUN�

from the post-WWII CoBrA move-

ment. Its members produced 

semi-abstract works known for 

their primitive, childlike qualities 

and the museum is full of boldly 

coloured, avant-garde paintings, 

ceramics and statues.

De Ridammerhoeve
(geitenboerderij.nl; Nieuwe 

Meerlaan 4)

Out in Amsterdamse Bos, this  

remarkable organic working goat 

farm lets (human) kids feed milk 

to (goat) kids in season; there are 

cheese-making workshops, and 

you can even do goat yoga.

 Foam ££

(foam.org; Keizersgracht 609)

From the outside it looks like a 

grand canal house, but this is the 

city’s most important photogra-

phy gallery. Its simple, spacious

galleries, some with skylights or

large windows for natural light,

host four big annual exhibitions.

Foodhallen £

(foodhallen.nl; De Hallen, Hannie

Dankbaar Passage 3)

This glorious international food

hall in soaring ex-tram sheds has

food stands surrounding an open-

plan eating area. Look out forViet

View Vietnamese street food and

Jabugo Iberico Bar ham, and the

Beer Bar, serving tipples from

local heroes 2 Chefs and Oedipus.

Nieuwendammerdijk
Across the IJ in Amsterdam 

Noord, enchanting chocolate-box 

prettiness characterises this 

long, narrow street of wooden 

Dutch houses, now prime real  

estate, with hollyhocks nodding 

beside every porch. Many houses 

here date from the 1500s, and 

numbers 202 to 204 were where 

the shipbuilding family De Vries-

Lentsh lived. Numbers 301 to 309 

were once captains’ houses.

Setoff attheSingelgracht bythe

Rijksmuseum and head north into

the nexusof art and antique shops

ofthe SpiegelQuarter, with

NieuweSpiegelstraat at its heart.

On Herengracht,Amsterdam’s

swankiest patchof realestate –the

appropriately named Golden

Bend – has a rowofdouble-fronted

houses (rare inAmsterdam,due

tothetaxes imposed) awash with

classical Frenchflourishes.

Stop bythe Bloemenmarkt

(opposite, right) – afamous

flower marketthat’s a good place

to buytulips in season and bulbs

year-round, as well as plentyof

high-kitsch souvenirs. Fromthe

easternend,you’ll seeoneofthe

city’s mostenduringemblems,

the striking Munttoren (Mint

Tower). Fromthetower, headeast

alongtheAmstel rivertotake in

the grand Hotelde l’Europe

(leurope.nl), where polished skiffs

moor attheterrace restaurant.
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Halvemaansteeg (Half-Moon

Lane) andthe beating heartof

theentertainmentdistrict

around Rembrandtplein

(opposite, left).Asyoucrossthe

square, it’s almostobligatoryto

pose withthe life-sizedfigures

re-creating Rembrandt’sThe

NightWatch, before makingyour

wayto De Kroon (dekroon.

nl),oneofthe square’s most

stylish grandcafés, at number 17.

PassthroughThorbeckeplein

to Herengracht, leanonthe

bridge anddoyour Insta-thingon

Reguliersgracht, akathe

‘canalof seven bridges’.The

 house at Reguliersgracht 34 

has an unusual twin entrance and 

an eagle gable for the original 

owner, Arent van den Bergh 

(arend is a Dutch word for 

‘eagle’). Where Prinsengracht 

crosses Reguliersgracht, there is 

a house with a statue of a stork 

outside – the dwelling once 

belonged to a midwife.

Southern 
Canal Ring

Neighbourhood 
walk

O Start Singelgracht
O End Amstel River
O Length 1½ miles; two hours
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Entertainment  
by neighbourhood
Medieval Centre & Red Light District Several young rock/DJ clubs 

thrash throughout the ‘hood, while avant-garde theatres line Nes.

Nieuwmarkt, Plantage & the Eastern Islands Music venues 

include the Muziekgebouw aan ‘t IJ, Bimhuis and Conservatorium.

Western Canal Ring

Southern Canal Ring

out around Leidseplein.

Jordaan & the West

Vondelpark & the South

De Pijp

of jazz and buskers.

Amsterdam Noord

plays regularly at venues like  

Café Noorderlicht and Pllek.

Where Herengracht and

Reguliersgracht join up,youcan

count a whopping 15 bridges

asyou peereast–west and north–

south.Take afew stepsfurther

south andyou’llcometothe

 Amstelkerk, a curious wooden

church with a belfry that was put 

up as a makeshift structure in 

1668; its intended permanent 

replacement was never built.

Headeastdown aquiet section

ofthe Prinsengracht untilyou

reachthe shoresoftheAmstel

river. Fromthisvantage point,you

can admirethe petite Magere

Brug and, beyondthe sluizen

(locks), the neon-lit roofofthe

 Koninklijk Theater Carré 

(carre.nl), whose classical façade  

is richly decorated with faces of 

jesters, dancers and theatre folk.

Bimhuis is a jazz venue  
on the IJ riverbank

The junction of the Keizersgracht 
and Reguliersgracht canals
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AMSTERDAM: THREE WAYS

FURTHER READING
Find more in ourAmsterdam

city guide (£13.99), Pocket

Amsterdam (£7.99) and via

our Guides app (free to

download from app stores).

MAP KEY

SIGHTS

Anne Frank Huis

Cobra Museum

De Ridammerhoeve

Foam

Het Grachtenhuis

Museum het

Rembrandthuis

Nieuwendammerdijk

Rijksmuseum

Van Gogh Museum

Vondelpark

ACTIVITIES

Ajax Bike

EATING

Braai BBQ Bar

Café Toussaint

Dèsa

D’Vijff Vlieghen

Foodhallen

Greetje

Moeders

Vleminckx

DRINKING

’t Blauwe Theehuis

’t Smalle

SLEEPING

art’otel amsterdam

Cocomama

Generator

Amsterdam

Houseboat

Ms Luctor

Linden Hotel

’t Hotel

122 March  2018

art’otel amsterdam £££

Best for modern art

(artotels.com)

Opposite Centraal Station, this

VW\OLVK KRWHO RՖHUV ��� URRPV ZLWK

PRG GpFRU DQG DQ RSHQ�WR�WKH�

SXEOLF JDOOHU\ LQ WKH�EDVHPHQW�

Cocomama £

Best for boutique hostels

(cocomamahostel.com)

2QFH D KLJK�HQG EURWKHO� WKLV KRV�

WHO·V URRPV DUH GHFRUDWHG ZLWK

ÁDLU� ZLWK ZKLWH ZDOOV� GHVLJQHU

'HOIWZDUH�RU�ZLQGPLOO�WKHPHV��

Generator Amsterdam £

Best for socialising

(generatorhostels.com)

3DUW RI D UHOLDEO\ IXQN\ GHVLJQHU

KRVWHO FKDLQ� *HQHUDWRU RYHUORRNV

OHDI\ 2RVWHUSDUN� ,WV ��� WZLQ DQG

TXDG URRPV DUH DOO HQ VXLWH�

Houseboat Ms Luctor ££

Best for floating voters

(boatbedandbreakfast.nl)

$ EULPPLQJ EUHDNIDVW EDVNHW LV

VHUYHG GDLO\ DW WKLV PHWDO�KXOOHG�

PDKRJDQ\�SDQHOOHG ���� KRXVH�

ERDW��0LQLPXP�VWD\�LV�WZR�QLJKWV�

Linden Hotel ££

Best for cosiness

(lindenhotel.nl)

/LQGHQ KDV VPDOO EXW EHDXWLIXOO\

IXUQLVKHG URRPV ZLWK MDGH�JUHHQ

IHDWXUH ZDOOV� VKHOO�SLQN FXVKLRQV�

DQG VZLUO�SDWWHUQHG�FDUSHWV�

’t Hotel £££

Best for opulence

(thotel.nl)

7KH HLJKW URRPV LQ WKLV FKDUPLQJ

��WK�FHQWXU\ FDQDO KRXVH VSRUW

VNHWFKHV RI ROG 'XWFK VFHQHV� DQG�

GHVLJQHU�SDWWHUQHG�ZDOOSDSHU�
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The Jordanian capital is young in Middle

Eastern terms, but there’s a historic core

to its 20th-century neighbourhoods. If you’re

on your way to Petra or the Red Sea, don’t

overlook Amman’s lesser-known charms.
Taxis are the transport of

choice in hilly, hard-to-

navigate Amman – for many

locals as well as visitors. Most

drivers of private taxis use the

meter as a matter of course,

but if some refuse, they are

not necessarily intending to

overcharge. Meter fares are

set by the government and

have not been updated in line 

with inflation. If you find

a driver you like, grab his

number, or ask at your hotel 

for a recommendation.

Two days in 
Amman

SIGHTS
Citadel £

(Jebel Al Qala’a)

The area known as the Citadel sits

on Amman’s highest hill, built up

over the Bronze and Iron Ages,

and the Roman, Byzantine and

Umayyad periods. There’s plenty

to see: the most striking sights are

the Temple of Hercules – with its

two giant standing pillars and

a remnant of a huge stone hand –

and the Ummayad Palace, dating

from around AD 720.

Darat Al Funun
(daratalfunun.org; 13 Nadim  

Al Mallah St, Lweibdeh)

This hillside cultural haven has

an excellent contemporary art

gallery with works by Jordanian

and other Arab artists. At the base

of the complex, near the entrance,

are the ruins of a Byzantine

FKXUFK� 8S WKH KLOO \RX FDQ ÀQG

many houses in a lovely Mediter-

ranean-Venetian style that was

popular locally in the 1920s.

Jordan Museum £

(jordanmuseum.jo; btwn Omar

Matar & Ali Bin AbiTaleb Sts)

Inside a grand modern building

(currently undergoing a partial

renovation), beautifully presented

displays tell Jordan’s historical

epic. Highlights include the oldest-

known human statues (spookily

modern 9,500-year-old plaster

mannequins from Ain Ghazal),

Jordan’s share of the Dead Sea

Scrolls, and a host of remains

from Petra and surrounds.

Rainbow Street
(Abu Bakr As Siddiq St)

This street in Jebel Amman is a

destination in itself. Ammanis

come for evening promenades

and to visit the many great cafés

and restaurants. There are plenty

of shops if you come earlier (the

area is good for souvenirs), but

either way it’s best explored on

foot. In the backstreets, there are

VWLOOPDQ\ ÀQH ROG VWRQH�YLOODV�

Roman Theatre £

(Hashemi St)

7KLV PDJQLÀFHQWO\ UHVWRUHG

theatre is the most impressive

remnant of the Roman city of

Philadelphia. It’s cut into the side

of a hill, and could seat 6,000. The

best time for photographs is the

morning, when the light is soft,

but the views from the top tiers

just before sunset are also superb.

ACTIVITIES
Al Pasha Turkish Bath ££

(pashaturkishbath.com;

Al MahmoudTaha St)

At this popular hammam (Turk-

ish bath), you’ll be steam cleaned,

scrubbed and pummelled until

you’re pink and glowing. It can be

an intense experience, but you’ll

come out feeling cleaner than you

have in years. There are separate

time slots for men and women,

but couples and mixed groups can

book ahead for joint sessions.

Beit Sitti £££

(beitsitti.com; 16 Mohammad Ali 

Al Sadi St)

If you want to learn the secrets of

Jordanian cooking, head for this

villa on the edge of Lweibdeh,

where three ebullient chef-sisters

have opened the kitchen of their

old family home. Over two hours

you’ll tackle a handful of classic

and lesser-known recipes and

then sit down to a four course

feast. You’re welcome to take a 

bottle of wine for your meal.

EATING
Hashem Restaurant FALAFEL£

(Al Malek Faisal St)

You haven’t tried falafel until

you’ve eaten here. This legendary

eatery, more than 50 years old,

VHHV VWLՖ FRPSHWLWLRQ IRU WDEOHV�

Aim for an early lunch or supper if

you want to avoid queues,

although Hashem does a fantastic

job of feeding the multitude in

record time. Flag down a waiter

for falafel, hummus, fuul (fava

bean paste) and glasses of scald-

ing hot mint tea.

Jasmine House
MEDITERRANEAN ££

(facebook.com/JHA23;

Al Baouniyah St, Lweibdeh)

The scent of jasmine blooms on

the terrace make dining at this

1950s villa a fragrant experience.

An Italian chef creates well-bal-

anced dishes, with superb home-

made pasta. The restaurant

doesn’t have an alcohol licence, 

but you can bring your own.

Sufra JORDANIAN £££

(facebook.com/SufraRestaurant; 

28 Rainbow St, Jebel Amman)

Housed in a lovely old villa, Sufra

is about as good as it gets when it

comes to traditional Jordanian

cuisine The signature mansaf

(lamb with rice and nuts, with a

yoghurt sauce) is a delight that

will leave you loosening your belt.

DRINKING
Rumi £

(facebook.com/rumicafejo; 14

Kulliyat Al Shareeah St, Lweibdeh)

7KHUH·V SOHQW\ RI H[FHOOHQW FRՖHH

RQ RՖHU� EXW WHD LV WKH WKLQJ KHUH�

choose from a menu that includes

EOHQGV IURP %DKUDLQ �ÁDYRXUHG

with rosewater), Iraq (carda-

mom) and Morocco (mint). The

outside seating area is a delight.

Local knowledge
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SIGHTS

Citadel

Darat Al Funun

Jordan Museum

Rainbow Street

Roman Theatre

ACTIVITIES

Al Pasha  

Turkish Bath

Beit Sitti

EATING

Hashem Restaurant

Jasmine House

Sufra

DRINKING

Rumi 

SLEEPING

Al Qasr Metropole 

Hotel

Hisham Hotel

Jordan Tower Hotel

Kempinski Amman

La Locanda

Sydney Hotel

March  2018124

FURTHERREADING
Turn to theAmman chapter

in the Lonely Planet Jordan

guide (£15.99), or download

it as a stand-alone PDFfrom

lonelyplanet.com for £2.99.

TWO DAYS IN AMMAN

La Locanda ££

Best for boutique style

(locandahotel.com)

Each of the stylish rooms here is

decorated to match an Arabic

music icon, with a keen attention 

to detail throughout.

SydneyHotel £

Best for budget sleeps

(sydneyhotelamman.com)

Halfway between Jebel Amman

DQG 'RZQWRZQ �VR \RX·OO NHHS ÀW��

this great-value hotel has big,

well- renovated rooms and dorms.

JordanTowerHotel £

Best for location

(jordantoweramman.com)

The bright and snug rooms at this

warm and friendly hotel could

hardly be closer to the key sights if

they were in theRoman Forum.

KempinskiAmman £££

Best for luxury sleeps

(kempinski.com)

Immaculate rooms, designer

furnishings and positively regal

bathrooms make this Amman’s

most chic accommodation option.

AlQasrMetropoleHotel £££

Best for city views

(alqasrmetropole.com)

In fashionable Shmeisani, the

smart Al Qasr has only 66 rooms,

each artistically designed with 

ZRRG ÁRRUV DQG VRIW OLJKWLQJ�

HishamHotel ££

Best for hideaways

(hishamhotel.com.jo)

This delightful hotel is in a leafy

embassy district away from the

bustle of the city while still within 

easy reach of downtown. 
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Alaska
road trip

This road trip is a loop that begins and ends in Anchorage, and includes

a leg by car ferry – with a shorter variant for those who would prefer to 

stay on land. The full version heads north from Anchorage along

the George Parks Highway (also numbered Interstate A4 or

Alaska Route 3), reaching the city of Fairbanks. The way back

runs southeast along the Richardson Highway (dubbed

Route 2 as far as Delta Junction, and then Route 4

beyond that). At Glenallen the choice is to head back

west to Anchorage along the Glenn Highway (Route 1),

or continue on the Richardson Highway to its southern end

at Valdez. From Valdez, you can take a scenic trip across Prince

William Sound on the Alaska Marine Highway ferry to Whittier

(5¾ hours; three runs per week; ferryalaska.com), then head

through a 2.7-mile-long tunnel to reach the Seward Highway –

your way back north to Anchorage. The full route via Valdez

involves around 820 miles of road – at least 15 hours’ worth of

driving in total, not counting scenic detours. The Glenn Highway

variant demands only slightly less time behind the wheel, but skips

the ferry crossing. All the roads above are paved and meant to be 

open year-round. Check road conditions at 511.alaska.gov.

ANCHORAGE
TO TALKEETNA

Anchorage Museum £

(anchoragemuseum.org; 625 C St)

This is Anchorage’s cultural jewel:

WKH ÁDJVKLS H[KLELW LV WKH 6PLWK-

VRQLDQ $UFWLF 6WXGLHV &HQWHU� ZLWK

PRUH WKDQ ��� $ODVND 1DWLYH

REMHFWV� VXFK DV DUW� PDVNV DQG

KRXVHKROG LPSOHPHQWV� 1HDUE\ LV

WKH /LVWHQLQJ 6SDFH� ZKHUH \RX

FDQ OLVWHQ WR VWRU\WHOOHUV DQG QDW-

XUDO VRXQGV IURP $UFWLF $ODVND�

Independence Mine State
Historical Park £

(dnr.alaska.gov/parks/units/

indmine.htm; Hatcher Pass)

7KH PDLQ DWWUDFWLRQ RI +DWFKHU

3DVV LV DQ DEDQGRQHG ����V JROG

PLQH VSUDZOHG RXW LQ D ����DFUH

DOSLQH YDOOH\� ZLWK PHDGRZV DQG

KLNLQJ WUDLOV WR H[SORUH DURXQG

WKH�PLQH��LW·V�D�PRXQWDLQRXV�ZRQ-

GHUODQG ÀOOHG ZLWK DQ RGG PL[ RI

DOSLQH ÁRZHUV DQG PLQH WDLOLQJV�

Moose’s Tooth Brewpub
PIZZA ££

(moosestooth.net; 3300 Old 

Seward Hwy, Anchorage)

7KLV LQVWLWXWLRQ VHUYHV WZR�GR]HQ

FXVWRP�EUHZHG EHHUV� LQFOXGLQJ

PRQWKO\ VSHFLDOV� 7KHUH DUH QHDU-

O\ �� JRXUPHW SL]]DV RQ WKH PHQX��

LQFOXGLQJ SOHQW\ RI YHJJLH SLHV�

Yak & Yeti TIBETAN£

(yakandyetialaska.com;

3301 Spenard Rd, Anchorage)

%LOOLQJ LWVHOI DV ¶+LPDOD\DQ· FXL-

VLQH� <DN 	 <HWL VHUYHV GHOLFLRXV

,QGLDQ� 1HSDOHVH DQG 7LEHWDQ

GLVKHV� LQFOXGLQJ PRPRV �7LEHWDQ

GXPSOLQJV� DQG FXUULHV� 1R DOFR-

KRO LV VHUYHG� EXW \RX FDQ EULQJ

\RXU RZQ� 7KH RZQHUV DOVR UXQ D

FDIp�LQ�WKH�1RUWKHUQ�/LJKWV�PDOO�

TALKEETNA
TO FAIRBANKS

229 Parks AMERICAN£££

(229parks.com; Mile 229, George 

Parks Hwy)

6RXWK RI 0F.LQOH\ 9LOODJH� WKLV

VW\OLVK WLPEHU�IUDPH KLGHDZD\ LV

TXLQWHVVHQWLDOO\ PRGHUQ $ODVNDQ�

(YHU\WKLQJ LV PDGH RQ�VLWH� DQG

WKH PHQX FKDQJHV GDLO\� WKRXJK LW

XVXDOO\ IHDWXUHV ORFDO JDPH GLVKHV

DQG D FRUQXFRSLD RI YHJHWDULDQ

RSWLRQV� 'RQ·W ZRUU\ LI \RX FDQ·W

ÀQLVK� VFUDSV IHHG ORFDO VOHG GRJV�

5HVHUYDWLRQV UHFRPPHQGHG�

49th State Brewing
Company £

(49statebrewing.com; Mile 248.4,

George Parks Hwy)

<RX FDQ KDYH WKH EHVW HYHQLQJ RXW

LQ 'HQDOL DW WKLV PXOWLIDULRXV

SODFH ZKLFK LV �� D EUHZSXE ZLWK

LWV RZQ ÀQH DOHV� �� D ZRQGHUIXO

ÁDPH�JULOOHG UHVWDXUDQW� �� D OLYH�

PXVLF YHQXH� DQG �� D GHGLFDWHG

SXUYH\RU RI GR]HQV RI ZKLVNH\V�

)XQ JDPHV DW WKH FRPPXQDO

WDEOHV VKRUWHQ WKH ZDLW IRU \RXU

IRRG� $OVR RXW IURQW LV WKH IDPRXV

EXV IURP WKH ÀOP Into the Wild�

Denali National Park
& Preserve £

(nps.gov/dena;George Parks Hwy)

+HUH LV SUREDEO\ \RXU EHVW FKDQFH

LQ WKH LQWHULRU �LI QRW LQ WKH HQWLUH

VWDWH� RI VHHLQJ D JUL]]O\ EHDU�

PRRVH RU FDULERX� DQG PD\EH

HYHQ D ZROI� $QG XQOLNH PRVW ZLO-

GHUQHVV�DUHDV�LQ�WKH�FRXQWU\��\RX

GRQ·W KDYH WR EH D KLNHU WR YLHZ

WKLV ZLOGOLIH �VHH GHWDLOV RQ WKH

QH[W SDJH�� $W WKH FHQWUH RI PRUH

WKDQ � PLOOLRQ DFUHV RI XQWUDFNHG

FRXQWU\ LV WKH LF\ EHKHPRWK RI

'HQDOL �0RXQW 0F.LQOH\�� 1RUWK

$PHULFD·V KLJKHVW SHDN DW �����P

² WKRXJK ZHDWKHU KLGHV LW IURP

YLHZ IRU WZR RXW RI WKUHH GD\V RQ

DYHUDJH� 7KH ���PLOH XQSDYHG

3DUN 5RDG LV FORVHG WR SULYDWH

YHKLFOHV DIWHU 0LOH ��� 7R JR

IXUWKHU \RX PXVW ZDON� F\FOH� EH

SDUW RI D WRXU RU� PRVW SRSXODUO\�

WDNH D SDUN VKXWWOH RU�FDPSHU EXV�

Fairview Inn £

(101 Main St,Talkeetna)

2QH RI 7DONHHWQD·V PRVW LPSUHV-

VLYH KLVWRULF EXLOGLQJV �IURP �����

DOVR KDSSHQV WR EH LWV EHVW EDU�

7KHUH·V WRQV RI $ODVNDQ KLVWRU\

KDQJLQJ IURP WKH ZDOOV� FUHDNLQJ

ÁRRUERDUGV� ZKLՖV RI VDZGXVW�

IUHTXHQW OLYH PXVLF� DQG WRXULVWV

DQG ORFDOV ZHDULQJ ÁDQQHO DQG

ZROI 7�VKLUWV� *RG EOHVV WKLV SODFH�

Hurricane Turn Train £££

(alaskarailroad.com)

6RPHWLPHV FDOOHG WKH ¶/RFDO· RU

WKH ¶%XG &DU�· RQH RI $PHULFD·V ODVW

ÁDJVWRS �UHTXHVW VWRS� WUDLQV SUR-

YLGHV D ORFDO UXUDO VHUYLFH IURP

7DONHHWQD WR +XUULFDQH *XOFK

DQG EDFN� 7KH WUDLQ WDNHV \RX

ZLWKLQ YLHZ RI 'HQDOL DQG LQWR

VRPH UHPRWH DUHDV� DQG EHFDXVH

LW JRHV VORZHU DQG LV OHVV QRLV\

WKDQ WKH 'HQDOL 6WDU� \RXU FKDQF-

HV�RI�VSRWWLQJ�ZLOGOLIH�DUH�JUHDWHU�

The route

Vast areas of Alaska lie beyond the reach of

any road, but we’ve put together a driving

route, best tackled in two weeks, that takes in

mountains and glaciers, roadside food stops

and more, at the heart of this mighty state.

The Worthington
Glacier near Valdez on
the Richardson Highway
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 Prospectors Pizzeria 
& Ale House PIZZA ££

(prospectorspizza.com; Mile 

238.9, George Parks Hwy)

Perennially busy and with good

reason! Set in the Old Northern

Lights Theater, this cavernous

alehouse-cum-pizza-parlour has a

menu with two-dozen oven-baked

pizza choices and some 50 beers

available on tap from almost all of

Alaska’s small breweries.

 Talkeetna Roadhouse
BREAKFAST £

(talkeetnaroadhouse.com; 

13550 E Main St, Talkeetna)

The oldest of old-school Talkeetna

establishments, the Roadhouse is

decked out in frontier-era kitsch,

and dishes out the best breakfast

in town. It doubles as a bakery,

cooking up giant cinnamon rolls

in the morning, and lasagna,

pasties and salads during the day.

FAIRBANKS
TO GLENNALLEN

 Alaskan Tails of 
the Trail £££

(maryshields.com; 2699 

Waldheim Dr, Fairbanks)

Well-known musher and writer

0DU\�6KLHOGV��WKH�ÀUVW�ZRPDQ�WR

complete the Iditarod sleddog

UDFH��RՖHUV�DQ�LQWLPDWH�WZR�KRXU

glimpse into the life of a dog team

and the Alaskans who raise and

love them. You’re asked to call

ÀUVW� WR� FRQÀUP� VSDFH� DQG� WKHQ

make an online reservation.

 Buffalo Center 
Drive-In BURGERS ££

(facebook.com/BuffaloCenter 

DriveIn; Delta Junction)

At this novel Alaskan drive-in

they bring heaped burger baskets

out to your car, or you can enjoy

them on an adjacent patio. The

setting may be casual, but these

are gourmet-level burgers. It also

VHUYHV� H[FHOOHQW� ÀVK� DQG� FKLSV�

and ice-cream. Cash only.

 LuLu’s Bread and Bagels
BAKERY £

(lulusbagels.com; 364 Old Chena 

Pump Rd, Chena Pump Plaza)

7KH�FRՖHH�LV�FDUHIXOO\�EUHZHG�DQG

delicious; the baked goods, from

rosemary bread to quiche, are

gorgeous; and the bagels get the

day started right. All baked goods

and breads are made on-site.

University of Alaska
Museum of the North ££

(uaf.edu/museum; 907 Yukon Dr,

Fairbanks)

In an abstract, igloo- and aurora-

LQVSLUHG HGLÀFH� RQH RI $ODVND·V

ÀQHVW PXVHXPV KDV DUWHIDFW�ULFK

exhibits on the geology, history,

culture and trivia of the state.

Upstairs, the Rose Berry Alaska

Art Gallery covers 2,000 years of

northern works, such as ancient

ivory carvings, wood masks and

contemporary photographs.

GLENNALLEN
TO ANCHORAGE

Alaska Wildlife
Conservation Center ££

(alaskawildlife.org; Mile 79,

Seward Hwy)

Injured and rescued animals can

EH VHHQ DW WKLV QRQSURÀW ZLOGOLIH

centre. Particularly of interest are

the wood bison, the only herd in

the US, part of a programme to

reintroduce the extinct-in-Alaska

breed. It’s also a good spot to see

a bear or moose if you haven’t yet.

Columbia Glacier £££

The big daddy of Prince William

Sound’s glaciers is also one of the

world’s fastest moving, though,

OLNHPDQ\ LFH ÁRHV LQ $ODVND� LW LV

rapidly retreating. It ends with a

IDFH DV KLJK DV D IRRWEDOO ÀHOG�

The voyage to see the Columbia is

a popular day trip out of Valdez,

by boat or on a kayak excursion.

Anadyr Adventures is one of the

EHVW FRPSDQLHV WR RՖHU WKH ODWWHU

(anadyradventures.com).

Jack Sprat
MODERN AMERICAN £££

(jacksprat.net; 165 Olympic

Mountain Loop, Girdwood)

Creative fresh cuisine at the base

of a ski hill. Homemade almond-

milk lattes and the constant

favourite bibimbap (a Korean-

LQÁXHQFHG ERZOZLWK NLPFKL� ULFH�

pork and eggs) are only two of the

many reasons to eat here.

 Matanuska Glacier ££

(Mile 102, Glenn Hwy)

If you opt not to take the ferry

route across Prince William

Sound, this is your best fall-back

option for seeing a big glacier up

close. The part you can visit sits

on private land. Charged entry is

via Glacier Park Resort (Mile 102).

From the parking lot, a trail leads 

for a couple of hundred yards onto 

the gravel-laced ice, carved and 

braided with translucent blue 

streams and pitted with deep 

ponds. To go further, stop by 

MICA Guides (micaguides.com), 

which leads treks out onto the ice. 

Portage Pass Trail
A superb afternoon hike near 

Whittier provides good views of 

Portage Glacier, Passage Canal 

and the surrounding mountains 

and glaciers. Clearly marked in its 

early stages, the trail proceeds 

along an old roadbed and is easily 

reachable on foot from Whitter. 

From the marked trailhead, a 

JRRG�SDWK�FOLPEV�DORQJ�WKH�ÁDQN�

of a mountain for around a mile, 

ÀQLVKLQJ� DW� D� SURPRQWRU\� WKDW� 

RՖHUV�JODFLHU�YLHZV��7KH�WUDLO�WKHQ�

descends for a half-mile to Divide 

Lake and Portage Pass. At this 

point the trail ends, and a route 

through alder trees continues to 

Portage Lake. It’s a 2-mile hike 

one way from the trailhead.

 Roadside Potatohead
AMERICAN £

(theroadsidepotatohead.com; 

255 N Harbor Dr, Valdez)

7KH�9DOGH]�RՖVKRRW�RI�D�OHJHQGDU\�

food cart in McCarthy knocks out

the kind of carb-heavy menu

often necessary in these parts; its

speciality is fries (including the

signature rosemary and garlic)

and accompaniments, such as

pulled pork po’boy.

Tonsina River Lodge
Restaurant RUSSIAN ££

(tonsinariverlodge.com; Mile 79,

Richardson Hwy)

Let’s hear it for variety! While you

can get ribeye steaks and halibut

at the Tonsina’s restaurant, it also

has a Russian menu. This nod to

Alaska’s pre-1867 colonial rulers

includes shashlyk (pork skewers),

EOLQFKLNL �VWXՖHG VDYRXU\ FUHSHV�

and machanka (potatoes, roast

beef, vegetables and sausage).

Willow Lake
(Mile 87, Richardson Hwy)

)URP�D�KLJKZD\�SXOO�RՖ�KHUH��\RX�

can sigh at the stupendous view 

of the eponymous lake, plus a 

long stretch of pure wilderness 

abutting the snow-capped peaks 

of the Wrangell Mountains.
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Hunting has never been allowed 

in Denali National Park since  

it was established (as Mount 

McKinley National Park) in  

1917. As a result, professional 

photographers refer to the 

animals here as ‘approachable 

wildlife.’ That means bear, moose, 

Dall sheep and caribou aren’t  

as skittish as in other regions of 

the state. For this reason, and 

because the Park Road was built  

to maximise the chances of seeing 

wildlife by traversing high open 

ground, the park is an excellent 

place to view a variety of animals.

While you mostly can’t drive 

your own car in the park, unlike  

in Yellowstone for instance, park 

buses run frequently. Your fellow 

passengers will be armed with 

binoculars to help scour the 

terrain for animals, most of  

which are so accustomed to the 

rambling buses that they rarely 

run and hide. When someone 

spots something and yells ‘Stop!’, 

the driver will pull over for viewing 

Don’t miss

Denali’s 
wildlife
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Beyond Denali
Denali is – by Alaskan standards – very accessible; the state’s seven other 

national parks include some with no roads at all, let alone visitor facilities.

GATES OF THE ARCTIC 
America’s northernmost and least-visited national park is an expanse of peaks 

and tundra second only in size to Wrangell-St Elias. One for the truly intrepid.

GLACIER BAY
Eleven tidewater glaciers spill out of the mountains and fill the sea with 

icebergs of all shapes and shades of blue (pictured below). It’s also known as  

a whale-watching spot –humpbacks are the most impressive and acrobatic.

KATMAI
A pricey, fly-in experience, Katmai is nevertheless treasured for its salmon- 

fishing brown bears and post-volcanic Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes.

KENAI FJORDS
This park’s namesake fjords have been carved by glaciers pouring down  

from the massive Harding Ice Field. The Exit Glacier is road-accessible.

KOBUK VALLEY
Beaten only by Gates of the Arctic in terms of visitor scarcity, this 

desolate area is known for its Arctic sand dunes and migrating caribou.

LAKE CLARK
Only 100 miles from Anchorage, this spectacular and largely untrodden 

Alaska-in-miniature is centred around 42-mile-long, ice-blue Lake Clark.

WRANGELL-ST ELIAS
Combine the areas of Yellowstone and Yosemite, and then throw in  

the whole of Switzerland, and you have America’s largest national park, 

covering 53,000 square miles of brawny ice-encrusted mountains.

and picture taking. The best 

wildlife watching is on 

the first morning bus. 

Bears In the area of the 

park that most people 

visit (north of the Alaska 

Range), there are an 

estimated 300 to 350 grizzly 

bears (pictured below) and around 

200 black bears. Grizzlies tend to 

inhabit tundra areas, while black 

bears stick to the forests. With 

most of Denali’s streams fed by 

glaciers, the fishing is poor and 

bears must rely on vegetation for 

85% of their diet. As a result, most 

male grizzlies here range from only 

150kg to 300kg, while 

those on the salmon-

rich coasts can easily 

top 450kg. There’s no 

guarantee of seeing  

a grizzly, but most  

park bus drivers say they 

spot around five to eight 

per day along the road. 

Wolves Consider yourself lucky  

if you spot a wolf. Denali is home  

to a fluctuating population, with 

around 50 to 70 wolves living in  

the 10 packs currently being 

monitored. In summer, wolves are 

less likely to travel in large packs 

because they centre their activity 

around a den or rendezvous site, 

with one or more adults often 

remaining there with the pups.

Moose Around 1,800 moose roam 

the park, and they are almost 

always found in stands of spruce 

and willow shrubs (their favourite 

food). Backpackers should be wary 

when ploughing blindly through 

areas of thick ground cover, 

especially in early September, 

when the bulls clash over breeding 

rights to the cows. Make no 

mistake: a moose can be just as 

dangerous as a bear. 

Caribou All the park’s caribou 

(reindeer) belong to the Denali 

herd – one of 32 herds in Alaska – 

which presently numbers around 

1,760 animals. The best time to 

spot caribou in large groups  

is late summer, when the 

animals begin to band in 

anticipation of the autumn 

migration. They’re often 

spotted earlier in 

summer in small bands on the 

hillsides. Look for unusual patches 

of white that just don’t seem to 

belong there. 

Other species In addition to 

moose, caribou, wolves and bears, 

Denali is home to 33 other species 

of mammal, including wolverines 

and Dall sheep. There are also 

159 bird varieties – such as 

the golden eagle and more 

rarely seen bald eagle 

(pictured), tundra swan, 

rock ptarmigan, jaeger 

and great horned owl 

– plus 10 types of fish  

and a lone amphibian,  

the wood frog.

A bull caribou in Denali 
National Park
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FURTHERREADING
Lonely Planet’sAlaska (£15.99)

is acomprehensive guidetothe

largestUS state. Individual

chapters are £2.99todownload 

from lonelyplanet.com.

ALASKA ROAD TRIP
MAP KEY

SIGHTS

Alaska Wildlife

Conservation Center

Anchorage Museum

Columbia Glacier

Denali National Park &

Preserve

Independence Mine State 

Historical Park

Matanuska Glacier

University of Alaska

Museum of the North

Willow Lake

ACTIVITIES

Alaska Tails of the Trail

Hurricane Turn Train

Portage Pass Trail

EATING

229 Parks

Buffalo Center Drive-In

Jack Sprat

LuLu’s Bread and Bagels

Moose’s Tooth Brewpub

Prospectors Pizzeria & Ale 

House

Roadside Potatohead

Talkeetna Roadhouse

Tonsina River Lodge 

Restaurant

Yak & Yeti

DRINKING

49th State Brewing 

Company

Fairview Inn

SLEEPING

Alaska Heritage House 

B&B

Camp Denali

Copper Whale Inn

Denali Mountain Morning 

Hostel

Gakona Lodge

Lodge at Black Rapids
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AlaskaHeritage
HouseB&B ££

Best for historic appeal

(alaskaheritagehouse.com)

Built in 1916, this is probably the

fanciest b&b in Fairbanks. Each

URRP KDV LWV RZQ ÁDLU�

CampDenali £££

Best for wilderness

(campdenali.com)

Verging on legendary, this camp’s

simple cabins (plus North Face

Lodge) provide an elegant back-

country experience in Denali.

CopperWhale Inn ££

Best for city life

(copperwhale.com)

An ideal downtown location and

a bright and elegant interior make

this inn one of the best midrange

places in Anchorage.

DenaliMountainMorning
Hostel £

Best for budget sleeps

(hostelalaska.com)

Hostels are rare near Denali; this

summer-only place has a dream

setting by a mountain creek.

Gakona Lodge ££

Best for roadside lodging

(gakonalodge.com)

This lovely log roadhouse dates

from 1905. There are 10 small

rooms, three big cabins and lots of 

good-natured service.

LodgeatBlackRapids ££

Best for modern cabin style

(lodgeatblackrapids.com)

Rooms are a tasteful blend of

minimalism and cabin aesthetics

at this lodge on a dramatic stretch 

of the Richardson Highway.



COMPET I T ION
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LonelyPlanetmagazine has teamed up with
SwitzerlandTourism (myswitzerland.com)
and Grand Hotel Kronenhof (kronenhof.com),
Pontresina, to offer one lucky reader and their 
guest a luxury three-night holiday.

Your destination is the pretty Alpine
village of Pontresina, which you’ll reach via
a scenic train ride on the Rhaetian Railway.
Your base will be the five-star Grand Hotel
Kronenhof, which occupies a listed,
19th-century Neo-Baroque building with
an award-winning spa.

After arrival, you’ll be able to take a
funicular up to the top of the mountain,
from where you can enjoy the views and go
for a hike. The Kronenhof’s mountain bikes
and e-bikes will also be available to you
during your stay for exploring the region.
And, for a fun-filled lunchtime you won’t
forget, you’ll be presented with a picnic
basket supplied by the Kronenhof containing
all you need for a delicious barbecue at the
scenic mountain lookout of Diavolezza.
Then, on your return, you’ll have the chance
to relax with a two-hour private spa session.

CONDITIONSOF ENTRY

1. The promoter of this competition is Immediate Media Company London Limited. 2. The prize includes two return economy flights from

the UK to Zürich on SWISS, two return first class transfer tickets from Zürich to Pontresina, three nights’ half-board accommodation at Grand

Hotel Kronenhof, barbecue lunch atop Diavolezza at Europe’s highest barbecue site, complimentary use of the Kronenhof Spa throughout stay,

including two hours’ use of the private spa, and complimentary use of the Kronenhof’s bicycles. 3. Travel must be taken by 14 October 2018.

Travel not permitted on 29 July and 5 August 2018. Both hotel and flights are subject to availability. 4. The prize does not include travel

insurance, visas (if applicable), additional meals and refreshments, UK transfers, optional activities or spending money. 5. The winner must

be at least 18 years old and hold a valid 10-year UK passport with six months or more remaining after return to the UK. 6. For full terms and 

conditions, visit lonelyplanet.com/magazine/competitions.

THE PRIZE

XTwo return economy flights with SWISS from theUK to Zürich

XTwo return first-class transfers from Zürich to Pontresina

XThree nights’ half-board at Grand Hotel Kronenhof

XLunch at Europe’s highest barbecue site on the 2,978m-high 
mountain viewpoint of Diavolezza

XComplimentary use of the Kronenhof Spa, including  
the private spa

XComplimentary use of bicycles at the Kronenhof

WIN a luxury stay in Switzerland

After an active day in the
mountains, relax in the
Kronenhof Spa (inset)

HOWTO ENTER
To be in with a chance of winning this fantastic prize, fill in your details online at the address 
below. Competition closes at 11.59pm on Sunday 18 March 2018.

lonelyplanet.com/magazine/competitions

Worth
£2,000
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Travel Quiz
YOUWANTANSWERS?

1) NAMIBIA. 2) THE PANTHEON, ROME. 3) GERMANY. 4) BOLIVIA (SUCRE AND LA PAZ). 5) NEVADA. 6) THAILAND. 7) ARGENTINA AND BRAZIL. 8) NEW SOUTH WALES. 9) SLOVENIA. 
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What on Earth?
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The desert-
dwelling oryx
is the national
animal of
which African 
country? 

Where would
you find the

world’s
largest

unreinforced
concrete

dome? 

In which European country might
a sockenkranz (sock garland) be
hung from your house if you were
unmarried on your 25th birthday?

3

Which South American
country has two

official capitals, one
meaning ‘sugar’

in French and the
other ‘peace’ in

Spanish? 

4 Which US state has a name
that means ‘snow-covered’ 
in Spanish?

The outline of which elephant-
inhabited country is said to
resemble an elephant’s head? 

The Iguazú Falls are
on the border of which 
two countries?

Rearrange ‘weasel nut
show’ for a state that isn’t  
in the US, but is larger
than Texas or Alaska. 

Which country has
‘love’ in its name? 



Travel in search of a feeling
/LIH�D՚UPLQJ DQG OLIH�FKDQJLQJ� ZH SUHVHQW ��� SODFHV DURXQG WKH ZRUOG�

WR H[SHULHQFH RQH RU PRUH SRZHUIXO�HPRWLRQV��IURP�VHUHQLW\�DQG�MR\�WR�

DZH�DQG�HQOLJKWHQPHQW�

Available now in all good bookshops and online at 

shop.lonelyplanet.com

Experience awe

in Arizona, USA



Mastered over 40 years, our unrivalled travel expertise gives us the ability to craft great-value,

luxury escapes to the world’s most desirable locations. Our destination specialists combine 

local knowledge with personalised service to make your holiday a work of art.

kenwoodtravel.co.uk

020 7749 9228The Travel Association
7456X

5664


